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“ON THE FENCE”
W e refuse to take sides In that oit recurring discussion
SMALL BORE vs. LARGE BORE.
Eitlur one will bag your deer if you hold right hack of 
the shoulder and use
U. n. C. AMMUNITION. 
UNION-flETALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
Factory Bridgeport, Conn. Agency New York, 313 Broadway.
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Factory Loaded Shotgun Shells.
“ Leader” loaded with Smokeless powder and “ New  
Riv a l ” loaded with Black powder. Superior to all 
other brands for
U N I F O R fl lT Y , R E L IA B IL IT Y  A N D
S T R O N G  S H O O T IN G  Q U A L IT IE S .
Winchester Shells are for sale by all dealers. Insist upon 
having them when you buy and you will get the best.
Announcement.===Season of 1900.
.............................. '  v ” .......................................................
H O T E L S  A N D  C A M P S
New  Y o r k  Ci t y .
Ashland House.
Corner 4th Avenue and 24th street. Ameri­
can and European plans.
Rooms, per day, $1.00 and upwards.
Or Rangeley La k e .
Mingo Spring Camps.
Located on Mingo Point, Rangeley Lake 
Best of salmon and trout fishing; cosy cot­
tages; open fires; the famous Mingo Spring 
water; pine and balsam groves. Everything 
for the comfort and convenience of Sportsmen 
and summer boarders. Send for circular.
Chas. E. Belcher , Rangeley, Me.
Rangeley Lakes.
Camp Bemis and Birches
Beinis, terminus of Rumford Falls & Range- 
ley Lakes R. R. Two trains daily. Steamers 
connect to all points on the lakes. Birches 
is six miles distant on Student’s Island. Cosy 
log cabins, open fires at both places afford 
comfortable homes for the summer for ladies 
and gentlemen. Excellent fishing close at 
hand. Send for circular.
Capt. F. C. Barker , Prop*r, Bemis, Me.
Via Rangeley or Bem is .
Mountain View House.
Here is situated a li otei of rare attractive­
ness in beautiful location for summer board­
ers and at the same time in close proximity 
to the best places for fishing on Rangeley 
lake. Hunters in the season also find plenty 
of deer, partridge and woodcock near the 
hotel. The cuisine here is such as to hold 
patrons year after year, the rooms are what 
people from the cities like, large, well lighted 
and pleasant. We serve vegetables, berries, 
fish and game at appropriate times in the 
year ana the table is always supplied with 
excellent fresh milk and cream. Pure water 
runs to the house from a spring above. This 
is a particularly good place for safe and 
pleasant boating and the drives and walks 
are unsurpassed. Croquet and lawn tennis 
grounds adjoin the house. "Write for a free 
circular to
L. E. Bow LEY, Mountain View House, 
Mountain View, Rangeley Lakes, Me.
At Er r o l , N. H.
Hmbagog House. Good accommodations. N ear 
fishing grounds. O. C. Bumford , Prop.r.
In I >ead R iv e r  R e g io n .
Hotel Blanchard. Hunting, Fishing. J. S. 
DURRELL, Proprietor, Stratton, Me.___________
H O T E L S  A N D  C A M P S
At Flagstaff.
Lake House and Camp. Camp is reached from 
L hotel by boat. Great hunting. Moose and 
deer seen daily. S.C. D u r r e l l , Flagstaff, Me.
Via Rangeley . 
The Seven Ponds.
These ponds are situated twenty seven 
miles from Rangeley and are reached by 
buckboard to Kennebago lake, thence by 
steamer across the lake and again bv buck- 
board to our camps at Beaver Pond the cen­
tre of the Seven Ponds region.
The new buckboard road is not new enough 
to be dangerous, and constant work upon it 
is rapidly reducing the number of deaths re­
ported to us daily. From our Camps upon 
Beaver poml excellent trails afford easy ac­
cess to a number of ponds where splendid 
trout fishing is an unfailing certainty and 
the capture of an occasional fish quite a com­
mon occurrence. No expense has been spared 
in securing the grandest mountain and lake 
scenery for the exclusive use of our guests, 
for which no charge is made. Trout rise 
freely to the fly during the entire season and 
“ tales” of 10-pounders are constantly heard 
flapping in the guides’ quarters. Game of all 
kinds is so abundant as to be a positive nui­
sance and the following may be hunted in 
the open season: Minges, Moose, Caribou, 
Catamounts, Bears, Deer, “ Draw-Poker,” 
Hedgehogs, “ Hearts,”  House Flies, Part­
ridges, Ducks, Drakes, “ Seven up,” weasles, 
Wardens and other small game.
While Black flies and Mosquitoes are very 
rare, tar ointment is served at every meal 
and is deservedly popular. An excellent 
table is kept, upon which more or less food is 
served, most of which is consumed by our 
guests without abusive language. Good beds 
are not unknown; while every luxury to be 
found in any modem hotel, may be called 
for. Anything that a third-class camp trying 
to pass itself off as a comfortable well kept 
one, finds it necessary to promise, we do, to 
any extent. We seek patronage from anyone 
who desires to visit the real backwoods and 
who is not afraid to take desperate chances.
Board and boats furnished at reasonable 
rates. Guides furnished on application. 
Parties wishing to visit this place will please 
write in advance so that we can have camps 
in readiness. The railroads wiU sell excur­
sion tickets at reduced rates from Boston to 
Rangeley.
Ask anyone about Beaver Pond Camps and 
they don’t speak well of us, then address 
is direct for any desired information.
Ed. Grant & Son . Beaver Pond, Me.
[These hotel ads continued on page 2.]
V ia Eustih.
Blakesley Camps. 1 have opened the camps 
at Blakesley for business and solicit the pat­
ronage of sportsmen. Fishing is excellent 
here and big game signs are umlmited.
Mrs. W. S. Em e r y , Eustis, Me.
A t The Forks.
Otter Fond Camps are situated 23 miles from 
Bingham, Maine, terminus of Somerset rail­
road, 20 miles by carriage, three by buck- 
board. Camps, boats and furnishings new 
last season Fishing good, square tailed 
trout weighing from J to 8 pounds. Hunting 
as good as any in the state. Deer can be seen 
at most any hour through the day from 
camps. Guides furnished upon application. 
For terms and particulars address,
__ M. L. French , & Co., The Forks, Me.
At W ilson ’s Mills ,M e .
Aziscohos House. $1.50 day. $7 to $10 week. 
Licensed guides furnished. Fred Flin t , Pr’r.
V ia Bingham .
Carry Pond Camps,
13$ miles above Bingham, terminus of Som­
erset R. R., are the Carry Pond Camps, which 
will be opened May 1st., 1900. Those seeking 
a fishing trip can have their sport at this re­
sort. Twelve thousand trout caught in season 
of 1899, not including a large number that 
were returned to the water. New cabins were 
built last season. New boats and other im­
provements will be made In the early spring. 
Buckboard road only 3$ miles. Send for cir­
cular. Henry  J. La n e , Prop., Bingham, Me.
On Phillips  & Ran geley  R. R. 
Redington House,
One minute’s walk from station on P. & R 
R. R. The best of pond and stream fishing in 
close proximity to house. Deer, fox, wood­
cock or partridge shooting unexcelled any­
where. Address
Mrs . W. H. Harrison , Prop’r,
Redington, Maine.
At Jackm an .
Heald Pond Camps, Jackman, Maine, Fred 
Henderson, Proprietor. Fine lake and brook 
fishing, not only in the spring but every day 
during the entire season. “ All the trout you 
want to catch.”  Comfortable, separate 
cabins with good spring beds. Excellent 
table and beautiful location, 2700 feet above 
the sea. Large and small game In abundance. 
Send for circular.
For H E A L T H , R E S T , or P L E A S U R E ,
| T H E  R A N G E L E Y  L A K E S  are u n su rp assed .
♦ Write for a copv o f the descriptive book, “ The Rumford
♦ Falls Line and the Rangeley Lakes Resorts,” issued by the
♦ Portland &  Rumford Falls Railway.
♦ It contains half-tone cuts of every hotel and public campon
J the Rangeley Lakes, and is sent free to any address.
The Rumford Falls line is the only all rail, STA N D A R D  
▲ GAUGE route direct to the heart o f the Rangeleys— and is
♦ the only line running Through Cars from Portland to the
♦ Lakes. Excursion Tickets on sale during the season for all
i  Rangeley Lakes Points. Steamer connections at Bemis for
♦ all parts of the Lakes. ♦
X  Buy your tickets via the Rumford Falls Line, 4
4  "Write for one of our pocket maps of the Rangeley Lakes. 4
4 P O R T L A N D  & R U M F O R D  F A L L S  R A I L W A Y ,  4
^ R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Manager, Portland, Me. 4
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R A N G E L E Y  L A K E  HOUSE— I 9OO.
Since the close o f the season o f 1899 fifty new rooms, en suite with bath 
have been added to the hotel. Additions have also been made to the mam 
dining room and kitchen making them more than twice their former siz« 
Great improvements have been made in the G olf links, Groves and Hotel 
grounds. Write for descriptive circular relative to the Hotel, the Rangeley 
Spring Water and Rangeley as a hay fever resort to
JOHN B. M A RB LE,
Rangeley  Lake House, j* j * Rangeley,  M a i n e .
♦ S . L. C rosb y  &  Co.,
X  Our Deer, Caribou and Moose Heads are the standard of the world. We always have a tew £
4  choice heads for sale at reasonable prices. Our artistic and thorough manner of mounting fish, has 4  
4  already given us a national reputation in that line. 4
i  Branches at Rangeley, Me. C  I f r n s h v  &  f n  *T  Also North East Carry, Moosehead Lake. *-• u s u y  *A Y
4 E. J. n U R C I, Prop’r, 203 Exchange St, Bangor fie, 4
Just . the . Place .  for .  Fishermen.
Milo, Me ., P. O.
NoUesemic House, on Mollesemie lake, 5 miles 
from the railroad ¡it Millinoket. Reached by 
canoe or buckboard. One of the best regions j 
in the state for hunting. Pickerel and perch \ 
at the door, while the trout can’t be beaten, j 
Camps newly furnished. Pure sirring water. !
W m. L. Hobbs, Prop’r., Milo, Me. 
Moosehead La k e . ;
Mount Kineo House.
Send your address and receive a copy of | 
‘Picturesque Kineo,”  which contains a full 
description of this famous resort.
C. A. JUDKINS, Manager, 
Kineo, Maine.
Dead River House on the line of P. & R. R. R.
Good stream fishing near house. Deer and 
partridge shooting. “ Registered guides fur­
nished. For terms address
Gust Johnson,
Box 103. Rangeley, Me.
Via Eustis .
King and Bartlett.
y,4 Sft:
Unsurpassed lake, pond and stream fishing. 
Gamy brook trout and salmon. 50,000 acres 
of territory. Headquarters for parties mak­
ing camping trips to different points. Com­
fortable well-kept cabins. Pure water from 
lithia springs. Cure for hay fever guaran­
teed. Address Hu bby  M. PIERCE, Eustis, Me.
Boston correspondent,
F. Ft. Lothuop, 72 Rutland St.
Lake Megantic , Qu e .
Frank Murray’s Lake House, on the lake shore, 
a short drive from the club house 011 the Sni­
der, offers all modern inducements to the 
sporting publie. Messenger service for re­
ceipt ancf dispatch of telegrams, messages, 
etc. Electric lights and telephones, first-class 
cuisine and accommodation. The Lake 
House boat, run solely for the convenience 
of Club House guests, is available at any hour. 
Teams meet alltrains, baggage accommoda­
tion on boat and teams ; passengers prefer­
ring the road route provided with carriages, 
double or single. Sporting parties, going or 
returning, will be wise in making Murray’s 
Lake house their temporary headquarters.
At Farm ington .
Stoddard House.
Most central location. Competent licensed 
guides are furnished from the Stoddard 
House to fishing parties.
^ ill  H. McDonald , Prop’r.
Jackm an , Ma in e .
Attean Camps.
Try Attean Camps, Jackman, Maine, for 
early and summer fishing, canoeing or pleas­
ure. Sixty-five miles of the famous Moose 
river and numerous back ponds. Accommo­
dations unsurpassed. Railroad station on 
shore of lake, half a mile from camps.
Sullivan  New to n , Prop’r, 
Jackman, Me.
Where shall I go to get the best Spring 
Fishing? Will be asked by hundreds of 
sportsmen the coming season, and to those 
we would say, go to Angler’s Retreat. Sit­
uated at the outlet of Welokennebacook or 
lower Rangeley Lake, here one always finds 
the best of fishing and it also holds the 
record of the largest trout taken in the 
Rangeleys. Sportsmen who visit this place 
are always sure of their share of trout. An7, 
who do not care for Spring Troll ng can 
always find the best of Fly Fishing at B Pond 
soon as the ice goes out; here Fly Fishing 
only is indulged in with great success. This 
place is unsurpassed for hose wishing to
spend the"summer with their families as they 
can be accommodated with Log Cottages 
where they can be by themselves, or they 
can have rooms in the house. Here Hay 
Fever is never known. Pure sp riu wter 
first-class table and the best of beds. The 
dining room has been made twice its former 
size and has a capacity to seat 75 people. My 
steamers connect with all boats, trains and 
tage®. I will put a steamer on Mooselook- 
meguntic Lake this year that will carry 
about 200 passengers and will connect with 
ail trains at Bemis. Only one day’s ride 
rom Boston via Bemis. For particulars 
write for circulars.
C A P T . E. F. C O B U R N , P ro p ’ r.,
M iddle O a m , R a n g eley  L a k es, f la m e .
We are all getting hungry for
m a  ■ «  N k l ia  rn. M and open season begin sVENISOll S E P T E M B E R  1st.
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Summer * Resorts
AND RETREATS FOR FISHERMEN 
IN MAINE ARE THE . . , . ,
RANGELEY LAKES
And~«~
DEAD RIVER REGIONS.
1 ^  REACHED
Via.  S A N D Y  R I V E R ,  P H I L L I P S  & R A N G E L E Y ,
F R A N K L I N  & Nl EG A N T I C  R A IL R O A D S .
Par’or Car service direct frem Boston to Farmington and return.
W rite  for new 1900 booklet of information,  with 
map, t o ...............
F. N. BEAL, Phillips, Me. FLETCHER POPE, Redington, Me.
Supt. 5 . R. R. R. Get?. Man’g ’r. P. & R. R. R.
G. M .VOSE, Kiiigfield, Me., Supt. F. & fl. Ry.
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Greene’s Farm House and Cottages.
One of the most popular resorts of the Dead River region, plenty of brook trout fishing 
near the house and three ponds on the farm stocked with trout and salmon. Ail kinds 0! 
game in near vicinity. Deer seen near the house. Several cottages well fund ted and 
' located iumish accommodations for guests. Cuisine equal to any hotelpleasently f  
Elevation 1600 feet. Hay
, cuisi
lever unknown. Excellent teams connected with house.
Maine,
I. W .  G R E E N E ,  P ro p ’ r, Coplin ,  M e .
TROUT MEZZO.
(P A T E N T  a p p l i e d  f o r .)
The only artistic way of mounting fish by which the natural colors of the fish are pre­
served. Fish mounted in all the known methods. My work will advertise itself. Call at 
my Studio at Haines Landing and see the New Trout Mezzo. A few specimens for sale.
N A S H ,  O F  M A I N E ,
J. WALDO HASH,
NORWAY, ME. ARTIST AND TAXIDERMIST. BRANCH,
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE. Haines Landing, Me
Come up and buy a License of the Old Man and knock 'jver a good fat buck 1 1 P . ,
ber. Summer Tourists and Sportsmen will find PLEASANT ISLAND CAMP., t 
Spot of Maine. For fit e illustrated circular, address,
B I L L Y  S O U L E ,  Proprietor,
Pleasant Island Camps, - - Haines Landing, - - Rangeley La es, 1 aine.
All Sportsmen consider that
ELLIS’S LOTION
Is the best remedy for Sunburn, 
Chilblains, Ivy Poison, Eczema, 
Blackheads, Pimples and all 
Scalp Diseases, hives, blisters, 
burns and all insect bites. De­
lightfully soothing after a shave. 
Ask your druggist for a bottle.
MANUFACTURED ONLY IB Y
NATT ELLIS, - - Rangeley, He.
WHEN IN B O S T O N, STOP AT THE
v l M E R I C A N i
HOUSE
Hanover St., near Scollay Sq.
Nearest of tie  large bctsl3 to Union Station, Steamers, "business and amusement centres.
L A R G E S T  BOOM S in the city  fo r  the 
price (»10 0  per day and upward). Steam heat 
and electric li?ht m  every room la the house. 
»50,000. has just been spent on the house, giving 
natrons every m odern improvement and convene 
fence at moderate prices.
TPn-r O P E A X  P L A Y . The special break- 
f i t t  at 40 c i i u  and table d ’ hote Sinner at 50 
cents are famous.
C. A. JONES. '
— -  — .i_ 1-  ■ -  J
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RANGELEY LAKE HOUSE.
Lecture In the Casino For the 
Benefit of the Hatchery.
Good Strings of front Have Been 
Caught This Week.
Pleasant Evening Entertain* 
inents In the Casino.
[Special correspondence  to the P H O N O G R A P H .]
R a n g e l e y , Me ., Aug. 22, 1900.
Rangeley with its countless attrac­
tions has received and royally enter­
tained more visitors this season than 
ever before. Business was never better 
at this hotel than at present and several 
hundred applicants for rooms had to go 
without, as it is impossible to care for 
any more this month, at least. Appli­
cations are fast coming in for guides 
and rooms for September and October, 
and an unprecedented fall business is 
anticipated.
The weather during the past week 
has been rather changeable, but not dis­
agreeable enough to keep the golfers, 
etc., in doors.
Win, B. Wadsworth, one of Range- 
1 ey’ s oldest and ever welcome visitors, 
received three handsome silver cups 
Monday from New York, which he or­
dered some time ago for the golf tourna 
ment, which was held last week and 
won by the Hon. Larz A. Whitcomb of 
Indianapolis, Indiana Mr. Wadsworth 
takes an active interest in everything, 
was the prime mover of the tournament 
and now he is arranging an excursion 
for the employees of the hotel.
Through the untiring efforts of Mr- 
Frederick S. Dickson and the assistance of 
the management of this hotel, Prof. E. 
S. Morse, director of the Peabody insti­
tute, Cambridge, Mass., came up here 
Wednesday evening and delivered a lec­
ture in the casino, before a large and en­
thusiastic audience. Prof. Morse used 
a b lackboard, therefore enabling him to 
more fully illustrate his lecture, the 
subject being, “ The Lower Animals of 
the Rangeley Lake Region.”  The pro­
ceeds went to the Rangeley Anglers’ as­
sociation for the benefit of the hatch­
ery. Frederick S. Dickson, Esq., presi­
dent of the Rangeley Angling associa­
tion, made a very interesting and in­
structive report which will be printed 
in the next issue of the P h o n o g r a p h .
Mr. Horace Porter is still at the How­
ard camp and will remain there until 
the end of this month, when he will 
close the doors and return to the hotel 
for the balance of the season and again 
try his luck. Mr. Porter caught a 10- 
pound salmon in June and he hopes to 
land a much heavier one, before he 
leaves for-Lakewood, N. J., where he 
resumes the management of the hotel 
that he made famous, viz., the Laurel- 
in-the-Pines.
H O T E L S  A N D  C A M P S .
[These hotel ads continued from page 1.] 
V ia  Ra n g e l e y .
Silver Spring Camps. Situated at the foot of 
Mount Saddleback. The best of pond and 
stream fishing. Deer, fox and partridge 
shooting unexcelled. Guides furnished. The 
patronage of sportsmen is solicited. Address 
Frank  Jacobs, Prop’r., Rangeley. Me. 
Convenient from Ran g eley .
Camp Among Clouds. Excellent fishing 
Clean Camps. Good beds. Inquire of
C. H. Neal, Rangeley, Me.
On the Shore op Ra n geley  La k e . 
Pickfords’ Camps. Camps constructed of 
peeled spruce logs with open fireplaces— 
Superior in many respects to other camps in 
Rangeley region. Only log camps on Range- 
ley Lake. Good salmon and trout fishing. 
High altitude. No Hay Fever. One of the 
finest set of Golf lin k s in New England, only 
a mile from camps. For circular and terms 
address. II. E. & S. S. FiCKFORl). Rangeley, 
Me.
On MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC LAKE. 
Mooselookmeguntic House,
situated in the heart of the best fishing 
district of the Rangeley lakes. The hotel is 
2,000 feet above sea level and hay fever is 
guaranteed to be absolutely unknown. 
Address, from November until May, Theo 
L. Pag e , Proprietor Senate Cafe, Washington, 
I). C. Alter May 1, Haines’ Landing, Me.
V ia  Car rabassett .
Mt. Bigelow House
In the Dead River valley, seven miles from 
Carrabassett station on the F. & M. railroad. 
A delightful resort for hunters, fishermen 
and those who want to spend the summer in 
t he green fields. Parties met at Carrabassett 
if desired. Good teams always in readiness 
to let. L. W. Parsons & Co., Prop’rs.,
Dead River, Me.
Via Ra n g e le y .
Kennebago]Lake House, on the shore of Ken- 
nebago lake. The best fly fishing in the 
country every day in the year. High altitude. 
No hay fever. Pure water. Game in abun­
dance. Richardson Bros., Proprietors.
At Old Town Me .
Cyrus Camp. First-class moose, deer and 
bear hunting.
B. A. Runn ells , Prop., Old Town, Me.
Via  Carrabassett
Sampson's Farm House and Cabins. Good 
fishing and hunting. Cabin two miles from 
farm by buckboard or trail. Canoe trips a 
! specialty in season. Canoes and registered 
guides on short notice. For terms address,
E. A. Sampson,
Dead River, Me.
Eustis Me .
Tim Pond Camps.| In the Dead River region. Trout rise to the 
[ fly every day in the season. Game Plenty. 
I 1000 feet above the sea level. Send for circu- 
I lar. Julian  K. Vile s , Eustis, Me.
At Ran geley  La k e s .
Bald Mountain Camps.
| Accommodations for forty people. The 
famous Middle Grounds, are within a stone’s 
throw of these camps; Shark Grounds, Stony 
Batter, good fly fishing. Little Mud Pond, Big 
Mud Pond, Kennebago River, all within easy 
distances. Steamers pass the the camps daily, 
terms satisfactory.
E. B. Whorff , Haines Landing, Me.
A t Portage La k e , Me .
Camp West. The camp is on the west shore 
of Portage Lake, one hour’s drive from Ash­
land. It is the open door to all the Fish River 
region. T. B. West , Prop’r.
Via Ra n g e le y .
| York’s Camps.
Loon Lake, within 5 miles of Rangeley vil- 
| lage. There are ten ponds within two miles; 
| good fishing in all and for hunting it can’t be 
beat. Camps neat and each party has a camp 
by themselves. Those with families who wish 
to spend the summer months in the Maine 
woods can find no better place than York’s 
Camps. For further particulars, address
R. S. York , Prop’r, Rangeley, Me.
Patterson, H H Ellison and wife, Pliiladel-
Ehia; A P Bonney, Mrs P F Bonney, Phillips;izzie Noyes, Ida True, New Gloucester: H R 
Ruff and wife, Miss Ruff, Dorothy Ruff, Wash­
ington; J S Roberts, Philadelphia ; J W 
Darcy and wife. Miss Darcy, Lynn; Alfred 
Scliuffer and wife, Rosalind*Schutfer, Evelyn 
Schuffer and maid, New Y ork jC R  Lewis, T 
M Bartlett, H I Hammett, Portland; F C 
Buchanan, Lewiston.
August 21. Mrs Stephen G Metcalf, Helen 
Metcalf, Miss Pierce, Mrs G R Parsons, Miss 
Parsons, Providence; J H Seltene. W Menke, 
New York ; Mr and Mrs F M Murphy, Chicago, 
111; Louis Stieglitz, New York, N Y; J Nes­
mith, Brookline, Mass ; L D Carft, Holyoke, 
Mass ; C H Graffam, Lewiston; Mr and Mrs A 
J Vollrath, Philadelphia, Penn; Miss C Car­
penter, Auburndale, Mass; F Mulvey, Boston; 
Edith C Holland Sara J Holland, Auburn ; L 
R Coring, Portland ; Wm Gaston and wife, 
New York ; W M Hening and wife, Farming- 
ton, N H; G H Fletcher, Boston; A G Dorhain, 
Portland; J Anderson and wife, Miss E L An­
derson, Mrs Geo A Peck, New York; W H 
Ramsay, Farmington; Mrs B W Rogers, Paris, 
France*; Mrs W C Houston, Boston; I W Har­
rison, Richmond, Va; ‘-Hod” Blanchard, Bos­
ton ; Emma Beil Kearney, Mrs H W Welles, 
New York ; Miss Tyler, Philadelphia; Mrs H 
W Powel, H W Powel, Jr, Newport, R I.
M OU N TAIN  VIEW NEWS.
Salmon Weighing 6 3-1 Pounds 
Caught by Guest.
Pleasant Evening Passed In Play­
ing Progressive Euchre.
[Special correspondence to the Phonograph.]
M o u n t a i n  V i e w , August 22, 1900.
The fine weather of the past week has 
been enjoyed by the guests of the house. 
They have had quite good fishing, a few 
large ones having been brought to the 
house. Mr. Mitchell got two fine sal­
mon weighing and pounds.
Willie Lilly caught a 5-pound salmon 
and any number of sma’ l trout.
Saturday night the people held a 
progressive euchre party. Several 
prizes were ut> to be played for. They 
passed a very pleasant evening.
Mr. E. A. Peurce has had a new boat 
built at Rangeley to be used as a tender 
for his launch. Mr. Willie Lilly also 
has a new boat this year.
Mr. A. Montgomery and J. P. Rider, 
with guides, took a little trip down 
through the lakes for a few days out­
ing.
John Lilly and fanrly arrived on the 
14th for the rest of the season.
The arrivals for the past week are:
H A Wilder and wife, Misses E F Wilder and 
C P Wilder, Newton; John Lilly and wife. W 
Lilly and wife, Lambertville, N J ; Q S Tol- 
man and wife, Boston; W H Whaples, H. H 
Whaples, E S Osgoou, C S Milier, L M Noyes, 
Q A True, New York ; E H Dickey A L Bur­
bank and wife, Portland; W H Baker and 
wife, Dr Frank Baker ana wife, Brooklyn; E 
A Congdon, Philadelphia; F D Whetmore, 
Miss CB Whetmore, New Haven; J W Harri­
son, Richmond, Ya; Horace Blanchard, Bos­
ton; W K Chase, Dixfield.
TR O U T  A T  M IDDLE DAM.
Pond In the River Shows J J p  
Well For Warm Weather.
Geo. H. Fernald and son of Winches­
ter, Mass , after a three weeks’ outing 
here and at Tim pond, left for home, 
Monday morning.
Mr. Chas. J. Bell and his family re­
turned from Kennebago last Thursday 
and left for York Harbor, Me., Satur­
day.
One of Dr. F. A. Noble’s friends, F. 
M. Hicks of Chicago, 111., arrived here 
1 ast Thursday. He is delighted with 
Rangeley.
After spending a week at his camp in 
Kennebago, Dr. F. A. and Mrs. Noble 
returned to this hotel, Friday, where 
they intend to remain until the first of 
October.
Miss Elizabeth B. Andrews of New­
ark, N. J., and Miss Rosenguest of New 
York City, after a mouth’s sojourn at 
Bass Rocks Gloucester, Mass., arrived 
here Friday. They intend to stay for 
some time.
Mr. M. Pettitt of the B. A. A. of Bos­
ton, Mass., spent a few days here as the 
guest of Francis Shaw.
A. S. Hinds of Portland, Me., and 
George J. Huzberger of New York, went 
into camp at Kennebago last Saturday.
Francis Wells of Hartford, Conn., 
much to bis regret, had to leave his 
many acquaintances and pleasant sur­
roundings on account of business.
The following regular guests of this 
hotel went into camp at Kennebago, 
Monday morning, viz: John and 
Stephen Galatti and Miss Helen Kaiser 
of New York, N. Y., H C Wells, 
Leonard Frisbie and “ Charlie”  Frisbie 
of Hartford, Conn., and W. S. Critten- 
don of Plainfield, N. J.
Some nice strings of trout were 
brought in this week by H. R. Jackson 
and Mrs. O. E. Phillips and Mr. and 
Mrs. F. J. Genung of Newark, N. J. 
Mr. Jackson presented “ Jack”  Kirby 
with one of his trout and it is now in 
Mr. J. W. Critchley’s workshop await­
ing skinning and mounting.
Mr. Critchley entertained a number 
of the guests last Friday evening in the 
casino, in his own inimitable way, by 
rendering character songs and readings.
A german was held in the casino last 
Thursday evening and was well patron­
ized by the younger element.
Robert Gere and his wife, also Dr. 
James B. Gere and Miss Parr, all of 
New York are here.
Wm. Gould Heller of Easton, Penn., 
went into camp Tuesday.
The Rangeley Lakes Steamboat com­
pany’s steamers are in great demand \ 
now. The improved machinery and ex- ; 
cellent service have given everything i 
along the lake a great boom.
Judge F. A. Gaskill of Worcester, 
Mass., and his party left for Naples, 
Me., on Tuesday.
Judge Buckliam and wife of Fari­
bault, Minn., and B L. Benedict, wife 
and daughter, after a delightful month 
left for home, Wednesday.
Mr. Wm. B. Wadsworth’s daughter, 
Mattie, celebrated her 18th birthday, 
Tuesday, the 21st hist., and she was the 
recipient of many handsome presents, 
which goes to show the esteem in which 
she is held by her many friends among 
the guests of the hotel. In the after­
noon Miss Wadsworth took all the 
young ladies and gentlemen down the 
lake, on her private launch, and stopped 
at Haines Landing, where a bountiful 
collation awaited the party at the 
Mooselookmeguntic House.
Mrs. S. H. Williams of Brookline, 
Mass., went around the links in 55 , 
strokes last Tuesday. It was her first j
time. Her husband, Stephen H., and 
Edward S. Beach of Boston, Mass., 
went down to Redington, Tuesday, 
after some trout.
Joseph H. Norris of New York, is 
here with his parents and brother and j 
sister. Previous to coming here “ Joe”  
spent two years in China as manager of I 
an American newspaper which is pub­
lished there. He left there j ist before 
the present trouble between China and 
| this country commenced. Joe’s father,
! Henry D., and about fifty of the guests 
went down to Phillips on the observa­
tion car, connected with the Phillips & 
Rangeley R. R. Co., Tuesday afternoon, 
sightseeing, and pronounced the trip a 
grand success.
The annual concert and dance given 
by the employees of the hotel and origi­
nally set for August 24th has been post­
poned until Sept. 7rh. The affair is in 
the hands of the following young ladies, 
viz: Miss Fannie Madden, Miss Theresa 
McCarthy, Miss Minnie E. Pickens.
Quite a party came up the lake Tues­
day evening, some bound for Boston, 
others for the various camps along the 
line.
It is understood that a reporter for a 
Chicago newspaper who was at the 
Rangeley Laxe House a few days ago 
offered Senator Beveredge ten cents a 
word to talk politics for his paper, but 
the senator refused.
Prof. J. M. Munyon thinks that 
Rangeley should have a steam laundry. 
He is positive there is business enough 
here for one and has decided to provide 
a building for the purpose.
Late arrivals are:
August 16. G H Fernald and son, Winches­
ter; C J Bell and wife, the Misses Bell, G H 
Bell, R W Bell, Washington; F M Hicks, Chi­
cago; J Bishop and wife, New Haven; WB 
Adie, Portland; W T Daggett, Waterville; C G Smith, Boston.
August 17. Mr and Mrs Jones, W G Hollo­
way and wife, New York; L A Herrin, C S 
Miller, Brooklyn; Dr Hallett and wife, New 
York; G H Fernald, R W Fernald, W Pettitt, 
Boston; W G Heller, Easton; A Mackar, Des 
Moines.
August 18. F D Wetmore, Miss Wetmore, 
New Haven; G C Batchelder and wife, Geo I 
Harzberger, New York; A S Hinds , Portland; 
E Emery and wife, Peterson; G Grand, East 
Orange; F S Hutchins, Columbus; J E Thayer 
and wife, Miss Thayer, G Haven, J E Thayer, 
Jr, Boston; Dr Ulrich, Bath; L Raymond, W 
B Raymond, Miss Buchanan, Brooklyn; Miss 
Purdy, W T Purdy, New York; A T Hinkley, 
N R Knowlton, Misses Knowlton, G M Cur­
rier, Farmington; G D Clark, B A Davis, New 
Vineyard; O W Fales, C S Coolidge, N Jay; A 
1 Tucker Strong; J M S Hunter, Farmington; 
Mrs J V Wilkins, A B Stoddard and wife, Mrs 
Manning and maid, C A Manning, New York; 
F N Beal, H H Field Phillips; G A Merrill, 
New Sharon; G W Woodman, Lewiston; Dr 
Reed and wife, Brooklyn; Max Levy, Robert 
Gere and wife. Dr Gere, New York*; Chas E 
Belcher, Mingo; P W Kimball, Plainfield; H 
C Wells, Hartford; G C Francasein and wife, 
Philadelphia.
August 19. Lloyd Taylor and wife, New 
York; S C Applin, Boston.
I August 20. Mrs C W Lea, Miss Lea, F T
Mrs. C. T. Harding, Cynwyd, Pa. 
(near Philadelphia), wrote April ist, 
1900 : “  I have been using
Palmer s Lotion
for 20 years for my
HAIR AND EYES
and other ailmeuts. It is the best 
friend I have.”
I Lotion SoapPrevents and assists in curing all skin troubles. At Druggists only.
Fly Fishing the Fashion at 
Coburn’s Now.
[Special correspondence to the Phonograph.]
M id d l e  D a m , Me ., A ug. 20, 1900.
Although this cannot be considered 
the best season for fishing, there are 
some trout and salmon being taken 
from the Pond in the River. Today Mr. 
J. Rodgers of Portland is high line. 
When the steamer arrived from Upper 
Dam at noon Mr, Rodgers had six hand­
some fish laid out on the grass for the 
people to see. There were five trout 
that weighed respectively 3±, 3, 2£, 2J 
and H pounds each and a 2-pound salm­
on. Mr. Rodgers caught the fish cast­
ing flies. It seems like pretty good 
luck, especially as Mr Rodgers simply 
stood and cast from the rocks.
C. H. tviswell of Lexington, also did 
a little fly fishing today and caught two 
trout that weighed 1% pounds. Fish of 
the sizes recorded above furnish rare 
sport when caught on the fly.
During the past week Messrs. H. W. 
Parsons, Chas. Bowen, Frank Duoe- 
neck, Chas. Read, Jr., Otis H Dana, 
Geo. H. Binney and H. L. Sigourney of 
Boston, and E. H. Taylor of Lexington, 
have been doing some fishing during 
the past week with very good success. 
Luman Sargent has been their guide. 
They have taken trout of all sizes up to 
3J pounds. Last Friday Duoeneck and 
Read got nine beauties. The day be­
fore Dana and Binney got eleven. These 
fish were all good size.
Late arrivals are:
Saturday, Aug 11. B Franklin Stahl, Frank 
T Patterson, Philadelphia; Chas A Read and 
wife, Manchester-by-the-Sea.
Sunday, Aug 12. Mr and Mrs J H G Gilbert, 
Ware, Mass; Miss Fuller, Taunton : Miss Kep-
Ser, Morristown, N J; Elizabeth V Gilbert, reenville V Gilbert, Ware, Mass; Thomas D 
Chantler, D Everett Chantler, Pittsburg; Dr C 
Carrington, Mingo Point, Guy W Brooks, 
guide.
Monday, Aug 13. Mrs Samuel C Brown, Mr 
and Mrs Jos W Sharp, Philadelphia; Mr and 
Mrs C A Wasliburne, Helen A Washburne, 
Newtonville, Mass, “ Uncle Ned,’’ guide; 
Lydia Wood, Boston; Thos A Newell, New 
York.
Tuesday, Aug 14. H A Wilder, Miss E F 
Wilder, Miss ""Constance Wilder, Newton, 
Mass; Alfred Stone, Miss Ester Stone, Provi­
dence, R I; Henry J Blgham, New York City, 
Wednesday, Aug 15. Mr Patterson, Mr Bind­
ley Johnson, Mrs Glias M Lea, Miss Lea, Mrs 
H H Ellison, Miss Eliison, Miss Marion John­
son. Miss Susan Johnson, Mr and Mrs Lisle, 
Philadelphia.
Thursday, Aug 16. F P Dodge, Boston; O B 
Dodge, Grafton, Mass; Jas Bishop and wife, 
New Haven.
Friday, Aug 17. Wm Gaston and wife, Mr 
and Mrs A Goldwaitli, Miss Evelyn M Gold- 
waitli, Miss Heymann, Miss Sophia Hey- 
mann, Mrs Leo H Wise, Mr O’Quint. Miss 
Emeline Wise, Mr Alfred L Wise, Geo A Fer­
nald, Robert W Fernald, E Field, Boston; J H 
Haas, Summit, N J.
Saturday, Aug 18. Dr and Mrs H M Wells, 
Mrs Kearney, New York; Misses Clieegan, 
Philadelphia; Mrs B W Rogers, Thos F 
Salkeld.E Houston, Mr and Mrs W C Hous- 
lon, Master M Houston, Jr, Russ Spinney, 
guide, W H Baker and wife. White Plains, N 
J ; Dr and Mrs Frank B. Baker, Brooklyn, N 
Y ; Mrs Kearney, Dr and Mrs Wells, The 
Birches; Mr and Mrs Squires, Bemis; J Mono- 
ban, H 1’rlnce, Cherry field; A L Goodrich, 
Utica, N Y; N L Goodrich, Amherst, Mass.
Sunday, Aug 19. Mr and Mrs I S Tolman, 
Mrs W A Haskell, Boston ; Mrs H M Hanna, H 
, M Hanna, Jr. Miss Baslington, Mr and Mrs 
I Coburn Haskell, Cleveland; Miss Work, 
Akron, Ohio.
Monday, Aug 20. Dr Carrington, Mingo 
Point; Miss C Carpenter, Auburndale, Mass; 
Chas V Faile, Miss May Voorhees, New York 
I City; Mr and Mrs Philip L Holyer, Bridge­
port. Ct; Mr and Mrs J A Lamb, New York 
| City.
S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L I E S .
*************: 
% Oriental
% Powder Hills, %
^  PORTLAND, MAINE.
MANUFACTURERS OF
% Smokeless and . . . .  ^  
% Grade Sporting Powder. ^
Have your shells loaded with 
yfi- Oriental Powder.
AV It has no superior. For Sale by \L 
y fc  PHILLIPS HARDWARE CO., Phil- ^  
*  lips, Me., and dealers generally. ^
OUTIN G FROM BIRCHES.
Mountain Climbing and Steamboat 
Riding Is Very Popular.
Camps to Be Built by Capt. 
Barker For Next Season.
[Special Correspondence to the P honograph.] 
Birc h e s , Me ., August 22, 1900.
The trip by steamboat from the 
Birches up Cupsuptic stream is very 
popular and the steamer Metalluck is in 
commission a good deal of the time 
when the weather is pleasant. Today 
Mr. Lindley Johnson of Philadelphia 
and his two sons and the Frothingham 
party, who are stopping at Bemis, 
tramped to the top of Bald Mountain. 
They went by special steamer from the 
Birches to Bald Mountain camps and 
took the tramp from there. They made 
the trip and returned before dinner.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Nix and Mr. 
and Mrs. J. Edward Sankey of New 
York, who opened the season here in 
tents, found the weather of the past few 
days a little too cool for comfort under 
canvas.
There have never been so many peo­
ple here before. Every available spot is 
occupied and Capt. Barker has been 
obliged to turn away a great many peo­
ple. To remedy the difficulty several 
new camps will be built before the 
opening of another season. His dining 
room, which now seats about 85 people 
comfortably, will be enlarged again to 
conform to the changed conditions.
Late arrivals are:
August 14. E Houston, T F Salkeld, Bos­
ton ; Cora M Davis, Anna R Davis, Kane, Pa ; 
Mrs J E Sankey, F W Nix and wife, New 
York.
August 15. George E Clark, Wilton.
August 16. Dr Knopf and wife, Claude M 
Griffeth, New York City; W H  Baker, wife 
and two children, White Plains, N Y ; Dr F R 
Baker and wife, Brooklyn; John E Stephens, 
Rumford Falls; William C Baker, Provi­
dence; F A Gaskill and wife, Miss Gaskill, 
Worcester; Miss Galpin, Miss Welch, Miss C 
D Welch, New Haven; Harry H Ellison, Phil­
adelphia.
August 17. Mrs G R Parsons, Miss Laura T 
Parsons, Providence; Miss Kate Wlieelock, 
New York; J E Sankey, Brooklyn; Albert 
Babcock and wife, T H Babcock, H P Bab­
cock, S O Metcalf and wife, Miss Helen Met­
calf, G P Metcalf, H P Metcalf, Providence; 
Miss Annie Pierce, Somerset;
August 18. C A Tuttle, New Haven; GIH 
Haskell, Boston.
LAKE HOUSE GUESTS.
Fisherman Didn’t Land a Thirty- 
Pound Fish.
LSpecial Correspondence to the Phonograph.
F l a g s t a f f , M e ., Aug. 22, 1900.
Cliff Wing has been spending some 
time around his camp since haying and 
has done quite a lot towards the im­
provements. He has done some build­
ing but his work was cut short by a lit­
tle accident a few days ago. He received 
quite a cut on his foot which will allow 
him to use crutches for a while.
Warren Wing has a word in regard to 
the close time on bears. Mr. Wing is 
authority on bears for he has hunted 
them all his life and knows pretty near­
ly all their ways. He says a close time 
is advisable but doesn’ t think it will be 
put on now. The close time should be 
between May or June till October and 
not commence earlier iu the spring as 
the fur is best then.
Messrs. F. C. Foster, J. P. Heath and 
L. B. Fisher of St. Lawrence University, 
Canton, N. Y., stopped at the Lake 
House a few days ago. They have been 
following Arnold’s trail, having come up 
the Kennebec, striking across from 
Bingham and going from here over into 
Canada.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Niccols and son of 
Boston, with Walter Taylor and Earle 
Taylor, guides, have been taking a canoe 
trip from Spider lake through Chain of 
Ponds and Dead River to Big Spencer. 
After this trip they will come back and 
remain a while at Spring lake.
Messrs. Blaine and Brace Viles went 
to Kibby last week prospecting some tim­
ber lands.
Mr. George M. Gay, who is spending 
the summer at the Lake House, went to 
Spring lake last week with friends. He 
telephoned out to Landlord Spear that 
he didn’ t land a 30-pound fish. He said 
he hooked onto one and if the fish’s 
weight was in proportion to Mr. Gay’s 
surprise at failing to land him, he was a 
whale.
Recent arrivals at the Lake House 
are:
Blaine Viles, Skowliegan; Ray Heath, Rufus 
Taylor, Bruce Viles, L F Hammond, A F 
Wing, Flagstaff; F R Wing, Stratton; Jesse 
Smith, Mrs F J Smith,Edytli Smith, Portland; 
H Sylvester, Eustis; Chas Savage, Spring 
Lake; W arren Clark and wife, N New Port­
land; J P Culley and man, Boston; F W 
Thomas, ENew Portland; A J Hunnewell, 
K D Simons, M D, Kingfleld ; N C Nash, N C 
Nash, Jr, Boston; D C Blackwell, F E Black- 
well, Stratton; E C Leighton and wile, Ml 
Vernon; 1* W Sprague ana wife, Boston; A M 
Jones, Stratton; G A Sidelinker, Wilmington, 
Mass; Geo M Gay, Malden; M D Jacobs, Flag­
staff; F L  Dennison, Bangor; W D Quimby, 
Rangeley; D S Hunnewell and wife, Madison; 
J R Kittridge, Farmington; W B Adle, Elias 
Thomas, Portland; B M Kershner, Auburn; F 
H Colby, Bingham; L V Standisli, Flagstaff; 
C W Damson, Boston; H Washburn, Madison; 
C H Townsend, Willlmantie; H C Foster, J P 
Heath, L B Fisher, Canton, N Y; M E Havi- 
land, New York; John Day, Eustis; C W Pot­
ter, Brunswick; F A Niccolis and wife, F A 
Niccolis, Jr, Boston; Walter Taylor, Earle 
Taylor, Flagstaff.
S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P LI E S - 1 S PO R T  S M EN ’S S U P P L I E S .
Shot Shells Loaded to Order.
Du Pont’s
Gunpowder
AND
Smokeless
P o w d e r
For Shot Guns and Rifles.
For salejby
J. C. Corson, Wilton, He.
E. I. DUPONT de NEMOURS & CO.^Wilmington, Delaware.
Taxidermists’ and Anglers’ Supplies
W e have opened our store at Rangeley, Me., and are pre 
pared to supply you with the finest assortment of fishing tackle 
at the lake.
S P L I T  B A M B O O  RODS
we sell from 75 cents up and a free examination will convince 
you of their merit. We have a choice line of Mounted M oose, 
Caribou and Deer Heads, Birds and Fish and can do the best 
work on the same. We have a full suply o f camera materials 
and a general assortment of novelties, all a nd see us.
F R A Z A R  &  C R IT C H L E Y , R a n g e le y  H e .
WOOD’S LIVE FISH BAG.
This handy article is one o f the most convenient ever manufactured 
for fishermen. By its use fish can be kept alive all day by put­
ting a string in top o f net and allowing it to float by side o f  boat. 
Handy to keep the fish from beneath feet if used in the boat, and 
decidedly useful for carrying the fish in at close o f  day’s sport. 
Length 36 inches, 3-4 mesh, from top to bottom.
Each Postage Paid, 60  C ents.
A  160 page Illustrated Book on Angling and Tackle sent free t 
any reader of the Phonograph.
R eu ben  W o o d ’s S o n s ’ C o ., S y ra c u se , N . Y .
Other tents made to order.
New Idea 
in a
Lightness, Hardiness, Adaptibility
CAMP COOK RANGE
Circulars.
(11. proved) Folds: 2 lbs. $1. 
Waterproof Duffle Bag
& Pack Strap, 8 a. 
11 Central St. 
Boston, Mas*T. C . Phelps,
Boarders Wanted.
Summer boarders wanted at Lake View 
farm, one mile front Rangeley village. For 
particulars address,
Nate Ellis,
Rangeley, Me.
For Sale.
A small steamboat, 18>i feet over all, 4 feet, 
10 inches beam. Plenty of steam and a good 
runner. Boat in good condition. Address,
H. 8. Staples, 
Dixfield, Me.
" ■ 11 I" .....
m  Tke only perfect wall trunks made.
Every way superior and 50 per cent 
HI stronger than the best old-style trunks.
All grades and sizes for all purposes. 
lL Patented in England, Canada and 
VL United States. Warranted 5 years.
THE NEW DEPARTURE TRUNK CO., 
C/j 78 Summer St., Boston.
TRUNKS! THEM.
Send tor catalogue.
COCKER SPANIELS FOR SALE.
Liver White and ticked Cocker Spaniel 
Dogs and Pups. Beauties.
J. A. KING, Holeb, Maine.
NO CLOSE TIME ON BEAUS.
ITT Sheep Killed by Bears In 
189T In This Vicinity.
P h i l l i p s , Aug. 22, 1900.
7 o the Editor of the Phonograph.
I noticed an article in the P h o n o ­
g r a p h  of August 10, favoring a close 
time on bears, stating as one reason 
that their fur in spring was worthless. 
Now that is a false statement for a 
bear’s fur in spring is worth the very 
most .until he commences to shed, 
which is usually the last days of May. 
Further on it says that the bear has be­
come a game animal and is worth pre­
serving for the sportsman to shoot at.
Now, may I ask when did bruin re­
form? His past record is very bad. In 
1894, in this town and adjoining towns, 
he killed 134 sheep and lambs, not in­
cluding ten that I learned that he killed 
in Kingfleld, making in all 144 sheep 
killed in this immediate vicinity. Old 
hunters in whose word we can all place 
implicit confidence tell us that bruin 
annually destroys large numbers of 
young deer and we all know that he 
often destroys young calves in back pas­
tures near his native haunts and some­
times yearlings. Phillips at that time 
in addition to the state bounty paid $5, 
and some other towns $10, and the re­
sult was that 26 bears were captured in 
Phillips and adjoining towns.
Now I know that men that we send to 
the legislature will never pass a law to 
protect bruin unless influenced by false 
statements. We shall expect the next 
legislature to pass a law restoring the 
state bounty (which by the way should 
never have been repealed) and make it 
at least $6, so as to make it an object 
for the hunter to shoot old bruin. His 
past record is so bad that he has become 
an outlaw and should be destroyed from 
off the face of the earth.
A d k l p h u s  P a r k e r .
H. M . B A R R E T T ,
WELD, HAINE.
Builder of FINE CEDAR BOATS.
¡¡3T* Write for price list and descriptive 
catalogue.
E. H .  C E R R I S H
Originator and Man’ f ’ r o f
C A N V A S  C A N O E S
and R o w  B o a t s .
Exchange St., Bangor, Me
E. S. T W A D D L E ,
BOATS AND CANOES, WELD, TAINE
E. M. WHITE, OLD TOW N, M E.
MANUFACTURER OF
F I N E  C A N V A S  C A N O E S ,
made with cedar ribs and linings, free from all im 
peifections and second to none in the market. A1 
sizes built to order and those not in stock, will be made 
at short notice. Also manufactures poles, paddles, 
chairs, etc.
W o o d  a n d  B a m b o o  R o d s
made to order and repaired.
Call and see my special Rangeley Wood 
Rod and Split Bamboo.
E .  T .  H O A  R ,
Ran g eley ,  - -  M a i n e .
Knapsacks for Sportsmen 
and Guides.
Snowshoes made to order and repaired. 
Guns repaired. Boots and shoes repaired. 
Harness repaired. Chairs repaired and 
bottomed. Also harness supplies.
W. E. Tw o m bly , R angeley, Me.
H a n d  M a d e  
T r o u t  an d  
S a l m o n  Fliei
Double Snell and Ho< 
Best wearing FLY made. 
nRS. H. H. DILL, Rangeley, Haine.
THE CHOSEN TWELVE. The favorite fl 
for trout proven by long life experien 
Seth Green, Professor King Fisher, Bro 
Hackle, Gov. Alvord, White Miller, Montre 
Beaver Kill, Royal Coachman, Black Moo 
Ibis, Silver Doctor; with them the farm
l.BJUCWOLCbVT3t f°-r 1U-k' 'S10° P°9tPai.dRome, N.
W rite  to the
Maine Woods 
Information
Bureau,
Phillips, Maine,
Used Board Nails to 8 hoot Deer.
Last fall a couple of boys from the OI P°*nt:3 about where to go for fish- 
the city came to the Maine woods for 
the fall hunting, taking with them a 
guide who was inclined to be a practi­
cal joker but in whom they had implicit 
confidence. So wdien he told them to 
always have board nails for loading the 
rifle when they wanted to shoot a deer 
and shingle nails whei they wished to 
shoot partridges they were very particu­
lar to have on hand a good supply of 
nails for both large and small game.
ing, hunting, boating or any kind of 
outing you want in Maine. Send 
stamps for circulars o f hotels, camps, 
railroads, steamboat li n0s , etc.
ns
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¡SPORTSMEN’S SUPPLIES. SPORTSMEN’S SUPPLIES. SPORTSMEN’S SUPPLIES. SGML RANGELEY PETS. CAKE WALK A SUCCESS. LEDGE HOUSE AND CABINS,
-.»••••
Tw o  More Victories Won
A A A. A AAA. A AAAAAAAA ▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼
In addition to the victories previously reported, Mr. J. 
S. Fanning again demonstrates the superiority of L. & R. 
SMOKELESS, at:
SW A N TO N , V E R M O N T , July 4 and 5. Gener­
al average for entire shoot 98 3-10 per cent. HIGH 
GEN.
N A R R A C A N S E TT P IE R , R. I., Interstate
Tournament, July 11 and 12. General average for 
entire shoot 94 per cent. HIGH GUN.
DO NO T FO RG ET TH E  W O R LD ’S 
RECORD, U TIC A , N. Y., June 5th to 8th
231 consecutive targets in open competition for mon­
ey, without a miss.
Mr. Fanning’s continued victories should make all 
sportsmen stop and consider. His load is:
U. M . C. “ A C M E ” or W IN C H E S TE R  
“ LEADER” (3-4 base). 2 3-4 in., 4 0 -1  1 -4 -7  
1-2 ch. (Factory load).
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
LAFLIN  &  RAND POW DER CO.,
99  Cedar Street, - New York Citv.
#•••••*
FLY ROD’S N O TE BOOK.
“ I should like to see the country and 
the improvements there will be in the 
Rangeley region in twenty-five years 
from now,” remarked an old gentleman 
coming down in the steamer across 
Rangeley lake last Siturday. Then we 
talked of the wonderful improvements 
during the past ten years. Others who 
listened said to them it seemed almost 
impossible that during those few years 
so much had been done. The Rangeley 
Lake House has been moved onto the 
Point and enlarged and improved until 
there is no belter hotel in this part of 
Maine, and now over two hundred 
guests are being entertained there.
Ten years ago! When in those days 
fifty was a big crowd for Marble to en­
tertain. The Mountaiu View House 
and Mooselookmeguutic have doubled 
their capacity. Bald Mountain camps 
have been built, Billy Soule has kept 
adding camps until the island is crowd­
ed and he is now builoing on the main­
land. The same can be said of Upper 
and Middle Dam, while in speaking of 
Bemis a gentleman less than ten years 
ago remarked, “ Why, Bemis is so far 
away in the wilderness the echo of a 
steam engine will never be heard 
there.”
“ Can it be possible,”  remarked a 
Philadelphia gentleman to the old 
comer. “ Yes, it is all true and why 
don’t you say something about it in 
your note book. Fly Rod.”
Dressing up in camp is not expected. 
It is then the freedom of the short skirt 
and sweater is enjoyed by the ladies 
and the short pants and woolen shirts 
are dress suits for the gentlemen. One 
night when a young lady who was with 
a jolly party came into the office “ all 
dressed up,”  as the boys said, in a 
dainty white dress and pretty ribbons, 
it gave her quite a surprise when the 
jolly man of the party declared “ that 
would never do”  and going to the big 
woodbox in the corner replenished the 
open fire by adding the few sticks of 
wood there were in the box, and quicker
than a fiasli took Miss ------in his arms
and put her in the woodbox, and while 
all joined in the laugh came the young 
lady promising to wear only her every­
day fixings in the future. She was al­
lowed to go free that time and later 
joined her friends dressed in the same 
old sweater she had been wearing ever 
since she came to camp and enjoyed the 
joke as much as her friends.
At Four ponds one of the guests, 
Freed Abbott, has two good camps 
located at Round pond, and Camp 
Gladys at Long pond.
This past week there has been 
a bappy crowd there, Mr. R. B., Stratton, 
civil engineer of the Portland & Rum- 
ford Falls R. R. and wife, Miss Florence 
Houghton and Miss Anna Farnhum, 
teachers from Massachusetts, and Miss 
Abbott from Houghton, Will Abbott, 
one of the guides, was with them. The 
party had a grand time camping, and 
found the iiy fishing fine, and caught 
all they wanted to eat. Mrs. Stratton 
caught the largest trout, a pound 
one, The fun of camping, doing their 
own cooking and living “ far beyond the 
haunts of man”  for a week was greatly 
enjoyed by the party.
Mrs. P, C. Gallatti of New York, an 
accomplished Greek lady of royal blood, 
is, with her two sons, spending the 
summer at the Rangeley Lake House 
her husband having been here part of 
the time. Mrs. Gallatti is entertaining 
as her guest a distinguished young 
Greek, Constantine Deligeorge, son of 
the former Prince of Greece, and a 
member of the Royal Greek Navy.
It will be remembered that the Greek 
government gained permission from the 
United States to allow two members 
of her Royal Navy to enter the United 
States Navy and serve a term of years 
that they might have a better knowl­
edge of the ways of our navy and Mr. 
Deligeorge was one of the two men to 
receive that honor and is now on the 
U. S. Crusier “ New York.”  with the 
White Squadron in Portland. He re­
ceived permit to be absent for three 
days to visit his old friend Mrs. Gallati. 
The Rangeley lakes are new to him and 
he is delighted with this part of the 
world. He is a most agreeable and 
interesting young gentleman and we are 
glad Rangeley is favored by a visit from 
him.
KINEO HOUSE CROWDED.
Good Strings of Trout Secured 
by Guests Here.
$250 Raised by Guests For a 
Hotel Library.
[Special correspondence to the Phonograph.]
K in e o , Me ., August 21, 1900.
“ Standing room only,”  was a placard 
that might have properly been hung on 
the desk of the Mt. Kineo hotel during 
the week, and the capacity of the hotel 
will be taxed to its utmost for the next 
two weeks. More guests have been 
entertained this season than ever before 
and a record breaking season is assured. 
The addition of 100 rooms next spring 
now seems assured.
Golf is occupying the attention of all, 
young and old, and the interest in the 
game is not in the least abated. The 
first of the series of tournaments will 
begin Wednesday and a number of 
others will follow.
August fishing is better than it has 
been known for years. During the 
week past some fine strings of trout 
have been secured by guests in close 
proximity to the hotel, and tlie fisher­
men in the woods at the many rare 
points easily reached through here re­
port phenomenal catches.
The guests of the hotel have started 
a fund for the establishment of a hotel 
library aud already $250 have been sub­
scribed. Mr. H. Lord of New York 
started the paper with $50 and a large 
number of the guests have contributed 
$5 and $10. The bappy thought bad 
its origin among a few of the older 
guests and through their efforts a most 
successful start has been made. A few 
books will be purchased at once and 
once established the library will be a 
handsome memorial to the loyalty aud 
love of Kineo’s admirers. The associ­
ation has organized by the choice of 
Mrs. C. A. Hull as chairman and Mrs. 
James A. Brodie as vice chairman. A 
committee has been chosen.
Deer are more than plentiful in the 
immediate vicinity this season and rare 
sport awaits the early September 
hunters. Special licenses have already 
been placed on sale here.
Every boat during the past week has 
brought many guests. Some have spent 
a few days here, others are in the woods 
and many are guests here for the re­
mainder of the season.
Among the late arrivals here are the 
following:
E C Dale, Philadelphia; D B Chappee, New 
York; L B Hall, Lowell; H B Wilson, C S Hall, 
New York ; E G Wyckoff, C F Wyckoff, Ithaca, 
N Y; T Warren Happer, Hartford; John Lun­
ger. New York ; Miss L H Plrsson, New York; 
H N Lang, H R Bailey and wife, Boston; N H 
Stewart, Stewart, Pa; Henry Benners, Phila­
delphia ; E M Felt, Dr B R Morrow and fam­
ily, New York; Dr R W Leiss and wife, Miss 
M H Musser, Alfred Marshall and wife, F A 
MarsttaU, Martin Marshall, Philadelphia; Dr 
G C Bailey, Hartford; W E Miller,New Haven; 
Dr E J Marsh, Paterson, N J ;f fm B  Randall 
and wife, Pelham Manor, New York ; Mrs S D 
Klngsland, Miss M R Sherman, E P Tyson 
and wife, Miss Rowley, C F Street and wife, 
W H Wolverton and wife, New York; J H 
Dwight and family, Chicago, and many oth­
ers. •
Rears and Deer Numerous.
[S p ecia l C orresp ondence  to the P H O N O G R A P H .]
M a d r id , Me ., Aug. 20, 1900.
Never before have so many bears been 
seen about Madrid as this year. One 
day recently Mrs. Weymouth saw a 
large one crbss the bridge over Sandy 
river just above Madrid village while sev­
eral have been seen and heard near the 
village. Several deer have decided to 
make friends with the people of this 
town. Two were so bold as to enter Mr. 
Walker’s field just back of bis house. 
We might add that the cartridges have 
been removed from the rifles lest the 
temptation be too great.
Mr. F. L. Smith of Brookline, Mass., 
with Sid Harden as guide, who has been 
making a canoe trip from Moosehead to 
the Alleguash, reports having a most ex­
cellent time on the Maine waters. In 
the two weeks they have been gone Mr. 
Smith reports having seen 54 moose and 
351 deer.
Famous Places In a Famous Re­
gion.
Lofty peaks, invigorating air, beautifiij 
scenery, delightful society, cascades, rushing 
[ streams, enchanting surroundings, magnlfl- 
j cent hotels—such is the make-up of the White 
j Mountains region of New Hampshire.
| This vast region, covering many, many 
square miles of territory, is one great sum­
mer pleasure resort. Every necessity for en­
joyment is at hand and nothing will be 
found lacking that the tourist might suggest 
or expect.
i Golf of course stands paramount as the 
leading recreative allurement and mountain 
climbing is a chief feature in White Moun­
tain life, nearly every mountain having its 
paths; but to Mount Washington the climbers 
look for the greatest sport, for there is a va­
riety of ways of ascending the great moun­
tain and the number of incidents which the 
trip affords are often of a most exciting and 
thrilling nature.
To get to the mountains there are severa1 
routes either of which lies through interest­
ing country, and the scenes one finds at ev­
ery turn are wondrous and magnificent work­
ings of nature.
The White Mountain villages are every one 
of them pleasant places and each has in­
numerable attractions which are important, 
attractive and are oftentimes picturesque, 
and have made their locations I'arntd.
In North Conway there are many places of 
interest, White Horse Ledge being one of the 
first to attract one’s attention. Thompson’s 
Falls, hidden away in the great forests, is a 
most beautiful waterfall and like Artist’s 
Brook and Artist’s Falls is delightfully pic­
turesque.
Echo Lake is included in North Conway’s 
environs, likewise The Cathedral, also .Di­
ana’s Baths, either of which is well worth 
visiting.
Conway’s sunsets are as famed as the Mount 
Washington sunrise, and the charming ef­
fects wnieh they bring are a charm and de­
light to all who view them.
Intervale has many noted attractions and 
perhaps the most notable of them is The 
Great Cathedral Woods.
Glen Ellis Falls up in the Glen Region Is by 
no means a rushing torrent, but instead is a 
crystal like stream pouring mu solid column 
over a seventy-foot precipice, the sides of 
which cliff are rough and jagged, and the 
mountain stream as it hurtles downward is 
deflected from side to side, and the mists 
rising therefrom are of most delicate and 
finely hued colors.
Silver Cascade, in the Crawford Notch, is 
one of tL a sights of the mountains. This wa­
terfall is seen from the train in passing 
through the Notch.
The water descends almost perpendicularly 
for a distance of nearly four hundred feet 
and glides over the face of the ledge, a clear, 
silver like unbroken sheet.
Jefferson lies on the slope of Starr King, 
and the broad expanse of mountain scenery 
which unfolds itself to the vision of the tour­
ist is one of magnificent splendor.
The Presidential Range from Jefferson is a 
delightful vista, and tne drives and walks 
which may be taken from here are among 
the best and most widely known in the moun­
tains.
Perhaps the one object above all others 
which impresses the White Mountain tourist 
is “ The Old Man of the Mountain.”
Twelve hundred feet above Profile Lake, 
in Franconia Notch, is this “ Great Stone 
Face.”  It does everything but speak, and the 
great solemn features are so exceedingly fas­
cinating that one never tires of gazing in awe 
and wonderment at this gigantic superhuman 
face.
Franconia Notch has an Echo Lake over 
which a sound reflects several times with 
ever increasing clearness.
Cannon Mountain, Eagle Cliff, and the 
Flume and the Pool and Basin are other, nat­
ural curiosities which have made not only 
their own but the whole mountain region fa­
mous.
Of Mount Washington much might be said, 
6,293 feet above the sea level, the view from 
Its summit extends over a radius of more 
than a hundred miles, including lake, moun­
tain, sh ore  and river scen ery . The ride up 
the m ountain  side  on  the cog  railway is a o i  
only delightful but thrill ng.
There are many opjects of interest to be | 
seen on Mount Washington, chief among 1 
them being Tuekerman’s Ravine, Great Guil 
and Lake of the Clouds. The geologist and 
botanist are in clover when on Mt. Washing 
ton. for many rare and choice specimens in 
their lines are found there.
Beihleliem, Littleton, Fabyan, Colebrook, 
Lancaster, Sugar Hill and two score of other 
mountain resorts will be found to be iully as 
interesting, and of them an extended des 
cription is given in the delineation published 
by the Boston & Maine Railroad, known as 
“ The Book of the Mountains,”  and which is 
sent for a two-cent stamp to any address by 
the Gen’l Pass’r Dept. B. <& M. R. R., Union 
Station, Boston, Mass.
Lexiiigtou Game Notes.
Wild game in this vicinity appears to 
be quite plentiful. A. J. Lane recently 
saw a large buck deer, a doe and two 
fawns near bis residence. He got with­
in twenty feet of one of the fawns.
Arthur Dexter saw a fair sized bear 
near J. C. Green’s a few days ago. Lots 
of deer are seen nearly every day. Hen­
ry J. Lane reports deer and moose plen­
tiful. J. C. Viles aud others saw a fine 
deer in the road a few days ago near the 
Welsh falls, Sandy stream.
H. J. Lane recently caught twenty- 
four trout near the Viles & Perkins new 
dam, in thirty minutes.
L i v e  Y a n k e e ,
Munyon’s New Pill Not to Be Put 
Upon the Market.
[8pecial correspondence to the P honograph.]
R a n g e l e y , M e ., Aug. 22, 1900.
Professor J. M. Munyon has pur­
chased of H. A. Furbish, one of his 
blooded dogs and has given him the 
very appropriate name of Pill. Tlie dog 
is known among the visitors and cot­
tagers as Munyon’s Pill. The professor 
says that he does not intend to put this 
one upon the market.
He has another and more uncommon 
pet. Down on his wharf is a frog 
which shows not only an aptitude for 
his natural, semiaquatic life, but is not 
averse to the taming influences of civili­
zation. He will leave bis sports at any 
time if he sees anyone on the shore 
holding out to him a good, fat worm, 
and will show his appreciation of the 
feast by waiting around for more.
Master Leon Timberlake has for his 
particular pet at Marsquamosy, a chip­
munk. There are three or four chip­
munks around the cottage, but only one 
seems to care for any notice to be taken 
of him. The little striped fellow takes 
quite a liking to Leon and his sisters, 
especially if they have any peanuts or 
popcorn in their hands. He will run all 
over the children, picking the peanuts 
from them wherever they had hidden 
them, even picking the choice bits from 
their mouths. On one occasion the 
little animal took twenty-five of the 
nuts and carried them away.
Professor Munyon has without doubt 
landed upon liis wharf by far the largest 
fish ever secured in the Rangeley re­
gion. The professor does not spend 
much of his time fishing, but when he 
makes an effort he does not return 
empty-handed. The day on which the 
landing was made was no great day for 
fish, not even for big fish, in the bus 
tiing little town. It was only a com­
monplace sort of a day.
Butthefish! Spotted and lined as 
only combined nature and art can pro­
duce; an object of admiration to all who 
behold it, for who has not seen it. 
This fish occupies a position so high 
that it might readily be excused for be­
ing a little (or a big) vain. The fish, is 
48 inches long, a length attained by no 
other fish ever in (his region; its girth 
is very large, but its weight, owing to 
its airy surroundings, has never been 
ascertained.
So pleased was the professor with his 
prize that he decided to have it 
mounted, and mounted it is, over; the 
wharf at Munyon lodge on a pedestal 
36 feet high. From this exalted posi­
tion, looking first over the water, then 
toward the lodge, ,his watchful eye 
keeps guard over the inhabitants of 
each, and no wind, good or ill, ever 
blows over the lake without its pres­
ence being indicated by this guardian 
fish.
PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS.
Good Fly Fishing Enjoyed by the 
Guests.
[Special Correspondence to the P honograph.]
P l e a s a n t  I s l a n d , Aug. 22, 1900.
Mr. J. H. Shemer and Wm. Wenke, 
two New York gentlemen, with Archie 
Lufkin guide, brought home 12 pounds 
of trout, the largest weighing 3>£ 
pounds. All were caught on the fly.
Mr. Walter Raymond of Brooklyn is 
having great luck with his luminous 
flies, an invention of his own, bringing 
home fifteen nice trout, all caught after 
dark.
Mr. Horace Kimer has two 3^-pound- 
ers, a 2)^-pounder and some small fish 
to his credit. The island is crowded 
and the old man is happy. The guests 
are enjoying themselves, passing the 
time by fishing, swimming and making 
excursions by water and by land. Es­
pecially favored by the guests for ex­
cursions are Quimby brook and Too- 
thaker brook where beaver families can 
be seen at work.
Late arrivals are:
W D Stockby, Princeton; Wm Purdy, New 
York; E Emeby and wife,, J H Reynolds, wife 
and daughter, Paterson; W Binney, Jr, and 
wife, rBeatrice and Elizabeth Binney, Hor- 
nick; H Binney and wife, Newport; Dr Lewis, 
Providence; G A Fernald, R W Fernald, Bos­
ton; N A Wilder, Miss Wilder, Newton; Mrs 
T D Robinson, A B Robinson, J M Shemer, W 
Wenke, New York; Miss Evans, W Montgom­
ery, Jr, »Philadelphia; J B  Martindale and 
wife, Pickford’s camps.
Recent Arrivals at Mooselookme- 
gnntic House.
[Special correspondence to the Phonograph.] 
H a in e s  L a n d in g , Aug. 22, 1900.
The favorite pastime nowadays is 
progressive euchre.
The cake walk by the colored help 
given on Thursday evening of last week 
was a great success. There were visit­
ors from the Rangeley Lake House, I 
Mountain View, Billy Soule’s and in 
fact from nearly every one of the hotels 
on the lakes.
Late arrivals are:
A S Hinds, Portland; George J Hersberger, 
New York City; Mr and Mrs W D Hewitt, 
Burlington, N J ; Mr and Mrs W D Cook, Bos­
ton; Mrs C W Middleton, Mrs Henry Sheldon, 
Fayette Lentz, C Wilmer, Middleton; S R 
Knights, Cambridge, Mass; R J M Lewis, M 
D, Providence, R I ; Miss Wilder, Newton, 
Mass, J W Curtiss, New York City; Mr and 
Mrs F E Pancer, New York: Mrs J W Shep-
Eard, Weymouth, Mass; Mr and Mrs B H avidson and daughter, Wabar, M o; Mr and 
Mrs Chas M Lea, Mr and Mrs Lindley John­
son, Mr and Mrs Frothingham, Mr and Mrs H 
H Ellison, Miss Lea. F T Patterson, The 
Birches; F V Bonnafon and wife, German­
town, Phila; Jas H Norris, B A Norris, New 
York; A W Hyde, L W Frisbie, Hartford, 
Conn; E S Osgood, New York.
Camps and Cottages.
Mr. aud Mrs. W. B. Butler of Phillips, 
and Norman, with Miss Horten e 
Strongman, were at Long pond a few 
days the last of the week.
Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Field of Phillips 
went to Rangeley Sunday and will be at 
Hon. N. U. Hinkley’s cottage for a few 
days.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sweetser and 
family of Phillips were at Weld camp­
ing the last of the week.
Dr. C. H. Harvey of Philadelphia, 
brother-in-law of Prof. J. M. Munyon, is 
at Munyon Lodge in charge of Duke 
Munyon who has been seriously ill. The 
young man is now much improved.
Bank Examiner Timberlake enter­
tained Hon. Weston Lewis of Gardiner, 
and Mr. F. N. Beal of Phillips, at Mar­
squamosy lodge, Rangeley lake, on 
Thursday night of last week.
Mr. Chas. Carrington of Farmington, 
Conn., the cottager on Rangeley lake, 
recently had the pleasure of an eight- 
mile ride on the Magalloway liver from 
Little Magalloway to the Meadows in a 
rowboat, in one hour and seventeen 
minutes. The boat was manned by Mr. 
Dunning, manager of the Parmachenee 
club.
Miss Marion Curtis of Lewiston, bas 
been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. L. V. 
Winsliip at Camp Burnside, Long pond. 
The entire party came out from the 
camp Wednesday morning and report a 
delightful outing. A broad piazza has 
been added on two sides of the cottage 
during their stay and other repairs, 
made.
Pleasant Outing Completed.
A party of four consisting of Mr. E. 
P. Clark of New York, Mr. J. A. Tobey 
of Cambridge, Mr. H. W. Wellington of 
Boston and Mr. H. McFarland of Provi­
dence, have just completed an outing at 
Swett’s camp, Richardson pond.
They were in camp two weeks and 
saw by actual count more than a hun­
dred deer. They found the trout fishing 
very good and always had plenty to eat 
with the exception of two days when 
the weather was very warm. The largest 
trout taken weighed 2>£ pounds. They 
report the fishing up the inlet near Bea­
ver pond very good. They arranged to 
get their mail from Upper Dam every 
day.
Their work was divided as follows: 
Clark, cook; Tobey, woodsplitter; Wel­
lington, chambermaid; McFarland, dish­
washer. These gentlemen have camped 
together for several years past and 
thoroughly enjoy doing their own work.
The party made a trip to Observation 
mountain from which point they had an 
excellent view of twenty sheets of wa­
ter.
Mr. Clark owns a private trout pond 
five miles from Rumford Falls where he 
has a camp and spends much of his sum­
mer. At this camp Mr. Clark gave a 
coon dinner to a party of his friends last 
fall, which was very much enjoyed.
Two Buck Deer Seen That Are 
Record Breakers.
[Special correspondence to the Phonograph.
D e a d  R iv e r . Me ., August 21, 1900
Harlow Bros, have their two new 
camps at Black Brook pond completed.
Mr. C. C. Brooks reports seeing lots 
of game on his week’s stay at Black 
brook. He saw two bucks which are 
record breakers and had fine sets o f 
antlers. Someone will get a grand 
September prize. Mr. Brooks saw four­
teen deer all together at one time. Mr. 
Brooks, Harvey and Herman Harlow 
saw a bear in the r »ad not far from the 
Ledge house last week.
Chicago and Philadelphia ought to 
have some of our cool bracing air to go 
with their hot times. It would be some­
what of a change. Monday morning 
August 13, there was ice on Black Brook 
pond nearly one-fourth of an inch in 
thickness.
I am not so sure but what Mr. Brooks 
and both bis guides, Harvey and Her­
man Harlow, will be taken up for fish­
ing through the ice, which is prohibited 
by law. They had trout to eat every 
day, so they said, but the warm weather 
since has thawed the pond out so it is 
hard to tell whether they really did cut 
holes and fish or not.
A dance was held at the Ledge House 
and Cabins the night of August 15, a 
good crowd attended and all seemed to 
enjoy themselves very much. Forty- 
nine took supper. Music was furnished 
by W. S. Viles of Highland, H. R. 
Horton of Flagstaff and Mrs. Sadie 
Perkins of Dead River.
MINGO SPRING CAMPS.
Guests Make Excursion to Top of 
Raid Mountain.
[Special Correspondence to the P honograph.]
R a n g e l e y , Me ., Aug 21, 1900.
The past week has been of special en­
joyment to all guests at the camps. 
Card parties, popcorn parties and candy 
pulls were some of the features of the 
evening entertainments.
Capt. Moore and Mr. Playter have met 
with very good success fishing, having 
brought in several fine trout.
Capt. Moore and wife and Col. Leslie 
and wife returned home Monday. T he 
Colonel regretted that he was obliged to 
leave as he was much pleased with t he 
camps and would have liked very mu ch 
o remain a month longer, 
t A party of four consisting of Mr. and 
Mrs. Hamblett and the Misses Arnold 
took a trip Tuesday to the top of Bald 
mountain. They were well repaid for 
their trouble and brought back a fine 
lot of blueberries which they found in 
abundance on the mountain.
Late arrivals are: Wm. Gasten and 
wife, New York; Geo. H. Hamblett, 
Boston; F. A. M. Burrell and wife, M iss 
Edith Burrell, Master Harold Burre 11, 
Brooklyn.
Panther Attacks Woman.
The Lewiston Journal tells a thrilling 
experience of Mrs. Anna Perkins of 
Rune, who was at Chain of Ponds pick­
ing bl ueberries and was attacked by a 
panther. We would like to publish the 
opinions of guides in the Dead River 
region as to whether the animal was a 
panther or a bob cat.
Lafiin & Rand Smokeless.
Generally speaking, there is in every 
lot of goods some that are a little better 
or a little worse, but seldom is it found 
that any product of manufacture runs 
evenly all the way thiough.
This must be the case with the pow­
der used by Mr. Fanning, or his success 
would not be so continuous. There is 
an old saying that “ The proof of the 
pudding is in the eating,”  and it must 
be proven as true in this case, for Mr. 
Fanning has been high gun at every In­
terstate tournament that he has shot L. 
& R. Smokeless since May 2, 1900, and 
which now attracts the attention of the 
sportsman and hunter throughout the 
United States and Canada.
The writer for one would like to 
know the personal history of a man 
that^can always win, for it certainly 
must have a very interesting vein of 
matter that would interest every lover 
of dog and gun. From some hearsay in­
formation I have been told that he fiist 
gained his experience as a hunter, in 
the wilds of Alaska, and in cruising in 
Behring sea as a seal hunter.
BILLING’S SPORTSMAN’S COMBINATION
KNIFE AND SCREW DRIVER.
* H a n d y , . C o m p a c t, . R elia b le . . " .
P R I C E
$ 1.50
..U tH tM "
Sent Postpaid  to any A dd ress  in the United States or Canada.
The blades are drop-forged o f the best tool steel and slide into the handle. It is strong in construction and 
[able in operation. In using, the lock bolt is drawn up, when the blades may be pushed out. I ne lock bo 
then thrown in engagement with the handle by means of a spiial spting.
This is the most convenient arti­
cle for sportsmen that we have 
ever put out. Price, postpaid,
$i-5o.> Given free for three new 
yearly subscribers.
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FRIDAY, AUGUST 24, 1900.
H oulton  leads all the other towns 
in being a little premature in the “ fall 
accidental shooting ,”  so m uch of which 
has occurred in the past few years. 
If the hunters w ould be a little more 
discrim inate in distinguishing a yellow  
coa t from  a deer, in the com ing hunting  
season, there w ould be few er cases o f 
accidental shooting in our Maine w oods.
H o n . J. H . M a n l e y  o f the Repub­
lican N it o "U-.l committee was on from 
New York last week to start the state 
campaign in this state.
H a v e  you noticed how many new 
library buildings are going up in Maine 
this year, through the beneficence of 
former townsmen? A library of first- 
class books in a town with an artistic 
building to keep them in, and where 
the youth will take pleasure aud pride 
in going, will do more toward preserv­
ing the peace of a community and 
toward elevating the people than the 
same amount of capital invested in 
any other way. Phillips lias a library 
of over two thousand volumes and has 
some vacant lots where a library build­
ing might be placed should any of our 
sons aud daughters ever remember their 
native town with one. Of course this 
is not a hint. We would like the build­
ing just as much, though.
On e  of the visitors to Frauklin county 
during Old Home Week was the fellow 
wTho robbed the Farmington bank four­
teen years ago by tapping the telegraph 
wire and endorsing himself as the one 
to whom money should be given. 
There were a number of old acquaint­
ances who were anxious to shake hands 
with him on this visit but, he could’nt 
stop, really.
A n o th e r  plot to assassinate President 
McKinley is reported. Fourteen an­
archists are said to have come to this 
country and were to proceed to Wash­
ington, where with knife and pistol they 
were to attempt the president’s life. 
They were detained by the immigration 
authorities.
LADY G E TS  BIG SALMON.
Niece oi Senator Hanna of Ohio 
Has Great Luck.
T h e  first case of illegal killing of cow 
m oose reported this season is being 
investigated by  Game W arden N ichols. 
A  cow  m oose was recently found killed 
near the m outh of Brandy brook in the 
Caucom gom oc lake reg'u n. The wf r len 
expresses the op in ion  that the animal 
was killed by residents of the neighbor­
h ood , and that he bas hopes of appre­
hending the guilty person. E x c h a n g e .
its
this
and
B il l  Mo r ia r t y  o f M illinockett, 
thinks he bas the secret w hich w ill en ­
able him to catch the deer that wander 
so carelessly through the woods. H e 
has raised some guinea fowl which 
m ake such a racket that the deer are 
prevented by fright from chew ing tbeir 
cuds, and soon becom e so weak that 
they are an easy prey for the hunter. 
I f  they cannot chew their cuds they are 
afflicted with indigestion and languor. 
W e  shall await with interest the w ork­
ing of this plan during the fall.
C A I PENNOCK DEAD.
WARDEN’ ON THE ALERT.
How daring our deer are! They do 
such funny things. A few days ago it 
is asserted by our Waterville friend, 
one actually went to a millinery store, 
tried  on one of the daintiest bats, then 
not satisfied with the trimmings, ate 
them, leaving the bat bereft of 
beauty. Now, a near relative of 
• one showed himself in Lewiston 
gave an athletic exhibition that elicited 
much surprise aud more admiration.
M a t t h e w  Co w h ig  of Bangor is in­
teresting his friends with a bear story. 
He was canoeing up near Cooper lake 
and went to a blueberry patch to lunch. 
While there he discovered a nest of 
young bears. He wauted one of them 
and took it. It might have been all 
right if the little fellow had been wil­
ling to go, but he evidently wasn’t, 
judging from the noise he made. This 
called the mother and she hastened for 
the youngster, and incidentally to make 
the acquaintance of the kidnapper. Mr. 
Cowhig did not look with pleasure on 
the prospect of a meeting aud straight­
way there was a trial of speed for the 
canoe. A birch sapling was not far off 
and for this he made. As he sprang up 
the trunk, he dropped the youngster 
into the mother’ s arms, just in time to 
divert her attention at the moment 
when diversion was the only thing that 
would save him. The bear seemed sat­
isfied with the recovery of her offspring 
and trotted away, much to the relief of 
the treed man.
G a m e  W a r d e n  P o l l a r d  has caught 
one of the Kineo moose killers and jus­
tice was meted out at Bangor. Melvin 
O’Brien was arrested Mondaj and taken 
to Bangor before Judge Vose, where he 
pleaded guilty and was fined $500 and 
costs. Not being able to pay, he was 
committed to jail.
T he  plans of the Kennebec Water 
Power company to raise the level of 
Moosehead lake, if they can get permis­
sion to do so, is causing no end of stir 
along the river. Visions of a Johns­
town flood are before the minds of the 
inhabitants of the valley and will not be 
dispelled. The possibility of such a 
thing is shown, however, to be out of 
the question.
T he  most gratifying news of the week 
is that the armies have entered Pekin 
and have rescued the members of the 
legations. The situation is still critical 
and calls for great wisdom to deal with 
it.
Chain of Ponds Region Mecea For 
Blueberry Pickers.
[S p ecia l C orrespondence to the P h o n o g r a ph .]
Eu stis , August 22, 1900.
Game Warden A. M. Jones has been 
reappointed to attend to the game in­
terests of this section. He is still busy 
visiting the camps and goiDg over his 
largejterritory. He says that the fish­
ing was never so good as it has been 
this year and the camps have had a good 
run of guests. He has just returned 
from a visit up to Chain of Ponds to 
look after the doings of the berry pick­
ers, to see that they do not transgress 
the game laws or do not set fires.
The north branch has been closed to 
fishing and being right in the blueberry 
fields it is natural that the berry pickers 
should occasionally indulge in broiled 
trout. Thinking that the parties might 
be tempted to yield to the cravings of 
their appetites aud touch that which 
was forbidden, Gus shouldered his fly 
rod aud strolled among the pickers and 
cast wishful glances toward the stream. 
He asked them about the fishing but 
they held up their hands and told him 
the stream was closed and he better not 
try his skill there. When he was satis­
fied that all was well, he talked to them 
about fires and gave them some whole­
some advice on that line.
Tiiis has not been a bad year for fires 
as was last year, because of the frequent 
rains. But even if it had been dry there 
would have been very few fires, as the 
wardens are right on the lookout for all 
the parties. Mr. Jones says when he 
sees a blueberry team passing his house 
he runs out. even at the risk of losing 
his dinner, and tells them all about the 
disadvantages of promiscuous fire build­
ing and urges care on their part.
The blueberry pickers are having 
their innings, and for some time have 
been treading down the roads through 
here. The berries are not so numerous 
near here as they were last year, but are 
very plenty at Chain of Ponds. So this 
is their Mecca. Hundreds of bushels 
are carried through here every day.
Last year in the neighborhood of 
sixty licenses were sold in town for 
September deer. Warden Jones thinks 
the number will be much larger this 
year. He has heard mucn talk on the 
subject while in the camps and the indi 
cations for a busy September is. good.
Among the recentarrivals at the Shaw 
House are:
Frank Boardman, Skowhegan; H L Lark, 
Farmington; Miss Newcomb, Rev and Mrs 
E R Stearns, .Warren; Ray Heald, Skowhe- 
gan; O W Simmons, Kingfield; K M Kershaw, 
Auburn; W  B Adie, Portland; C K Lenando, 
J E Hale, Dr Heber Bishop, Lloyd Taylor, 
Boston; Mr and Mrs C J Bainbridge Bell,'The 
Chimes;Eaton Campbell, Shawmut: Howard 
Williams, King and Bartlett; Dan Hammond, 
Flagstaff: M E Haviland, New York; G H 
Norman, Newton Highland; Thomas Murphy, 
Dorchester; W  N Libby, Carrabassett; C 
Swain, F A Niccolls and wife, M R Head, Bos­
ton; J N Bull, S L Bull, N L Bull, Plainville; 
H S Peters, L Doyen, Augusta.
Greene’s Farm House Arrivals.
[S p ecia l correspondence  to the P h o n o g r a p h .]
Co p i.in , Me ., August21, 1900.
Recent arrivals at Greene’s Farm 
House are:
C S Bean and wife, Lowell; D S Hunnewell 
and wife, Madison; Wiuchenden Fishing 
club, Wilder P Clark d L White, O Whitney, 
A P Bateman, E M Whitney, C L Beals, Win- 
chenden; Chas D White! Norwich; James 
Pearl, Fitchburg; Geo A Fernald, Robert W 
Femald, Geo C Beals, Oscar Richardson, Bos­
ton; W B Adie, Portland; R M Kershaw, Au­
burn ; Dr J R Kittridge, Farmington; W W 
Rogers and wife, Boston; L E unith, Salem 
Geo B Johnson, Arthur J Johnson, Jno Van 
Steenburgh, New York: Geo Towle, Bel­
grade; J Owen, New York; Howard C Wil­
liams, King and Bartlett; John Henley, 
Seiden Mail an, Eustis; F Hasson, C L Kasson, 
Boston ; Chas F Tliwing, Miss Thwing, Cleve­
land; David Magie, Jr, East Orange; Wm H 
Parmelee and wife, John D Andrews and 
wife, Mrs M B Chapman, Collinsville; Daniel 
H Mai tin, Philadelphia; C O White, Norwich ; 
Norman H Spencer, Hartford ; Wm H Elliott, 
Master Geo Elliott, Geo McAlnine, Wm Me- 
Alpine, Boston; Miss Miller, Philadelphia; J 
G Van Slyke, Miss Ellen Van Slyke, Kings­
ton; Geo T Heffon, Bangor; Margaret Cahan,
Ladies at Bemis Who Go Swim­
ming and Can Swim.
[S pecia l corresp ondence  to  the P H O N O G R A P H .]
B e m is , August 19, 1900.
The people here are enjoying camp 
life to the utmost. The folks still go 
fishing once in a while, as witness the 
success of Mrs. Coburn Haskell of 
Cleveland, Ohio, who went out for a 
few hours last Saturday aDd caught a 
landlocked salmon that weighed 6 
pounds and 10 ounces, Others have 
taken both trout and salmon during the 
past week, but this beautiful silver 
sided salmon was the record fish.
The weather today is not at all sug­
gestive of swimming—it’s too cold -but 
swimming is one of the favorite diver­
sions here, aud among the fifty or more 
regular boarders who fill all of the avail­
able space at Bemis, there are several 
ladies who are good swimmers. Miss 
Work is perhaps the most expert and 
Miss Twatchman and Miss Coburn are 
good seconds.
The evenings are taken up with card 
parties of various kinds, and popcorn 
parties are quite popular on the cold 
evenings like some we’ve had lately.
Those who have registered at Bemis 
lately are the following:
Friday, Aug 10. Mrs L B Seaver, Benj F 
Seaver, Brooklyn, N Y ; J S RainsdelJ, Port­
land; Mr and 'Mrs Theodore Frotliingham, 
Tlieo Frotliingham, Jr, Thomas Harris Froth- 
ingham, Huntington Wolcott Frotliingham, 
William B Frotliingham and nurse.
Saturday, Aug 11. H H Ashton and wife, 
Somerville, Mass; Mr and Mrs Thos Plater, 
Mr and Mrs Clark Williams, New York ; O B 
Brown, Berlin, N H; Miss M E Moulton, Lew­
iston; A F Morrill, Wm C Houston, Birches; 
Thos F Sol h eld, E Houston, Boston; F B Bige­
low, Worcester; R D Wilson, Rumford Falls; 
H L Pratt, Providence, R I.
Sunday, Aug 12. C M Hapgood, Mrs C M 
Hapgood, Easton, Penn; Miss Lenore Patter, 
Gardner, Mass. Franklin H Knight,Hartford, 
Conn; Arthur M Fulsifer, Chester G Bisbee, 
Rumford Falls.
. Monday, Aug 13. J H McGrath, C S Knight, 
Clinton, Mass; Laura E Davis, Portland ; T J 
Dillon, Bath; Ernest A Congdon. Philadel­
phia; F P Thomas, Andover; Mr and virs J H 
Caswell and maid, New York; Mr and Mrs 
Chas K Fox, Haverhill; Mrs J E Sankey, Mr 
and Mrs Frank W Nix, New York; Alfred 
Stone, Miss Esler Stone, Providence; W H 
Gordon, Boston.
Tuesday. Aug 14. Mr and Mrs Winthrop 
Gardner,’ Mr Miles, Chester Gardner, H 1’ 
Mallory, Boston; C A Read and wife, Man- 
chester-by-the Sea; FB Bigelow, Worcester; S 
W Butterfield, Three Rivers, P Q; George J 
Sterycerger. New York City; A S Hinds, Port­
land; Fred L Riley, Livermore Falls; Miss 
Baslington, Mrs H M Hanna, Cleveland, 
Ohio
Wednesday, Aug 15. Mr and Mrs Frank W 
Nix, Mrs J E Sankey, New York; F P Thomas, 
Andover; Mi and Mrs F J Brown, Miss L M 
Brown, H W Brown, Waterbury, Conn; A P 
Adenaw, New York City ; M MacMartln, New 
York; Geo W Sanford, Mrs Geo W Sanford, 
Brookline, Mass.
Thursday, Aug 16. Mr and Mrs J Milton 
Colton, Miss Margaret Barclay Colton, Miss M 
Ethel Colton. Philadelphia; Wm B Barker, 
Providence; E H Dickey, Portland; Dr and 
Mrs S A Knopf, Claude M Griffith, E S Os­
good, New York City.
Friday, Aug 17. Alice Maguire, Frances 
B'ascover, Katheryn Williamson, New York ; 
Mr and Mrs I S Tol'man, Boston ; Edw F Rip­
ley, Coliasset; Wm 1’ Frye, Mrs G R Parsons 
and child. Miss Kate Wlieelock, Providence; 
J S Randall, Portland.
Saturday, Aug 18. C R Simpkins, T T 
Hallett, Yarmouth; Claude M Griffith, New 
York Cny; W H Beecher, Boston; Nellie I 
Harrington, Medford, Mass ; Miss C T Crosby, 
Phillips; Stephen Lee, Lewiston; Mr ana Mrs 
A C Ashton and two children, Mr and Mrs B 
H Davidson and child, Boston; Mrs J F Shep­
pard, Weymouth, Mass; Miss A A Lyse, Miss 
Nora E Duff, New Bedford, Mass; W H 
Brown, Williamstown, Mass.
Sunday, Aug 19. Jas Monohan, II W 
Prince, Cherryfield; Dr S A Knopf, Mrs S A 
Kncpf, New York.
Bingham: Evelyn Hewey, Rangeley; Mr and 
Mrs T J Callahan, Boston ; M Clyde Mi 
ik lyn ; Horace N Smith and w 
;y Day, Eustis; J Tracy, Harris 
E A Tracy and wife, Miss Mabel A Tracy, WmCJ.-illfL .-V
cCarroll 
ife, Salem, 
Perc ville, R I;
PONDS TO BE STOCKED.
Last Coinnimiicatioii From 
Old Guide and Hunter.
the
A Tracy, South Coventry, Conn.
Fish, Deer and Bears Plenty 
Around Kingfleld.
[Special Correspondence to the Phonograph.]
K in g f ie l d , M e ., August 21, 1900.
The Shiloh Fish and Game association 
is planning this fall to stock the ponds 
near their club house with trout and 
salmon and to screen the outlets. They 
are hoping to get ten thousand fish 
to put into the three ponds, Grind 
stone, Tuft’s and Dutton. This will 
not be the first time fish have been 
planted here, but by keeping this up 
for a few years they expect to realize 
much greater benefits than they are now 
getting.
The fishing has been excellent all 
summer, as those who have visited the 
place can testify.
The roads in the neighborhood are 
being improved. But really, they are 
in good condition, for a top carriage 
can be driven right up to all the cot­
tages. At present there are six cottages 
here, but owners of the land are plan­
ning to stake out and offer for sale some 
very desirable lots. J. Willis Jordan, 
proprietor of the Kingfield house, is 
president of the association, and many 
guests come to his house in order to 
enjoy a few days at the club house.
The club was organized about a year 
ago for the purpose of protecting the 
game in the vicinity and of stocking 
the ponds with fish. Not but a short 
time ago, but few visited the ponds 
and poaching was carried on to a con­
siderable extent, but now there are so 
many visitors that questionable practice 
cannot be successfully carried on.
The chib has a good place for rough­
ing it, a place away from the club 
house. Fish, deer and bear are plenty. 
At the upper camp a few days ago the 
yard disclosed the fact that a bear had 
been making himself at home there to 
a remarkable degree. Near this place 
Mr. F. R. Whitcher of Massachusetts 
has a camp where he comes every fall 
with friends for the purpose of hunting 
bear.
Mr. Jordan says that he and some 
others interested were prospecting up 
[here the other day for a chance to 
build roads and in a beech grove found 
the deer signs very thick. He expects 
the hunting to be excellent this fall • 
the game has been increasing rapidly.
A Good Man Gone to the Happy 
Hunting Ground.
[Special correspondence to the Phonograph.] 
T ogu s , Me., Aug. 8, 1900.
How true is the saying, “ In the midst 
of life we are in death!”  This was for­
cibly brought to my mind today by the 
particulars narrated below.
And first I will state that for nearly a 
year Cal Pennock has been in feeble 
health. About the middle of last Sep­
tember, he was ordered to the hospital 
of the Eastern Brauch of the National 
Home on account of a paralytic shock 
that he had received. I have conversed 
with him several times within a year, 
and he used to say that his appetite was 
good, but that his legs were failing him. 
He would go to the store and the post 
office on business, but remained most of 
the time in his room.
Today I heard one of the assistant 
surgeons in the hospital say, “ A man 
who used to be a Maine guide is dead.”  
“ Who was ii?” I asked. “ Cal Pen­
nock,”  said the doctor.
I was informed that Cal Pennock died 
today at 11.55 a. m., (August the 8tb,) 
at the age of 66. That is, he would 
have been 66 years old in September. 
He died of uraemia, or Bright’s disease 
of the kidneys, which both mean about 
the same thing, and his funeral has 
been set for Friday, August 10, unless., 
as is sometimes the case, friends or rela­
tives should send for the body. In the 
Civil war he was a member of Co. B. 
loth New Hampshire volunteers.
And as this is the last opportunity 
that I shall have of paying a tribute to 
the departed, or of relating matters of 
interest concerning him, perhaps I may 
be pardoned for narrating the following:
About a week ago 1 met Cal at the 
store where we go to buy our daily 
newspapers. Said Cal, “ I wish you 
would come and see me, for I have had 
a letter from a friend in Boston whom I 
used to guide od the Rangeleys, and bo 
wants to know why I don’t write some­
thing for The Ph o n o g r a p h . So, 
two or three days ago I went to Cal’s 
room, and noticed that he was quite 
feeble. He was trying to spread the 
blankets on his bed and I helped him. 
Then he showed me a letter, after say­
ing that he was not well enough to 
write, and that his memory seemed to 
be failing him. He said perhaps I 
could gather enough from the letter to 
make at least a short article for the 
Ph o n o g r a p h . He also said that he 
had thought of writing to a sister, but 
did not feel well enough.
The letter that Cal received was from 
Mr. C. S. Whitney of Boston, whom Cal 
used to guide on the Kennebago stream 
and on the Rangeleys. Leaving out one 
or two private matters, at Cal’s request, 
Mr. Whitney’s letter was as follows:
“ I look for a word or two from you 
every week in the Ph o n o g r a p h , but I 
seldom find anything. I see something 
about other guides in each number ot 
the Ph o n o g r a p h , and why don’t you 
write to that paper once in a while? I 
saw Billy Soule and Fred Barker at the 
Sportsmen’s show in Boston, and it 
seemed like old times to see Billy. 1 
shall never forget all the good times we 
used to have on our camping trips, our 
Kennebago trips particularly [that is, 
with Cal Pennock ] Do you remember 
the time we went down the Kennebago 
stream at night, when Mr. Hovey was 
with us, and how cold it was, and how 
many nice fried trout we had at the Ash 
Tree camp? I look back on my Range- 
ley trips with much pleasure aud satis­
faction. I saw the whole country be­
fore the railroad came, and before the 
days of the big hotels and the shores 
lined with cottages. The drive we used 
to have over Beech hill was through a 
beautiful region, and better than riding 
in the close cars.
“ Poor old Jip is but a pleasant mem­
ory of a faithful dog, who gave us all 
much pleasure by his great intelligence. 
I have not seen Mr. Hovey for years. 
He goes to Florida every year. I have 
written him today. Let me hear from 
you, aud do write a line to the Ph o n o ­
g r a p h , and tell the many readers of 
that paper what sport you and I had be­
fore the days of ‘style’ on the Kennfe- 
bago stream.”
I copied the above from Mr. Whit­
ney’s letter, at Cal’s request, because he 
said that perhaps, from that letter and 
what he would tell me, I could make an 
article for the Ph o n o g r a p h . And I 
know that I have these points correctly, 
because I wrote at Cal’s request, and 
am now copying from the notes I made 
in my shorthand book at the time. I 
saw then that Cal was feeble, but little 
did I think that within three days he 
would depart and leave the cares of 
earth behind.
After I had handed the letter back, I 
said to Cal, “ Mr. Whitney says it was a 
cold night when you rowed him down 
the Kennebago stream. Do you remem­
ber about that?”
“ Yes, I do,”  said Cal. “ We came 
down in a canoe and went up to Green- 
vale that night and indeed we were very 
near freezing. It was very cold.”
I asked Cal about Mr. Hovey, and he 
said, “ I believe Mr. Hovey keeps a res­
taurant in Boston. Hovey was with us 
that cold night on the Kennebago. We 
didn’ t start until about 9 o’clock to row 
down the stream, and it was midnight 
or after when we got home to Rangeley. 
That afternoon, before we started, Mr. 
Whitney shot a duck on Mud pond, over 
| Hogback, and his dog Jip swam out 
after the duck and brought it in to us 
all right. I think that we stayed up the 
Kennebago two or three days on that 
trip. At different times we made sev­
eral trips up here and back. We used 
to camp at the[old Ash Tree half the time 
in the summer. There is a deep hole in 
the water near there, and we always 
called it the old ash. Our camp, how 
ever, was a little below there. The ash 
tree was close up to the water, as close 
as a tree could grow. In old times we 
u8ed|to lie around the camps, and many 
boats would pass on down the stream. 
Ducks would also fiy by, and we would 
shoot them whenever we could. In the 
fall of the year we used often to lie on
the bank of the stream and watch the 
big trout going up to their spawning 
beds. The trout were so thick there 
that I have sometimes seen the bottom 
of the stream covered with big ones.”
After I had talked with Cal a while, I 
remarked that Mr. Whitney’s letter 
seemed to show that many men derive a 
great deal of pleasure from thinking 
over their hunting and fishing trips, and 
Cal said, “ Yes, that is so; and when Mr. 
Whitney visited the Sportsmen’s show 
last spring it seems to have waked him 
up,”  And then Cal continued, “ I 
would like first rate to be as young and 
spry as I used to be when I made those 
Kennebago trips with Mr. Whitney and 
Mr. Hovey, but I guess those days are 
over for me.”
I asked Cal if there was any word he 
would like to send to friends and ac­
quaintances, and he replied, “ If there 
was any possible show for me I would 
like to make some of my old Rangeley 
trips again. However, I will send my 
last respects to my friends who may 
read this in the Ph o n o g r a p h . There 
were lots of the old sportsmen I used to 
know that I had hopes of seeing again 
this summer, but I shall not be ablje to 
get to the lakes this year, at any rate.”
I asked Cal about his health and he 
said, “ I feel tolerably well, but it seems 
that I have uo strength to walk, though 
I go to the store for a newspaper about 
every day.”
I see by looking over my notes that 
Cal says he guided Mr. Whitney for two 
seasons, and perhaps over. “ We used 
to go,”  said Cal, “ up to the old ash on 
the Kennebago stream, and then we 
fished up to The Boulders, two miles 
above. We always had a good time 
when we went out. The Jip that Mr. 
Whitney writes about was a cocker 
spaniel. Mr. Whitney had a team of 
liis own, and used to drive over Beech 
hill aud also go gunning aud partridge 
hunting. One time we caught 55 pounds 
of trout in about three hours.”
In closing this article I will say that 
Cal always seemed disinclined to have 
his friends and relatives know how fee­
ble he was, but he was anxious that 
they should hear from him in the Ph o ­
n o g r a p h , and if he had not requested 
me to visit him it is possible that I 
should not have been able to write the 
foregoing, as I have been unusually 
busy of late. He had a kind heart, and 
well may we say, peace to his ashes.
Cal Pennock was a quiet, unobtrusive 
old man. Not having known him in 
middie life I cannot speak of his earlier 
years, but his conduct and manners here 
gave evidence of a kind heart, and con­
sideration for the rights and welfare of 
others. He never boasted about his ex­
ploits, but when his opinion was asked 
he would give it in an easy conversa­
tional manner, and tell of the many 
happy days he had spent on the lakes 
and in the forests of Maine. Some men 
are born fishermen, that is, they have an 
instinctive liking for the beauties of na­
ture as pictured on the mountains and 
lakes of the wilderness. Gal was one of 
these and always bad a fond remem­
brance for those whom he had guided in 
the Rangeleys. I believe he had some 
relatives in New Hampshire, but just 
where I cannot say.
H. M. Co b u r n .
T R A N S P O R T A T I O N
T I M E  - T A B L E .
SANDY RIVER R. R.
Monday, June 25, 1900.
N o r t h . Tr’n 1 A. M. Tr’n 3 A. M. Tr’n 5 P. M.
Farm ington,...........lv 6 50 11 55 4 30
So. Strong,...................
S trong ,................. { fy 7 40 7 50
P. M. 
12 27 5 02
P h illip s,.................ar 8 15 12 45 5 20
S o u t h . Tr’n 2 A. M. Ï 114M. Tr’n 6 P. M.
Phillips,............... ..lv 7 20 125 4 30
Strong,................. ..lv 7 40 1 45 5 10
So. Strong,............
Farm ington,....... 8 10 2 15 6 00
WESTON LEWIS Pres. F. N. BEAL, Supt.
Time-Table.
PHILLIPS & RANGELEY R. R.
The only all-rail route to Rangeley Lake. 
The quickest and easiest route to the Dead 
River Region via Dead River Station. Stage 
connection with every through train for 
Stratton, Eustis and all points inland.
On and after June 25 1900, trains on the Phil­
lips & Rangeley railroad will run as follows 
until further notice:
EAST. P M A M
( E. Dlv . . . 7.00 9.00
Boston, . . d e l . 7.45
( W.Dtv . . 8.30
A M P M
Portland .......................... de 8 30 12.50
A M P M
Phillips, ar ........................... 8.15 12.45 5.20
Phillips, Lv ...................... 8.30 1.25 5.25
•Madrid, . . . . . 8.50 1.40 5.40
»Reed’s Mill, . . . 9.00 1 50 5.50
»Sanders’ Mill........................... 9.20 2 00 6 00
Redington Mills, . { 9 45 9.55 2.25 6.25
•Log Track No. 2...................... 10.10 2 35 6.35
Dead River, . . . . 0.30 2.45 16.45
Rangeley. a r ....................... 11 30 3.00 7.00
WEST. A M P M
Rangeley, L v ...................... 6.00 11.30 1.30
Dead River, . . 6 12 11.42 1.45
•Log Track No. 2, . . . 6.24 11 54 2.00
Redington Mills, . . .  j 6 35
P M 
12.05
2.25
300
•Sanders’ Mill........................... 6.53 12.23 3.30
»Reed’s M i l l , .......................... 7.00 12 30 3.45
•Madrid, . . . . . . . . .
Phillips, a r ..........................
12.35 3.55
12 50 4.15
Phillips, d e .......................... 1.25 4.30
Portland a r ........................... 5.45
Boston ar j w .^ i 'v .’ 4.00 4 10
9.00
9.15
•Trains stop on signal or notice to con-
doctor.
tStage connections for Stratton, Eustis and
all points in the Dead River region. 
Fletcher  Po le , Gen. Man’g’r.
H. H. Fie ld . G. P. & T. A.
A L. Ma t t h e w s , Superintendent.Portland & Rumford Falls Ry.
D ir e c t  Lin e  to  Ra n g e l e y  La k e s . 
Through Time-table, In Effect June 25,19(0.
Deer Drive Horses.
Rumors have come to us of how the 
deer have devastated the grain fields 
and gardens of the farmers, aud of 
their boldness in appearing in near by 
fields and even in door yards. A 
Madrid citizen tells us of the droll 
experience ot having the horses and 
cattle driven from the pasture by deer.
One day recently the horse came 
running into the barn and upon inves­
tigation it was found that a large buck 
had driven him from the pasture
T R A N S P O R T A T I O N .
“ FRANKLIN l  M EG A N TIC  RY.
Shortest and easiest route to Eustis and Dear 
River region.
T I M E - T A T T L i B .
In Effect June 25, 1900.
T hroughIH ■■ Ç2 OMMODIOUBRAINS. OACHK8.
GOING SOUTH.
Leave Bemis,
“  Rumford Falls,
“  Mechanic Falls,
Arrive, Lewiston,M. C. Upper 
Station,
“  Portland, Union 
Station,
S PLENDIDERVIOÄ.
A. M. A. M. P. M
7.45 1.30
•5.30 9 09 2.45
6.55 10.24 4.10
7.40 11.10 4.50
8.35 12.15 5.45
P. M. P. M.
12.45 4.10 9.15
12.30 4.00 9.10
P. M. A. M. P. M
8.30 1.15
9 00 12.30
A. M. P. M.
8.30 12 50 5.16
9.25 1.50 6.05
10.11 2.76 6.45
11.35 4.00 **8.10
12.45 5.15
GOING NORTH.
Leave Boston, j ^  Div 
“  Portland M. C. R. R.,
Union Station,
“  Lewiston M. C. R. R.,
Upper Station,
Arrive Mechanic Fall«,
“  Rumford Falls.
“  Bemis,
Trams run daily except Sundays, except as otherwise noted.
* Runs Rumford Falls to Mechanic Falls Mondays only.
*+ Runs Mechanic Falls to Rumford Falls 
Saturdays only.
This Is the only standard gauge all rail line 
direct to the heart of the Rangeley Lakes. 
Through cars between Portland and Bemis
E. L. Lo vejoy , Supt., Rumford Falls, Me. 
R C. Bradford . Traffic Mgr..Portland. Me.
A. M.
8.00 
8.10 
. 8.35 
8.40 
8.55 
9.15 
. 9.46 
10 15 
A. M.
P. M.
3.C0 
3.10 
340 
3 45
3.55
Strong, Lv, . . . .  
fWest Freeman, . .
Salem, Lv, . . . .  
tNortli Freeman, Lv,
Kingfleld, {* £ £ «>  ;
Carrabassett, Lv, . ,
Bigelow, Ar, . . . .
Going South,
Bigelow, Lv.................
Carrabassett, Lv, . ,
( arrive, ,
Kingfleld, i
(leave, . 
tNorth Freeman, Lv,
Salem, Lv.................
fWest Freeman, Lv,
Strong, Ar, . ; . .
tFlag stations. Trains stop on notice to 
conductor. »Mixed trains.
Close connection is made at Strong with 
trains to and from Phillips, Farmington, Port land and Boston.
Stage connections at Garrabasset for Eustir 
and Dead River Region.
GEO. M. VOSE. Superintendent .
650
7.00
7.10
7.25
7.35
a . at.
11.45 
P. M. 
12.15
12.46
12.50
1.00
1.10
1.20
1.35
P. M. A. M. 
5.05 6.1b
5.30 
5 35 
5.50
5.55 *7.00 
6.25 7.50
6.55 8.30
A.M. P.M 
10.15 7.00
10.55 7.35
11.35 8.00
P. M.
1.00
1.40
2.15
Rangeley Lakes Steamboat Co.
T I M E - T A B L E ,
J u n e  25th,  1900.
DOWN TRIP.
Daily except Sundays 
Sundays. only.
A M P M P M A M P M
Rangeley lv 7.55 3.30 7.15 8 25 2 on
R- E f w,harf lv 8-°° *35 7.20 8.30 2 09Pickfords’ lv 8.10 8 40
Mt. View lv 8.55 4.15 8.00 9 25 2 45
Rangeley Outlet ar 9.00 4.29 9.30 2.50
up trip .
Daily except Sundavs 
Sundays. only!
a m  p m  p m  a m  p m  
Rangeley Outlet lv 10.00 6.00 10 30 5 on
Mt. View lv 10.05 5.06 8.15 10 35 5 05
Rangeley ar 10.50 5.50 9.00 11.20 5.50
The above time-table shows time boats 
may he expected to arrive and depart from the several points.
H. H.FIELD, Gen’l Man’g’r.
TE A M S  OF ALL DESCRIPTIO NS
Parti s desiring teams 01 any kind for any 
ointin mis region, can be accommodatedp i t th
by notifying
HUNTOON & OAKFS,
PROPRIETORS.
Stabl3next to Oquossoc House, Rangeley 
Maine.
l ^ A I L R Q A D l
ARRANGEMENT OF TR AIN S.
, In Ef f e c t  Mo n d a y , J u n e , 25 1900.
Pullman Buffet Parlor Cars between Carl- 
bou and B *ngor on train leaving Caribou at 
6.40 a. m. and Bangor at 3. 25 p. m.
6.00 A. M.—For and arriving at Lagrange at, 
7.13a. m. Milo 7.38 a. m., Brownvllle 7.50 a. m., ’ 
Katahdin Iron Works 9.10 a. m.. Norcross8.40 
a. m., Millinocket 8.52 a m, Sherman 9.40 a m, 
Patten 10.05 a m, IslandFalls 10.07 a m, Smyrna 
Mil's 10.35 a m.Weeksboro 10.56 a m, Masardis, 
11 42 a m, Ashland 12 05 p m, Houlton 11.00 a m 
Presque Isle 12.33, p. m. Caribou 1.05 p m . 
New Sweden 1.38 p. m., Van Buren 2.40 p. m’., 
Fort Fairfield 1.16 p. m Limestone 2.00 p m, 
Dover, 8 03 a. m., Guilford 8.22 a. m., Monson 
Junction 8.37 a. in.,Greenville 9.30 a m. Kineo 11.30 a. m.
3.25 P M. For and arriving at Brownvllle 
4.52 p. m., Norcross 5.45 p. m , Millinocket 5.56 
p m, Sherman 6.37 p m, Patten 7.00 p m Island 
Falls, 6.58 p m, Houlton 7.45 p m , Masrdia 8.28 
p m. Ashland 8.50 p. m., Mars Hill and Blaine 
8.47 p. m., Presque Isle 9.15 p m., Caribou 9.40 
p. m., Fort Fairfield 9.35 p. m.
4.50 P. M.—For and arriving at Lagrange
6 10 p m., Milo 6.35 p. m., Brownville 6.45 p m 
Katahdin Iron Works7.25 p. m , Norcross 7.40 
p. m , Millinocket 7 60 p. m., Dover and Fox- 
crot 6 5* p m,, Guilford 7.15 p m, Monsou Junc­
tion 7.30 p m, Greenville 8/20 p m.
ARRIVALS.
9.10 A. M.—Leaving Greenville at 5.30 a. m 
Monson Junction 6.20 a m..Guilford 6 36 a. in ’ 
Dover 6.53 a. m., MUlinocket, 6.00 a. m , Nor­
cross 6.13 a. m., Katahdin Iron Works 6 10 a 
ni, Brownville 7.10 a. m., Milo 7.20 a m La­
grange 7.48 a. m.
1.05 P. M.—Leave Van Buren 4.20 a. m New 
Sweden 5 55 a. m , Caribou 6 40 a. m. Presque 
Isle 7.06 a. m , Fort Fairfielci 6.45 a. m., Houl­
ton 8 36 a. m., Ashland 7 25 a. m ., Masardis
7 47 a. m., Weeksboro 8.34 a. m , Smyrna Mills
8.55 a. m., Island Falls 9.25 a. m., Patten 9 20 a 
m., Sherman 9.48 a. m., M illinocket 10.30 a’ 
m., Norcross 10 41 a. m., Brownville 11 u o ’ 
m., Milo 11.48 a.m . -
7.20 P. M.—Leaving Greenville 3.56 p. m. 
Monson Junction 4.48 p.m.,Guilford 5.05 p m* 
Dover 5 21 p m..Limestone 11.00 a m, Van Buren 
10 25 a. in., New Sweden 11.27 a. m., Caribou 
12.06 p., m., Presque Isle 12.33 p. m. Fort Fair- 
field 11.50 a. m., Houlton 2.10 p ni. Island 
Falls 3.07 p. m., Patten 3 .00 p m Sherman 3 33 
p. m. Millinocket, 4.25 p m, Norcross 4.37 p m 
Katahdin Iron Works 3 00 p m, Brownville 1 
5.37 p m, Milo 5.46 p m. Lagrange 6.10. p m.
_ „x , GE0' M‘ HOUGHTON, )Gen’ l Passenger and Ticket Agent. 
F. W. CRAM, Vice Pres’t and Gen. Mgr 
Bangor, Me., June 20, 1900.
Greene’s Staee Line
ofao ::: ... to eustis
Will start for tlie season
j t t A A Y  10 ,1900. j*
I. W .  G R E E N E ,  P r o p ’ r,
12734185
P H IL L IP S  P H O N O G R A P H ,  A U C U S T  24, 1900. 5
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RANGELEY NEWS N O TES.
>«•••••
fur-Is it your ambition te 
nish it nicely and economi­
cally? If so, we offer you 
our stock to select from with 
the guarantee that you cap 
make no mistake here. Every 
piece of furniture, every pat­
tern and grade of carpet and 
every miscellaneous item from 
the top to bottom of our stock 
has received the careful scru­
tin}’ of our buyers.
If you are too busy to come 
to see us, we will, on reduest, 
go to you, or we will send 
you valuable information and 
suggestions by mail. D on’t 
hesitate to write us. You 
cannot help being benefited 
if you do so.
W e are constantly adding 
to our list of regular patrons 
by saving money to first time 
customers.
^  YV'e Pay Freight.
W e Give Credit.
Bradford, Co riant & Co.,
199 to 203 Lisbon St.,
5
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
I
t
t
t
l
Work Coniine uced on Taxider­
mist Building.
B U S I N E S S  C A R D S .
J. F. HILTON, M. I)., 
Physician and S u rgeon,
Office at Residence, Elmwood.
Telephone connections.
E. B. C U K K I E K ,  M. D.
PHYSICIAN aili SURGEON, Phillips. Me
office hours, 1 to 2, and 7 to 8, P M. 
Office at residence. Telephone connection.
C. L. TOOTHAKEK, M, 1>.
Physician & Surgeon, Phillips, Me.
Office at residence. Telephone connections
DR. H.  H.  T U K E Y ,
Surgeon Dentist.
Office No 2 Bates Block, Phillips Haine. 
Best of work for lowest prices. All work 
warranted. Twenty years experience In 
Portland.
F. E. TIMBERLAKE. N. P. NOBLE.
TIM BERLAKE & NOBLE,
ATTORNEYS,
Office, Beal Block,
Phillips, Me,
general Law Practice and Fire Insurance. 
Collections will receive prompt attention.
H A R R Y  F. B E E D Y ,
Agent for the|leading |
Fire Insurance C o m p a n ie s ,
PHILLIPS, - nAlNE.
Franklin C o untyREAL ESTATE AGENCY
Louis Voter, L. B. Brow n , Managers, 
Office, 51 Main Street, Farmington, Me. 
Houses and farms bought, sold, exchanged 
and let. Loans made on mortgages. Collec­
tions and care of property a specialty. Care­
ful attention to all business. Interviews and 
-orrespondence solicited.
FAre you a business man? Are you a house­
holder? Are you afraid of fire? Your anx­
iety will be relieved if you carry fire insur­
ance in The Home, Aetna, German-Amerlcar» 
or Niagara Fire Insurance companies.
HARRY F. BEEDY, Agent,
Phillips, riaine.
N O TIC E .
Dr. J . R .  Kittr idge,  Dentist,  
of Fa rm in g to n ,  M a in e .
WILL BE AT
Hotel Franklin. Strong, July 27.
Lewis Reed’s. Reed’s Mill, July 28, a. m.
Hotel Hinkley, Rangeley, July 30 and 
31 a. in.
Shaw House, Eustis, Aug. 1.
Lake House, Flagstaff. Aug. 2.
Hotel Blanchard, Stratton, Aug. 3.
Dr. Proctor's, Weld, Aug. 9.
C. E. McLain’s, Berry Mills, Aug. 10.
Magalloway, Aug. 11 to 23.
The rest of the time at his office, 64 Main 
street, Farmington where he will be pleased 
to see all in need of his services. A1 
operations pertaining to dentistry carefullj 
performed. Special attention given to pre 
serving the natural teeth. Teeth extracted 
without pain a specialty. Artificial work o 
all kinds promptly aud carefully done 
Teeth extracted free when plates are mad* 
All work warranted. Satisfaction guar­
anteed.
Entrance 64 Main St., next door to C. E 
Marr’s drug store.
% NEW &
>’ r,
Soil Felt Hats,
New Brooches,
New Tie Rings, 
New Side and
Back Combs.
TIMBERLAKE 
& SM ITH’S.
Two Dallas Hon Indulge In a 
Dame of Fisticuffs.
| Special correspondence to the Phonograph. |
R a n g e l e y , August 21, 1900.
Mr. and Mrs. Jofiu A. Russell aud 
children and Mr. and Mrs. George E. 
Russell of Everett, Mass., were at Silver 
Spring camps at Dead River pond last 
week. The gentlemen climbed Mount 
Saddleback.
From good authority it is learned that 
wedding bells will ring for one of 
Rangeley’s most prominent business 
men before many weeks. The bride-to- 
be is a charming southern lady.
Mr. Andrew Aldrich of Phillips has 
completed his engagement with Mr. E. 
H. Whitney, the druggist, and returned 
home. Mr. L. P. Cook of Yarmouth- 
ville is now assisting Mr, Whitney.
Mr. Henry Hoar finds a ready sale for 
the beautiful bunches of sweet pease 
from his garden.
Mr. George T. Heffon, mail clerk on 
the route between Bangor and Green­
ville Junction, visited friends in Range- 
ley recently.
Mr. M. H. Davenport and family of 
Phillips have been in camp at Everett’s 
cottage on Rangeley lake.
Miss Evelyn Hewey, assistant post­
mistress, and her friend, Miss Margaret 
Crehan of Hingham, Mass., wore at 
Seven Ponds last week.
Mr. H. J. Hescock of Phillips was in 
Rangeley last week.
Mrs. Jennie Blanchard of Springfield 
has been visiting her brother, George 
W. Young the past week. Mr. Young 
and Mrs Blanchard attended the reunion 
at West Phillips last week.
Mr. Chas. E. Smith of Phillips is at 
work on the boats of the Rangeley Lakes 
Steamboat company.
Hon. Weston Lewis of Gardiner, Hon. 
F. E. Timberlake and Mr. F. N. Beal of 
Phillips were in Rangeley last ThursJ 
day.
Mrs. J. C. Emerson of Boston is visit­
ing her granddaughter, Mrs. Fred E. 
Y’ork.
Mrs. H. W. Small and two children 
aud Miss Ella Johnston of Weld visited 
friends here last week.
Mrs. Wm. Haines returned from the 
Central Maine hospital at Lewiston, 
where she has been for medical treat­
ment, Friday night.
Dr. J. M. Munyon of Philadelphia 
\ias purchased of Mr. Samuel Hano of 
Newton, Mass., the property on Main 
street consisting of the buddings used 
as a drug store, barber shop aud taxi­
dermist store, the small stable near and 
the large stable near the store of Fur­
bish, Oakes & Quimby.
Mr. Dexter Lamb has moved from the 
farm lately sold to Prof. J. M. Munyon, 
to Mr. Anthony Tibbetts’s house.
Mrs. Eugene Soule is ill.
Miss Mamie McGaffey, who has been 
boarding at Mrs. J. F. Herrick’s, has re­
turned to Lawrence.
Mrs. Lura Twombly of Phillips and 
Mrs. Susie Jones of Minneapolis, Minn., 
are the guests of Mrs. George Oakes. 
Mrs. Jones is a native of Rangeley but 
this is her first visit to her old home for 
twenty years.
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. French of Port­
land visited Mrs. French’s sister, Mrs. 
K. W. Oakes, last week. They are now 
at Loon lake.
Mr. George Perkins, the jewelry and 
silverware dealer, from Week’s Mills, is 
expected to make his regular visit to 
Rangeley soon, with his goods.
Mr. Eben Rowe has been drawn to 
serve on the grand jury and Mr. J. R. 
Toothaker on the traverse jury at the 
September term of court.
Mrs. Emma Taylor is visiting her son, 
Harry Quimby.
Master Willie Holloway of New York 
and George Oakes made a trip to Errol 
this week to meet ex-Mayor Grace and 
Mrs. Grace of New YTork who have been 
this summer at the White Mountains. 
They are now at Indian Rock.
Miss Myra Skolfield is ill with an ab­
scess in the throat, at Mr. E. Hinkley’s. 
Dr. J. F. Hilton of Phillips came in 
Monday to attend her.
Mr. A. J. Haley has just completed 
at Indian Rock the cottages for Mrs. 
Holloway and ex-Mayor Grace of New 
York and on Monday his crew of work­
men began the preliminary work of 
erecting the taxidermist building for Fra 
zar & Critchley. The building is to be 40x 
80 feet and two stories high, requiring 
about 100,000 feet of lumber besides 
shingles, clapboards, etc., which will be 
furnished by the Rangeley steam mill 
company.
Mr. L. P. Cook, who is clerking in E. 
H. Whitney’s drug store, was called 
home by a telegram Tuesday morning.
Miss Faye Wortbley celebrated her 
fifth birthday Wednesday by entertain­
ing her little friends at her home on 
Main street.
L. A. Wortbley of Avon was in town 
last week.
Mr. W. W. Howland of Avon has been 
in town this week.
Mrs. Geo. H. Huntoon has been ill 
this week.
Religious services were held with 
Mrs. Viletta Millard at the home of 
Joseph Millard Sunday afternoon at 4 
o’ clock. Rev. S. Wakely presided and 
a large number were in attendance from 
the village.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Haley wish to
Mrs.
P inkham
Tho one th ing that quali­
fies a p erso n  to give ad­
vice on a n y  subject Is  
exp erien ce  — experience  
creates knowledge*
No other p e rso n  has so  
wide an experience w ith  
fem ale Ills  n o r  such a 
re c o rd  o f success as  
M r s * Pinkham  has had*
O v e r a h u n d re d  thou­
sand cases com e before  
h e r each ye a r* Some p e r­
sonally ,p oth ers b y  m ail* 
A n d  this has been going  
on fo r  2 0  ye a rs , day after 
day and d a y a fte r day.
Tw e n ty  ye a rs  o f con­
stant success  — think o f  
the k n o w le d g e  th u s  
g a in e d ! S u re ly  women 
a re  w ise in  seeking ad­
vice fro m  a wom an with 
such an experience,  es­
p ecia lly  when i t  is  free*
if  yo u  are  i l l  get a bottle 
o f Lydia E . Pinkham 9s  
Vegetable Com pound at 
o n ce — th e n  w r it e  Mrsm 
Pinkham , Lynn , M a ss•
Lexington.
i One of the best games of ball for the 
| season was played at the North New 
Portland ground between the North 
New Portland and Lexington teams 
Thursday, August 10, resulting in a 
score of 8 to 5 in favor of the North 
New Portlands. The two teams were 
composed of the following players: 
North New Portlands, Plummer, 2 b; 
Henderson, I f ;  Emery, 1 b; Knowles, r 
f; Pease, c; Kimball, s s; Merry, 3 b; 
Berry, c f; Weymouth p’ Lexingtons, 
Abbott, 3 b; Hewett, 1 b; Lane, r f ;  
Knapp, 2 b; Allbee, s s; Durrell, p; 
Green, 1 f; Arnold, c; Williams, c f.
Mrs. Z. Churchill who has been work­
ing at Madison, returned home last 
week.
We think that Lexington has the 
record for work done by one man who 
is 51 years old. H. N. Parker has put in 
15 acres of crops and cut 45 tons of hay, 
alone, all but six days; be has also 
worked out quite a lot. Who can beat 
j it?
Schools began in town Monday, Au­
gust 20.
Roy Luce of Boston has been visiting 
at Cbas. Luce’s.
Sf o r k .
T h e  safest
* > 9  an d  s u r e s t  cu re  
k n o w n  fo r  B i l i o u s n e s s  
P) and Sick H eadache and for 
} C on stipa tion , a ll L iv e r  and B ow el 
C o m p la in ts , is
PrS°nsfiih
‘ O N E P I L L  IS A DOSE
They m a k e  n ew , rich  b lo o d , p reven t 
and cu r e  S k in  E r u p t io n s  a n d  B le m ­
ishes. E n c l o s e d  In g lass via ls . 
P oatpaid t—2 5  c e n t, a b o ttle ; J  IQ  * 1 .0 0  for «IX. / y
I.S .J0 H N S 0 N &  C O M P AN Y,
Boston, Mass.
thank those who rendered assistance 
and the musicians for their services at 
the funeral of the late Cal Pennock 
which was held at the home of Mr. 
Haley August 10.
This is the season when the Rangeley 
laundress reaps a harvest of dollars. 
Last week one housekeeper earned $26, 
another $21, another $19.
Postmaster G. A. Procter was in 
Farmington over Sunday.
Miss Margaret (Tehan, who has been 
spending her vacation in Rangeley re­
turned to her home in Hingham, Mass., 
last Saturday.
Mrs. David Porter, who has been at 
her father’s, Mr. Deck Quimbv, the past 
summer, returned to Strong Monday.
Monday morning upon complaint of 
Lucien Oakes of Dallas, Deputy Sheriff 
George M. Esty arrested Elias Batchel- 
der of Dallas for assault, to which Ed 
Collins was a witness. The three men 
had been at Rangeley village Sunday 
evening aud were becoming somewhat 
noisy from the effects of too much of 
the ardent, when Sheriff Esty appeared 
and they decided that it was time to go 
home. On the way a little difficulty 
came up in which Oakes was badly 
used, as evinced by the condition of 
his head and face. Sheriff Esty accom - 
panied the three to Phillips where 
Batchelder pleaded guilty before Justice 
Butterfield and was fined $5.00 and cost 
amounting to $20.00, which he paid 
aud was put under bonds for $100.00 to 
keep the peace for One year.
Varnish M akes D evoe's  Varnish
Floor Paint cost 5c. more a quart; makes 
it look brighter and wear fully twice as 
long as cheaper floor paints. Sold by 
W. A. D. Cragin.
Franklin County Beal Estate.
The following are the latest real es­
tate transfers as recorded in the Frank­
lin County Registry of Deeds:
Kingfleld—A J Huxmewell to Ralph D Si­
mons, land, $1 and con, (war;) C W French 
to Geo McMullen, premises, $375, (war.)
New Sharon—Harriet A Luce of Industry to 
Freeman Luce of Industry, premises, $1500, 
(war.)
Farmington—Alonzo Sylvester to Daniel 
Clark and Wm A Stanford, land, $35, (war;) 
Wm H Hutchinson of Somerville, Mass, to 
Daniel Clark, land, $30, (war;) Josephine 
Scott of New York City to Statira L Bradford, 
premises, $1 and val con, (quit.)
Jay—Silas H Niles to Geo Taylor, land, $1 
and con, (war.)
Eustis—Mary Fotter to Edward O Welch, 
and land buildings, $500, (war;) M F Stevens 
to Edward O Welch, land, $25, (war.)
Weld—Clarinda M Hooper of Turner to 
Clara L Chase of Dlxfield, land, $1 and val 
con, (war;) A A Burges of Peru to Irvin Mitch- 
el»1 of Carthage, premises, $1 and con, (war )
Chesterville—H N Howes of East Livermore 
to C J Young of Jay, land and buildings, $450, 
(war.)
Wilton—John O Legroo to C F Blanchard, 
land and buildings, $1 and val con, (war;) B 
M Rowe to B L Rowe, real estate, $1 and con, 
(qu it)
Strong—Richard E Burns and Chas M Par­
tridge to Irvin M Dyer, land, $25, (quit.)
Industry—John S Milliken of Farmington 
to Wilfred McLeary of Farmington, interest 
in land and buildings, $1, (quit;) Guy M But­
ler of Oldtown to same, Interest In land and 
buildings, $15, (quit:) Ernest F Butler of 
Farmington to same, Interest in land and 
buildings, $15, (quit;) D Schuyler and R B 
Austin of Farmington, to same, interest in 
land and buildings, $1 and con, (quit.)
Rangeley Plantation—Chas W Record to 
Arthur L Golder of Rindge, N H, land, $100, 
(quit.)
Paint Your Buggy For 7 5 c .
with Devoe’s Gloss Carriage Paint, ready 
for use; 10 colors. Gives a high gloss 
equal to new. Sold by W. A. D. Cragin
Byron.
At the speoial town meeting last week 
the town voted to put an iron bridge on 
the abutments that J. W. Buzzell of 
Roxbury is building at Coos bridge. 
Mr. Buzzell has the abutments well 
started and will have them ready for 
the iron in about two weeks. The se­
lectmen have contracted with the Ber­
lin Iron Bridge Co. for a bridge of 50 
feet span. They have also built a pas­
sable road for teams to cross the river 
about one-fourth mile below the bridge.
Our schools will all commence next 
week.
James Irish and wife of Hartford, 
have moved into the G. Hodsdon house 
at Gum Corner for a few months. Mrs. 
Irish will teach the Center school.
Coos lodge has an entertainment and 
supper next Saturday evening to raise 
funds for an organ. All are invited to 
attend.
Mabel Kidder of Rumford Falls is vis­
iting her aunt, Myra Richmond, for a 
few days.
Mrs. Guy Herrick and sister, Ethel, 
have gone to Lewiston on a visit.
The soothing and healing properties 
of Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy, its 
pleasant taste and prompt and perma­
nent cures, have made it a great favor­
ite with the people everywhere For 
sale by W. A. D. Cragin, Phillips; E. 
H. Whitney, Rangeley; Dyer’s Drug 
Store, StroDg; Lester L. Mitchell, Kiug-
Freenian Centre.
Mrs. Bell Grose of Coplin has been 
stopping a few days with her brother, 
J. W. Richards.
Mr. Richards and son took a fishing 
trip last week to New Vineyard bring­
ing home with them CO pounds of large 
horned pouts. Others with rods are 
going to Gammon pond.
Old Home Week brought Miss Ella 
Fales home from Cambridgeport, Mass., 
to visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. J. 
Pennell, and other relatives.
The young people meet twice a week 
for a sing at Mr. W. R. Welch’s house.
Rev. G. B. Southwick will be at the 
Centre August 20, at 3 p.m.
Bad colds are prevailing in town.
It is bad weather for farmers to finish 
up haying.
Berries of all kinds are reported good 
in almost all the towns, but through 
Freeman Centre where the hail shower 
hit there are none of any kind. Apples 
will be almost a failure here. Farmers 
are talking a light crop of potatoes.
Mrs. Eunice Allen of Strong and Mrs. 
Melvin Brackley were in town August 
12. Mrs. Brackley was an old resident 
of Freeman and lived in town a good 
many years. At the present time she 
lives in New Portland. She is 81 years 
old.
$1(X> Reward $100.
The readers of this paper will be pleased to 
learn that there is at least one dreaded dis­
ease that science has been able to cure in all 
its stages and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh 
Cure is the only positive cure known to the 
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a consti­
tutional disease, requires a constitutional 
treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure Is taken In 
ternally, acting directly upon the blood and 
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby des­
troying the foundation of the disease and 
giving the patient strength by building up 
the constitution and assisting nature in doing 
its work. The proprietors have so much faith 
in its curative powers that they offer One 
Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails to 
cure. Send for list of lestimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. 
5g|r“ Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
Strong.
The new railroad station is now oc­
cupied by station agent Dyer, who is 
station agent for the Sandy River and 
Franklin & Megantic railroads. The 
old depot is being torn down.
Temple.
Quite a number of people from the 
village attended the campmeeting in 
Strong last Sunday.
Charles Norton was in New Vineyard 
last Sunday.
Marcus Fenderson is visiting his 
mother, Mrs. Abbie Fenderson.
Mrs. Elvira Goodnough is visiting at 
George Blodgett’s.
Miss Bertha Russell has been visiting 
her sister, Mrs. Mertie Staples of Farm­
ington.
Mr.^and Mrs. Herbert Staples have 
been visiting friends in town.
T h e T a le  o f  a Cake.
An east end car was loaded down 
with shoppers, mostly women, for it 
was in tlie middle of the afternoon. 
Conversation was proceeding at a great 
rate. It was like a pink tea or a ses­
sion of the sewing circlet But all at 
once a hush fell over the fair chatter­
ers. A negro lad entered, bearing in 
bis arms an immense cake three or 
four decks high and frosted over from 
pit to dome, as they say of a theater. 
There was a profusion of flowers by 
way of decoration, and delicate tracer­
ies of gauzy lace completed the em­
bellishments. The cake was so large 
that the negro could scarcely carry it.
The cake told the whole story of the 
wedding, the bridesmaids, the orange 
flowers, the flower girls and the ban­
quet afterward. Every feminine heart 
In that street car was a-flutter as its 
owner gazed speechlessly upon the 
evidence of a wedding to be.
Finally, when the car stopped to let 
on another passenger and everything 
was very still, one lady took courage 
to ask the negro where the wedding 
was going to be.
"Whut weddin?”  asked the negro, his 
eyes protruding.
“The wedding that cake is for.”
“ Dis ain’t no weddin cake.”
“ No?”
MNo’m. Dis yere’s er cake walk 
cake.”
There was a smile that reached from 
one end of the car to the other, and 
very soon conversation was resumed 
as before—Memphis Scimitar.
Shirt Waist Saie.
$1.75, $1*50, $1.25, $1.00, 90c and 7 5 c  Sum* 
mer W a ists  marked to 50c
Dress Goods Sale.
IOc Percales  (36 in. wide) marked to
25c W o rste d  Goods (36 in. wide) marked to
50c All W o o l  Novelties marked to
75c All W o o l  Plaids marked to
65c Suit ings (56 in. wide) marked to
7c
15c
3 9 c
3 9 c
5 0 c
Ready to-wear Suits..
L adies ’ Ta i lo r  Made Suits will be sold re* 
gardless of cost.
Russet S h o e s .^ ^ ^ ^ -
M e n ’s $ 3 .0 0  Russet  Shoes marked to $ 2 .0 0
M e n ’s $ 3 .5 0  W i l l o w  Calf Shoes marked to $ 2 .5 0  
L adies ’ $ 3 .0 0  Bicycle Boots marked to $ 2 .5 0
mQ. B. SEDGELEY.
Don't Open
Oven Door
that s the old fashioned way. A glance at the Glenwood Oven 
Heat Indicator shows the exact heat in the oven, and when bak­
ing tells when to open or close drafts. It Makes Cooking Easy.
GLENWOODBangs & Bell, Phillips, Me.
MORO GOASTEB BRAKE,Çt
*
Ç
t
*
<? *  
t
This means fun for the 
Biker. Rest your lee^ s 
and keep going just the 
same. The only way to 
enjoy biking. Sold by
B A N G S  & B E L L .
W e  also carry a large line of Bicycle s u n ­
dries.  Repair ing done promptly.
C. W. BELL. M. D 
Physician and Surgeon
(Office at residence of J. H. Bell.)
STRONG,
Telephone connection
MAINE.
f  — — — - — J
j Cheap prices in spring styles in f
I 
I 
I
! Wall Paper
—  AND —
Curtains I
C . E . D Y E R  S
Drug Store,
Strong, flatne*
Worms?
Íl
If a child is ailing don't neglect to test for worms. Give several doses of
TRUE’S PIN WORM ELIXIR
If worm« »re present they will he expelled. A h.rm'.ess 
vegetshle touio, muklog rich, pure blood. A* your drug- ‘ gists, 35o. Dr. J. F. True A Co. Auburn, Me.
P hillips M a rb le  W o r k s ,
Box 308, Phillips, Me., W. B. HOYT Prop.
G, A 'PROCTOR, Agent, Rangeley. Me.
“ If your husband is cross and crabbed 
And says he is not well—
You may know it’s indigestion ;
Buy a barrel o f William Tell.
If your wife grows white and nervous 
And naught she cooks e’er turns 
out well,
Don’t stop to scold and worry her, 
Go buy a barrel o f William Tell.”  
You can f in d ----- —
^  W IL L I A M  T E L L  ££
-A T —
FREMONT SCAMMAN’S,
PHILLIPS. UPPER VILLAGE, MAINE
Tablets, Headstones, Vases, Iron Fences, 
Monuments, everything pertaining to ceme­
tery work. I furnish small headstones as 
low as $4.00 and from that price up as high 
as anything one could wish for.
Orders in person, by telephone or mail 
promptly attended to.
W. B. HOYT, Phillips, Me.
Pa’nYour Buildings
but stop and figure the cost of your paint 
before buying. It Is generally admitted by 
practical men that Whit e Lead and Zinc com­
bined In proper proportions will produce the 
best results Let us figure the cost per gallon 
of such pain t :
100 lbs. Pure White Lead at 7c,$7 00
25 lbs Pure Zinc at 7c, 1 75
7 gallons Pure Oil at 60c, 4 20
12 gallons paint cost 12J 12.95
$1.08 per gal
H. W. John’s pure l6ad and zinc paints, 
Asbestos process, guaranteed to be the best 
mixed paint ob the market. Best floor paint 
made.
Kellogg’s lead an cl zinc paints ground with 
a patent process, guaranteed to give satisfac­
tion.
Masury’s Carriage paint, ground in varnish, 
anyone can put it on and do a job for 50 to 75 
cents that a painter will charge several dol­
lars.
Campbell’s Varnish stains make old furni­
ture look as good as new.
P hilips H ardw are Co.
PARKER’S 
HAIR BALSAM
Cleanse• and bwitifie* tbs halL
Promote! »  luxuriant growth. __
N ever Fell# to Restore Gray H air to Its Youthful Color. 
Cure« scalp diseases A hair tailing 
iOc, and *1.00 at Druggists _
If you want Mill Machinery repaired 
or any kind of
Machine 
. . Work
. . done, call on . .
W . H. KELLEY,
PHILLIPS, flAINE.
6 P H IL L IP S  P H O N O C R A P H .  A U C U S T  24, 1900.
TALK OF NORTH FRANKLIN.
—Schools in town open September 17.
—Miss Cora Dow, a Bath teacher, is 
■visiting in town.
—Miss Alberta Matthews is visiting 
friends in Old Town.
—Mrs. B. F. Whittemore returned 
Monday from Lowell.
—Mr. H. W. Loomis of Rangeley was 
in Phillips last Tuesday.
—Mr. Whitman of Auburn is visiting 
at T. R. Wing’s this week.
—The little child of Mr. and Mrs. 
Walter Howland is quite sick.
—Rev. A. F. Earnshaw went to Rum- 
ford Falls on his wheel Tuesday.
-- J. L. Hammett of Boston is spend­
ing a few days in Phillips and Madrid.
—Mrs. A. W. Bean returned from a 
three weeks’ visit to Auburn, Wednes­
day.
— Mr. Will Austin is visiting friends 
at his old home Belgrade Mills this 
week.
—Mrs. Charles E. Nichols of Boston, 
is visiting her brother, Mr. Charles N. 
French.
—Master Linwood F. Carr of Mon­
mouth, is visiting his uncle, Mr. C. N. 
French.
—Mr. Ed Greenwood went to Lewis­
ton and Auburn the first of the week on 
business.
—Mr. C. H. McKenzie spent Sunday 
in town. Monday he returned to Rum- 
ford Falls.
—Mrs. J. L. Hammett of Boston is 
spending a few weeks with her cousin, 
Mrs. C. H. Pease.
—Mr. F. Pope, general manager of 
the Phillips & Rangeley railroad, is ill 
with the measles.
— During the absence of G. B. Sedge- 
ley on his western trip, Cony Hoyt is in 
charge of his store.
— Mrs. Anna R. Phinney, Mr. and 
Mrs. J. P. Whorff of Farmington, and 
Mrs. Charles H. Porter of Roxbury, 
Mass., were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. 
George A. French the first of the week.
—Mr. Everett Holt and family, Mr. 
Charles Sweetser and family, Mrs. J. A. 
Badger and Miss Helen Holman and Mr. 
Abel Holt and family have been at 
Surfside cottage, Lake Webb, for a few 
days.
—Mrs. W. H. Kelley drove to Rum- 
ford Falls Monday, returning Wednes­
day. Mr. Kelley made the trip on his 
bicycle. He is employed in the machine 
shop of the Rumford Falls and Rangeley 
Lakes railroad.
—Mr. Chas. Robbins the well-known 
horseman, who is now with Natt Ellis, 
the Rangeley barber, says he will be in 
Phillips at the fair with a string of 
horses consisting of Old Dan, Diamond 
Wilkes and Lady R.
—Fred C. Mower, the tailor, of 
Auburn will be in Kingfield, August 27 
and in Phillips, August 29, with an 
excellent line of samples of men’s cloth 
which he would be pleased to show to 
the gentlemen of those and surround­
ing towns.
—Mr. Richard Randall of Massachu­
setts is here visiting his cousin, Mr. 
Emery Bubier. Monday afternoon they 
went on Mt. Blue and camped for the 
night. During the evening they set off 
rocketts which were seen by several 
in the village.
—Campmeeting on the Franklin camp 
ground in Phillips near the Winship 
schoolhouse will commence Wednesday 
night, September 5, at 7.80 o ’clock and 
hold over Sunday. Refreshments sold 
on the grounds, Baked beans, hot tea 
and coffee at low rates.
—The annual excursion of the Sab 
bath schools of Phillips will occur 
August 29. A special train will leave 
at 9 a. m. for Farmington returning at 
4 p. m. The round trip tickets will 
cost $.25. This is very low and will 
afford others beside Sunday school 
scholars an opportunity for a day’s 
pleasure. Special preparations will be 
made at Farmington for Sunday school 
sholars and their parents. If stormy it 
will be postponed until Friday. Let 
teachers parents and scholars bring 
well filled baskets of food.
N ew  A d v e r t is e m e n t s .
Bicycle repairing done at W. S. 
Dolbier’s, Kingfield.
Bradford, Conant & Co., sell furniture, 
carpets, etc. See their ad.
Fresh groceries at Edgar R. Too- 
tkaker’s.
D. F. Field & Co. advertise KiDg 
Quality shoes this week.
Grand horse trot and ball game at 
Franklin park, Farmington, is adver­
tised.
Challenge.
Cragin gives a long list of articles for 
sale at his store.
The Sandy River railroad advertises 
a very cheap excursion for a Sunday 
school picnic.
The Sandy River and Phillips & 
Rangeley railroads advertise another 
Sunday excursion to Rangeley next 
Sunday.
TALK OF NORTH FRANKLIN.
—Sunday school picnic. See ad.
—Another excursion to Rangeley next 
Sunday.
—Are you going to Farmington on the 
Sunday school picnic?
-M rs. U. S. Jacobs of the Mile Square 
visited at Frank Russell’ s one day 
recently.
—If the weather is right there will 
probably be a big excursion to Rangeley 
next Sunday.
—The excursionists to Rangeley next 
Sunday will have a ride down Rangeley 
lake all for one price.
—Mr. H. N. Bragdon of Waterville 
has been in town the past week visiting 
at Mr. S. W. Soule’s.
-Mr. J. Cushman and son, Edwin, 
visited in Farmington and New Vine­
yard the past week.
—Mrs. J. W. Austin of Lowell, Mass., 
is spending a few weeks with her 
mother and brother in Avon.
—Mr. Edgar R. Toothaker and his 
sister, Miss Ella V. Toothaker, went on 
a carriage ride to Rangeley this week.
—Mr. S. Davis drove to Long pond 
the last of the week and spent a day 
with his daughter, Mrs. Winship.
—Charles Smith is in Rangeley, em­
ployed as engineer on the Rangeley 
Lakes Steamboat company’s boat.
—Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Butler and 
Master Norman and Miss Strongman 
have been at Long pond recently.
—Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hilton of North 
Attleboro, Mass., were the guests of his 
brother, Dr. J. F. Hilton, last week.
—Mrs M. J. Sawyer has gone to 
Bailey island, where she will spend a 
few days before returning to Boston.
—Mr. Fremont Scamman and family 
are at Henry Butterfield’s farm for a 
while. Master Albert Scamman is sick.
—The Sandy River railroad has made 
a rate for the annual Sunday school pic­
nic that should catch everybody’s quar­
ter or fifteen cent piece.
—Mrs. Will Draper and children of 
Westwood, Mass., and Mrs. Leon New­
man of Dixfield have been visiting their 
brother, Everett Holt.
—Mrs. A. L. Matthews and her 
mother, Mrs. Briton, have returned 
from a six weeks’ visit to relatives at 
Lincoln and Shawmut.
—Mrs. Carrie Curtis has finished 
working at Camfort Cottage. Marian 
Tukey and Mary Sargent are doing the 
table work there now.
—Geo. L. Lakin, Esq., has finished 
haying and is out at work for the Junior 
Order, the Daughters of Liberty and an 
accident insurance company.
—Mr. Fred Leavitt has moved his 
family to E. H. Shepard’ s tenement 
bouse on Main street.
—Mrs. H. E. Judkins of Skowhegan is 
visiting her relatives at the Phillips 
farm in Avon. Miss Nettie Phillips 
of Portland also arrived Monday.
Lexington.
Cutting and hauling pulp wood is all 
the rage now. Messrs. J. E. Viles of 
Skowhegan and James Perkins of Madi­
son intend to cut eight thousand cords 
this season.
A. J. Lane and wife have been to their 
camp for the last seven weeks while 
their cook has been at home on a va­
cation.
A pie sociable was held at the High­
land schoolhouse last Saturday night 
for the benefit of the Rev. L. Hutchins. 
A pleasant time is reported and a num­
ber of dollars were taken.
The Jenkins, Bogert company are 
hauling squares from here to Kingfield.
L i v e  Y a n k e e .
Challenge.
The Weld Base Ball club challenge any 
team in Franklin county or any team picked 
from Franklin county to play a game on the 
Weld grounds September 6, fora purse of §25.H. W. C O B U R N ,
Manager Weld B. B. C.
Births.
Everett, Mass, Aug 15, to Mr and Mrs Ed­
ward W Myers, a daughter.
Salem, Aug 21, to Mrs J Wesley Dunham, a 
daughter.
Marriages.
New Sharon, Aug 9, by Rev G A Merrill, 
Bert Trask of Rome and Miss Matilda Nicker­
son of Mercer.
Deaths.
Madrid, Aug 21, Manning Kinney, aged 82 
years.
Farmington, Aug 21, Frank Curtis, aged 73 
years, 2 mos, 27 days.
Fairfield, Aug 16, Benj Randall Rackliffe, 
formerly of Industry, aged 71 years.
Jay, Aug 20, Myron C, son of Mr and Mrs 
Nathan S Mace, formerly of Farmington, 
aged 7 years, 6 mos, 11 days.
New Vineyard, Aug 16, Andrew H Harnden, 
aged 42 years, 6 mos.
G E N E R A L
Sunday ■ School
= P IC N IC  -
at Farmington,
W ednesday, A u g u st 29
Special train will leave Phillips at 9. 
a. m. ; Strong, 9.30, arriving at Farming- 
ton at 10. Returning, leave Farming- 
ton at 4 p. m.
Round trip fares from Phillips only 
25c; Strong, 15c.
F. N BEAL, SUPT.,
S. R. R. R.
O N E  M O R E
Sunday Excursion
to  R A N G E L E Y ,
Sunday, Aug. 26.
Special train will leave Farmington at 
8 o’ clock; Phillips, 9, arriving at Range- 
ley at 11.00. Returning, leave Rangeley 
a t5 p .ro ., arriving at Farmington at 
7.30 p. m.
Round trip fares which include a 
steamboat ride on Rangeley lake, $1.25 
from Strong and Farmington; $100 
from Phillips. Time of the regular 
Sunday excursion on the Phillips & 
Rangeley railroad is changed to above 
for this day.
H. H. Field, F. N. Beal,
G. P. T. A., Supt.,
P. &, R. R. R. S. R. R. R.
The Rangeley Lakes Steamboat Com­
pany’s steamboat will leave the wharf 
at Rangeley at 2 p. m. returning in time 
for the return train.
REUNION WELL A TTE N D E D .
Madrid Hall the Scene of a Pleas­
ant Meeting.
Meeting to Be Held Every Year 
During Old Home Week.
[S p ecia l correspondence to the P H O N O G R A P H .]
P h i l l i p s , August 22, 1900.
The West Phillips and Madrid re­
union met at Berry’s hall, Madrid vil­
lage, the afternoon of the 16th, accord­
ing to the call—some of us had won­
dered why the call had been for after­
noon instead of morning, but the pour­
ing rain of the morning and the bright 
sunlight of the afternoon answered the 
question. No doubt more would have 
been there had the foreneon been pleas­
ant, but there was a goodly number 
present, and the greetings between old 
friends long separated were many and 
hearty.
Among those who entered most 
heartily into the spirit of the occasion 
was Major Dill of California, while 
Joseph Hinkley of Madrid, a veteran 
who has seldom left his native hearth, 
under the shadow of Mount Saddleback, 
was equally hearty in welcoming old 
friends with their children and grand­
children. Lorenzo Whitney was too 
feeble to be at the hall but received 
friends at home.
It was a joyous occasion though many 
did not fail to drop a tear over the 
memory of those who have passed over, 
especially of those who have left us 
since the summer of 1890 at the Reed 
schoolhouse. In due time the meeting 
was called to order by Border and Judge 
Morrison was called to the chair. N. C. 
Brackett of West Virginia, George L. 
Smith of Augusta and Mrs. Mary Field 
of Boston were appointed a committee 
to nominate officers. In due time the 
committee reported the following nomi­
nation and all were unanimously elected: 
President, James Morrison; vice-presi­
dent, G. L. Kempton; secretary and 
treasurer, Geo. L. Lakin; executive 
committee, Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Hodges, 
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Field, Mr. and Mrs. 
Augustus Dunham, Frank Chick, El- 
bridge Beedy and Mrs. G. L. Kempton. 
It was voted to call the organization the 
North Franklin Reunion association and 
that it meet annually on Thursday of 
Old Home Week.
There seems to be a strong conviction 
among a majority of those interested 
in the West Phillips and Madrid 
reunion, that for the present, no special 
effort be made to extend it over a very 
large territory. The meeting at the 
Reed schoolhouse in 1890, was a grand 
one and the meeting at Madrid last 
Thursday was in every way a success. 
An annual reunion during Old Home 
Week will be good for the people who 
live here, good for those who are far
Skin Diseases
When the excretory organs fail to carry off the waste material from the system, there is an abnor­
mal accumulation of effete matter which poisons and clogs the blood, and it becomes sour and aoid.
This poison is carried through the general circulation to all parts of the body, and upon reaching 
ttxe skin surface there is a redness and eruption, and by certain peculiarities we recognize Eczema,
Tetter, Acne, Salt Rheum, Psoriasis, Erysipelas and many other 9Kin troubles, more or less severe.
While the skin is the seat of irritation, the real disease is in the blood. Medicated lotions and 
powders may allaj’ the itching and burning, but never cure, no matter how long and faithfully 
continued, and the condition is often aggravated and skin permanently injured by their use.
The disease is more than skin deep; the enure circulation is poisoned.
The many preparations of arsenic, mercury, potash, etc., not only do not cure skin diseases, but soon ruin the digestion 
and break down the constitution.
S. S. 8., nature’s own remedy, made of roots, herbs and barks, of great purifying and tonical properties, quickly and 
effectually cures blood and skin troubles, because it goe6 direct to the root of the disease and stimulates and »-«stores normal, 
healthy action to the different organs, cleanses and enriches the blood, and thus relieves the system of all poisonous secretions. 
8. S. S. cures permanently because it leaves none of the original poison to referment in the blood and cause a fresh attack.
Healthy blood is necessary to preserve that clear, smooth skin and beautiful com­
plexion so much desired by all. S. S. S. can be relied upon with certainty to keep 
the blood in perfect order. It has been curing blood and skin diseases for half a cen­
tury; no other medicine can show such a record.
8. 8. S. contains no poisonous minerals —  is purely vegetable and harmless.
Our medical department is in charge of physicians of large experience in treating 
blood and skin diseases, who will take pleasure in aiding by their advice and direction all 
who desire it. Write fully and freely about your case; your letters are held in strictest 
confidence. We make no charge whatever for this service. Our book on Blood and 
8kia Diseases will be sent free upon application. THE S W IFT SPECIFIC C O M P A N Y « A T L A N T A ,  CA.
away, even though they cannot come. 
Some of them will, no doubt, in the 
future report themselves through the 
secretary or president, or the P h o n o ­
g r a p h  thus strengthening the tie that 
binds them to home and friends. An 
annual p;cnic ard social reunion at 
West Phillips or Madrid, in some beau­
tiful grove, with a hall or church or 
schoolhouse near by to retreat to if 
rainy, will be pleasaDt to look forward 
to the whole year. The number will 
increase as the years pass by and as the 
older ones drop out, the ranks will be 
filled by thè younger.
At an early hour in the evening the 
hall was well filled, and was called to 
order at 7 30 by the president, James 
Morrison. The matter of business 
relating to the association was discussed 
and disposed of. Speeches were made 
by Rev. N. C. Brackett, D. F. Hodges, 
Seward Dill, G. L. Kempton, G. L. 
Lakin. Geo. L. Smith, Joseph Plummer, 
Mrs. Mary Field, Mrs. Jennie Blanchard 
and others. An address by Jennie 
Blanchard was read by Jas. Morrison, 
also a poem was given by Mrs. G. L. 
Kempton both were very well received. 
A song, Old Lang Syne, as sang in Ye 
Olden Times was given by Ben Powers, 
which brought down the house. Good 
instrumental music was given by John 
McKenuey, violin; and Mrs. Mary 
Moore at the organ. Time was given to 
the audience to sing old familiar pieces 
of sacred music, and Mrs. Jodrey 
presided at the organ, which all heartily 
enjoyed.
A competent judge informed us that 
two hundred were in the hall in the 
evening and everybody was happy as 
many expressed.
The president announced that the 
North Franklin Reunion association 
would meet again in one year from that 
night, on Thursday, it being Old Home 
Week. After singing, “ God Be With 
You Till We Meet Again,”  the associ­
ation was adjourned byjtbe president.
Following is the poem written for the 
occasion by C. B. Kempton:
Ten long years have passed away, 
Since our last reunion day;
The many changes time has made, 
Will never from our memories fade.
We meet with smiles and part in tears,
As we greet the friends of early years;
We think, and the thought gives bitter pain, 
We never all shall meet again.
We’re glad to meet you all once more,
As we journey on to the better shore;
All, did I say? Not all are here,
That gathered with us that other year.
Some forms are slumbering ’neatli the sod, 
Their spirits gone to be with God.
We don’t see Father Brackett here,
And Olive Leavitt does not appear.
There is Charles and Augusta, and Francis, 
too, .
Benjamin, Daniel and Isaac are lost to view, 
And Mary Hewey, and Stephen K.,
And many more have passed away,
Whose names I do not now recall;
We speak of them and that is all.
Their hands we cannot clasp again,
They are done with all earth’s loss and gain.
But there’s a mansion built above;
We hope to gain that home of love,
And one day we may meet them there 
Beyond the vale of sin and care.
There’s Nathan and Custis and Jennie B., 
And many more dear friends we see,
And some of you are growing old,
But you all of you look good as gold.
And if the silver threads are seen,
Where locks of gold and jet have been;
Time sfts with grace on many a brow,
That is but sliglitly furrowed, now.
While we meet for an hour or two,
And years of absence we renew.
O, let our hearts in thankfulness 
Go up to God, who deigns to bless.
We meet in peace and quiet here,
Without a thought of danger near,
No sound of war or carnage nigh,
While freedom’s flag is waving high,
While other lands feel sore distress,
And want and pestilence oppress,
We are at peace, and plenty reigns,
And those in want oft share our gains.
So we should praise our God above,
Who is watching over us in love,
And give to all a helping hand,
Who are starving in a foreign land.
And may the goods that we bestow,
And all the kindness that we show,
Prove while our laws are wise and good,
We do to others as we should.
We’ve come with all our baskets oiled, 
Enough for man, woman and child;
While to the wind each care we east,
And wish the hours flew not so fast.
Long may the memory of this day 
Shed brightness on our future way;
And if no more on earth we meet,
May each in heaven find a seat.
C. B. K.
West Phillips, Aug. 16,1900. ^
The followiiig were present:
G L Kempton, Ellen Hewey, Mrs L B 
Field, Lewis Prescott, G S Beedy Mrs 
Sarah Kempton, Mrs Josie Beedy, Miss 
Carrie Calden, Florence Wing, Carrie 
Steward, Winnifred Calden, James S 
Brackett, Miriam Brackett, Esther 
Beedy, R S Beedy, Elbridge Dill, O H 
Dill, D F Hodges and wife, Ellen Bach- 
elder, Hannah Calden, Horace Prescott, 
C B Kempton, Cony Smith, G H Beedy, 
W F Calden, W T Beedy, C G Crossman, 
R S Plummer and wife, J H Jodrey and 
wife, Hayden Plummer, Jessie West, 
Millie Moores, F J Toothaker and wife, 
Mrs E Dill, C McKenney and wife, W 
Parker, Bertha Beedy, C Beedy, Warren 
Hinkley and wife, James Morrison and 
wife, John McKenney, F S Calden, J H 
Bachelder, Phillips; Edith Hinkley, Geo 
H Chick, Roxanna Lufkin, Mrs John 
Voter, Mrs H Dunham, Mrs J S Wing, 
Mrs F A Berry, Vol Berry, F M Witham, 
L P Witham, V Chick, J W Voter, Mrs 
J C Wells, Wm Dunham, G A Witham, 
Frank Reed, Harry Beedy, Joseph Hink­
ley, S Berry, Eunice Berry, H A Dun­
ham, Chas Hewey, Bion Wing, Geo L 
Lakin and wife, Geo Stinchfield, Ella 
Conant, Mary Moores, Lewis Witham, 
David Wilbur, Lula Rowe, Olin Hinkley, 
Nellie Reed, M I Davenport, B C Powers 
and wife, Hattie Hinkley, Fred Searles, 
Madrid; J F Young, Bowdoiuham; Mary 
Field, Boston; Mrs L J Blanchard, 
Springfield, Me; N C Brackett and wife, 
Harper’s Ferry, W Va: Jennie KemptOD, 
Medford; Lizzie Vining, Dellie Vining, 
Strong; Ethel Bachelder, Abble Beedy 
Sanborn, Somerville; G L Smith, Au­
gusta; II G Bachelder, El vena Bachel­
der, Kingfield; Mrs Wesley Beedy, Effie 
Beedy, Mrs J L Plummer, Joseph Plum­
mer, Weld; T D Smith, Boston; CG  
Hewey, Ray Hewey, E Hewey, King- 
field; G W Young, Rangeley; Seward 
Dill, California; L J Brackett and wife, 
Boston; LC Parlin, A S Parlin, Weld; 
Mrs John Reynald, Boston.
Wanted
All sufferers with that terrible disease, 
asthma, to send address to G. F. ALEXAN­
DER CO., Portland, Me., and learn of some­
thing for which they will be grateful the rest 
of their lives.
Don’t be 
a Cipher!
The cipher takes old fashioned medicines, 
because his great grandmother did. He pre­
fers to pay $2 00 for a physician’s prescription 
rather than 25 cents for a remedy of advanced 
science that will cure him.—MUNYON.
The world is filled with men who are noth­
ing but c'pliers. They are nonentities; they 
give nothing and nothing can be taken from 
them. In themselves they are nothing. The 
Cipher will suffer for years with the pains of 
rheumatism, rather than invest 25 cents in 
Munyon’s Rheumatism Cure which relieves 
all rheumatic pains in a few hours and gen­
erally cures before one vial has been used. 
If the Cipher has kidney trouble, he will 
spend hundreds of dollars seeking the fabu­
lous waters of some distant country, pay 
high hotel hills, and come back in a wooden 
box, rather t han go to the nearest drug store 
and secure a 25 cent bottle of Munyon’s Kid­
ney Cure which will absolutely cure him. If 
the Cipher has dyspepsia he will endure all 
its pangs, rather than be convinced that 
Munyon’s Dyspepsia Cure will cure him. If 
the Cipher has a cold, even a slight one, he 
hurries to the family physician, pays two dol­
lars for a prescription, stays in the house for 
a week and thinks he has had a narrow es­
cape from death. For a few pennies he 
could secure Munyon’s Cold Cure which 
would quickly cure his cold in a few hours, 
hut you could not make him believe that— 
he won’t.
Each of the Munyon’s Remedies is a positive 
Cure for one particular disease—they are not 
' cure alls.”  Any drug store sells them; most 
ly at 25 cents. If your ease puzzles you and 
you feel that you would like to have the ad­
vice of a skillful physician, write to Mun­
yon’s Doctors, and have the benefit of their 
wide experience. They will advise you by 
mail without cost.
1505 Arch Street, Philadelphia.
. . E N S I C N . .
The greatest producing son of Alclayone, 
Chestnut stallion, 16 hands, weight 1200, foaled 
June, 1896; a pure gaited trotter; sire Alclay­
one 2 20 1-4, by Alcyone 2.27, by George Wilkes 
2.22. Dam Princess, by Ringwood, by Edward 
Everett. Will make the season of 1900 at the 
residence of subscriber on Pleasant street. 
Rangeley village. Terms $10, to insure a foal 
3olts holden for service. ,
J. R. TOOTHAKER, Rangeley, Me.
Notice.
I forbid all persons harboring or trusting 
my wife, Grace G. Savage, as I will pay no 
bills of her contracting after this date.
F r a n k  Sa v a g e , Jr . 
Spencer, Me., Aug. 20,1900.
T H E  G R E A T  T R O T T I N C  
B L O O D  S T A L L I O N ,
Bermuda Wilkes, ^-year-old record 2.24%, will 
make the season at the Phillips Hotel; will be 
there every Monday. For terms, etc., see 
posters and catalogue.
FRANK R. H AYDEN. Farminaton, Me
*  N E W  *  
B L A C K S M I T H .
I am piepared to do horseshoe­
ing and job work of all kinds. 
With a wood worker’s shop over­
head I shall build wagons and 
sleds to order. The patronage 
of the public is solicited.
T . R. W IN G ,  
Phillips,___- - - Maine.
Legal Notices.
Estate of Carroll H. Brackley.
Fr a n k l in , s s . At a court of Probate holden at Farmington, within and for the County of Franklin, on the first Tuesday of August, 
A. D., 1900.
Orren Brackley, guardian of Carroll H 
Biackley, minor, having presented his peti­
tion for license to sell and convey certain 
real estate of said minor, as described in said 
petition,
Or d e r e d , That said guardian give notice 
to all persons interested, by causing this 
order to be published three weeks succes­
sively in the P h il l ip s  Ph o n o g r a p h , pub­
lished at Phillips, that they may appear 
at a Probate court to be held at Farmington, 
in said county, on the first Tuesday of Sep­
tember next, at ten of the clock In the fore­
noon, and show cause, if aDy they have, why 
the same should not be granted.
JAMES MORRISON, Judge. 
Attest, Frank W. Butler , Register.
Estate of ROANTHA LANDER.
F RANKLIN, SS : At a Court of Probate hold­en at Farmington, within and for the 
County of Franklin, on the first Tuesday of 
August, A. D. 1900.
Charles Dolbier, guardian of Roantha 
Lander, non compos, of Freeman, in said 
counl y , having presented his third account 
of administration of the estate of said de­
ceased for allowance:
Or d e r e d , That said guardian give notice 
to all persons interested, by causing this 
order to be published three weeks success­
ively in the Ph il l ip s  Ph o n o g r a p h , pub­
lished at Phillips, that they may appear at a 
Probate Court to be held at Farmington, in 
said county, on the first Tuesday of Septem­
ber next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, 
and show cause, if any they have, why the 
same should not be allowed.
JAMES MORRISON, Judge. 
A ttest, Fr a n k  W. Bu t l e r , R egister.
Estate of Earle M. Brackley. 
et als.
f RANKLIN, SS: At a Court of Probate holden at Farmington, within and for the county 
of Franklin, on the first Tuesday of August, 
A. D. 1900.
S. F. Brackley, guardian of Earle M., Milton 
L., Vernie M., Fanny M. and Lottie A, Brack- 
ley, minor children and heirs of S. F. Brack- 
ley, having presented his petition for license 
to sell and convey certain real estate of [said 
minors, as described in said petition, 
Or d e r e d , that said guardian give notice to 
all persons interested, by causing notice 
to be published three weeks succes­
sively in the Ph i l l i p s  P h o n o g r a p h  pub­
lished at Phillips, that they may appear at a 
Probate Court to be held at Farmington, in 
said county, on the first Tuesday of Septem­
ber next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and 
show cause, if any they have, why the same 
should not be graiited.
JAMES MORRISON, Judge. 
Attest, Frank W. Butler , Register.
KING
QUALITY
SHOES
PRICE $3.50
M ade
Velour Cali, 
Willow Cali, 
Black Vici, 
Brown Vici,
A nd
Patent Calf.
The Finest $3.50  
Shoe made.
Stylish,
Serviceable,
■Comfortable.
Sold in P h illip s o n ly  b y
0 . F.
F IE L D  
&  G O .,
No. 5 Beal Block, 
Phillips, Maine.
H
-H
-H
-T
-
P H IL L IP S  P H O N O G R A P H ,  A U C U S T  24, 1900.
“ Outward ? 
Acts
Betray •; 
the
Secret I  
In­
tention
Placing an advertisement in 
a well circulated newspaper is 
an outward act that betrays an 
intention.
It indicates that the adver­
tiser is bound to be at the head 
of the procession, that he is up 
to date.
The merchant who has confidence in his 
goods and honestly and plainly states 
his case begets confidence in prospective 
buyers.
The place for such a state­
ment is the advertising columns 
of the local newspaper. For 
this community these are the 
columns.
B U C
D E A T H
FOR
Potatoes, Gardens and Shrubbery
AND
CATTLE OIL
for the eow, to  keep the flies 
away.
SANDY
RIVER
C R E A M E R Y
S. G. HALEY,
Phillips, M a in e .
just received a new lot o f
1
Parier Foitain Peis,
one o f the best make of 
pens. Let me show them 
to you and tell you about 
them. Also Ladies’ Gold 
Watches, Chains, Stone 
Rings, etc.
I still have some fine 
and medium priced Baby 
Carriages in stock.
Croquet Sets 6o cts. and 
up.
A . M . G re en w o o d ,
Jewelry. Furniture.
I have in my store a ladies 
gold watch that has not been 
called for. I think through 
some mistake, I have delivered 
to the owner of it a watch that 
does not belong to them. Will 
the party please come to my 
store and have them exchanged. 
The watch that I have Is com­
paratively a new one.
A. M. GREENW OOD,
Jeweler Phillips.
W A IS T
. . D A Y .
Saturday, A u g u s t  4th,  every 
Shirt Waist  sold at cost.
One day only.
MISS BANA BEAL,
Phill ips,  M a in e .
¡Senator Frye at Rangeley.
Saturday was Rangeley’s gala day, for 
on that day tbe political campaign in 
Franklin county was opened with a 
speech by Senator Frye. Excursions 
were run from Farmington and several 
hundred people took the opportunity to 
visit the town.
The rally was in charge of the Repub­
lican town committee, consisting of 
Messrs. John R. Toothaker, H. A. Fur 
bish and Phineas Richardson. They 
had erected in Marble’s grjve a stand 
for the speaker and other dignitaries, 
draping it with the national colors and 
planting flags over it at various places. 
Phillips Cornet band was present and 
furnished music.
On the platform were seated Senator 
Frye, Senator Beveredge of Indiana, Mr 
F. S. Dickson of Philadelphia, A. B. 
Gilman of Haverhill, Hon. F. E. Tim- 
berlake of Phillips, F. W. Butler, Esq., 
of Farmington, Rev. Dr. F. A. Noble of 
Chicago, Rev Sidney Wakely of Range- 
ley, Maj. Seward Dill of Soquel, Cal., S. 
D. Davis of Phillips and Amos King of 
Avon. Mr. Dickson introduced the sen­
ator and said many pleasant things 
about him, all of which were thorough­
ly endorsed by the hearers.
Senator Frye said that the introduc­
tion put him in about the same position 
that one of his clients was. He had de­
fended the man and extolled him before 
the jury. When he sat down the client 
reached over and said, “ Say, I didn’t 
know I was such a darn good feller.” 
The senator is always interesting to the 
people of Rangeley and when he 
launched into the questions of the day, 
the audience was with him. President 
McKinley was extolled as the best man 
to lead the nation in the present trou­
blous times. He wanted a dollar that 
was worth not less than one-hundred 
cents, and was going to vote for it.
The text of the McKinley, Wilson and 
Dingley bills was discussed and the 
effect of each told. He showed that 
the Republican bills had brought pros 
pevity and that the Wilson bill had 
brought the opposite.
Our commerce received a share of at­
tention. The way in which it was 
brought to its present condition was de­
scribed. The leading bouses of tbe 
country sent representatives to the 
other nations and by their efforts suc­
ceeded in building it up. Something 
must be done to keep it. New conn 
tries are being opened to us; our new 
possessions are affording magnificent 
markets for our productions. He be­
lieved in our imperial policy, but de­
clared we wanted no Chinese territory.
At the close of the speech Senator 
Beveredge was called for, but Mr. Dick­
son said he would be heard from later.
Strong.
It would seem that the matter of wa­
terworks is not settled yet. As was 
promised by the opposition, a petition 
was circulated and another meeting 
called for Friday. There seems to be a 
determination on the part of the farmers 
and a few others to defeat the enter­
prise. Those in favor of tbe water feel 
sure that another meeting will only in­
crease tbe majority which was secured 
at the last meeting. There is no doubt 
but the meeting of Friday will be well 
attended as each side wants full strength. 
Mt. Day pond where they want to get 
the water is 839 feet above the village, 
thus giving an abundant head that 
would serve at any time. The pond is 
fed by springs, making it water of the 
best quality. The main would come in­
to the village near the corn shop and go 
up onto the hill just back of the village 
where a reservoir will be made. From 
here it is purposed to run tbe eight-inch 
main through the village and up to the 
mill of C. Y. Starbird. The great head 
from lia mountain will do away with 
having a large pipe from the pond and a 
four-inch pipe will be used, thus materi­
ally lowering the extente.
Master Linwood F. Carr of Monmouth 
is visiting at Mr. Chas. Carr’s.
Mr. Fred Porter is home from Idaho 
and is visiting his mother.
THE H O U SEH O LD .
Proper W ay» of Hanging Picture».
An Ori&lnal Denigii—How to 
Cook Veal.
Today no one hangs pictures in pairs. 
The time when regularity of arrange­
ment was considered the acme of ele­
gance has vanished, and in its place 
has come a wild struggle after the un­
expected by those whose one idea of 
artistic effect is to have nothing match 
anything else. The weird i*esult their 
efforts produce Is due to their failure 
to appreciate the fact that harmony 
at least must rule, even although uni­
formity has been discarded.
There must be a scheme to which 
the general tone of the pictures should 
conform. A dark carbon must not 
hang close to an etching drawn In deli­
cate lines and bordered by a broad 
white mat. If water colors with their 
soft tints elbow oil paintings with their 
bolder tones, the former will be faded, 
the latter coarsened.
Let it be grasped, in the first place, 
that certain things may go together, 
w'hile others must be barred from the 
association. Etchings, photographs, 
drawings, some engravings, water col* 
ors and pastels may be assembled on 
friendly terms. Even then. however, 
there must be Judgment exercised in 
the way they are placed. Contrary to 
the natural Inclination dark, heavily 
shaded pictures should not always 
hang in the strongest light, but should 
In some cases seek a sheltered posi­
tion, away from the glare of the win­
dows. Near the light may hang the 
pictures in fainter tints, the subdued 
water colors and the line engravings, 
wrhose best points need illumination. 
This order may sometimes be reversed 
WThen tbe corner farthest from the win­
dow shows a decided need of brighten­
ing by light pictures, but always the 
graduation of tints should be borne In 
mind. Just as in a well plaiiRtd room 
the darkest color is found In the car­
pet and melts from that through the 
shades of the curtains and furniture 
to the lightest nuance in the wall, so 
the lower pictures should be more som­
ber in hue than the upper and should 
lead the eye unconsciously from the 
deepest tone to the highest light.
G R A N D  T R O T !
franklin P ari, Farmington, 
AUCUST 2 5 , 1900.
2.37 Class, Trot ani Pace, parse $1.00 
2,29 Class' Trot ani Pace, parse $1.00
B ase B all G a m e , P urse $ i5
Russell Bros. Team of Farmington 
will play the Base Ball Team of No. 
Jay. Money going to the winners.
S p ecia l T ra in
to Phillips, Kingfield and way sta­
tions after the races. Fare from 
Phillips ?5 cts., Strong 50 cts. and 
Kingfield $1.00 round trip.
A d m i s s io n  to Park,  - 25c.
J E. MOSHER, Proprietor.
Because I Push on,  Keep 
m o v i n g ”  th e m ,  is w hat  
keeps my G R O C E R I E S  
F R E S H .
Edgar R. Toothaker
Farmington.
Additional speakers for Franklin 
county have been made out and are as 
follows:
N R Knowlton, No Cbesterville, Aug 31 
D T Hartliorn, “  “  “
T H Roberts, New Vineyard, Sept 1 
C N Blanchard, “  “  “
T H Roberts, West’s Mills, “  3
C N Blanchard, “  “  41
C N Blanchard, Carthage, “  4
D T Hartliorn, “  “  “
B M Small, North Jay, 44 5
D T Harthorn, 44 “  44
N P Noble, Weld, 44 6
D T Harthorn, 44 “  44
N P Noble, Madrid, 44 7
N R Knowlton. 4 4 4 4 44
At tbe coming election Judge J. H. 
Thompson will be elected judge of pro­
bate, unless all signs fail, thus necessi­
tating the appointment of another mu­
nicipal judge. The name of A. L. Fen- 
derson, who was recently admitted to 
the bar, has been spoken of in connec­
tion with the office. As there is no 
other candidate in the field it seems 
probable that he will receive the ap­
pointment.
Following is a list of entries for the 
races at Farmington, Saturday, August 
25. 2.37 class, purse $100. Stranger,
A, L. Foss, No. Wayne; Bell Wilkes, 
F. L. Conant, Norridgewrok; Mildred,
S. F. E. Southard, Norridgework; Morn­
ing News, E. Kennedy, Topsham; 
George T, William Jones, Lewiston; 
Harry Boone, G. M. Yose, Kingfield; 
Diamond Wilkes, W. H. Wilbur, Ches- 
terville. 2.29 class, purse $100. Angie 
Wilkes, L. A. Worthley, Phillips; 
Searchlight, H. E. Wentworth, Farm­
ington; Susie S, I. S. Pottle, Kingfield; 
Don, A. D. Horn, Farmington; Dewey, 
A. D. Horn, Farmington; Morning 
News, E. Kennedy, Topsham; George
T, William Jones, Lewiston.
An Original Design,
These are days when every one is 
looking for the one unconventional 
piece of furniture. An army of busi-
M A H O G A N Y W A S H S TA N D .
ness firms has sprung up to meet the 
demand, and, while designs for these 
special articles are greatly improved 
and many of them are simply copies of 
rare old models, yet the main result 
Is unsatisfactory and so many times 
duplicated that one is sure never tp 
have a unique bit for long. The only 
way to be certain that your furniture 
is not exactly repeated in a hundred 
homes is to invent a design or copy 
some artistic and forgotten design and 
have it made up by a good cabinet 
worker. It costs more, but it lasts 
forever as a thing of beauty and joy, 
and you are happy in possessing the 
only one of its kind. The washstand 
illustrated here is of excellent form 
and made in mahogany would be hand­
ed down to future generations as an 
heirloom.
How to Cook Veal.
To make a delicious veal pie cut two 
pounds of the fillet of veal into small 
pieces. After seasoning them with 
salt, pepper and a little powdered 
mace put them Into a pie dish. Now 
add a few slices of ham or bacon that 
have first been parboiled, pour In some 
veal gravy, add a spoonful of minced 
herbs and some slices of hard boiled 
egg, cover with a soft crust and bake 
for about one and one-half hours. When 
cooked, lift a portion of the crust and 
pour In about a teacupful of strong 
veal stock, cover again and serve.
Another method of cooking veal is 
that of stuffing a breast of veal. Cut 
open the underpart of the breast and 
take out the meat from the bones, leav­
ing a large vacant space, which should 
be filled with the stuffing. This stuffing 
itself may be made economically from 
bread crumbs, chopped herbs, grated 
lemon rind and suitable seasoning or it 
may be made on extravagant lines by 
boiling some bread crumbs in milk; 
then adding when the crumbs are cold 
and the superfluous moisture has been 
squeezed off the yolk of an egg, a lib­
eral amount of salt and pepper, spin­
ach, artichoke, herbs, onions, mush­
rooms and a little bacon, all chopped 
together and thoroughly mixed. When 
the meat Is stuffed, skewer it and tie it 
round with a string. Fill the pan In 
which you wish to bake it with a little 
bacon and a few slices of onion, lay 
In the meat and set it in the oven to 
bake. ______
Dandet’s Ideas of Death.
Alphonse Daudet constantly suffered 
severe physical pain and was unable to 
sleep without the aid of chloral. He was 
always speaking about death and espe­
cially rejoiced in the theory propounded 
by an English doctor that death was in 
itself a delightful sensation, voluptuous, 
resembling the action of anaesthetics.
Daudet on one occasion dreamed of 
dying surrounded by his friends and con­
versing of the hereafter.
He once told Goncourt, who relates the 
incident, that whenever he entered a new 
apartment for the first time his eye in 
Btinetively searched for the spot where 
his coffin would be placed.—Lippiucott’s 
Magazine.
East North Farmington.
Miss Ethel Furbush visited relatives 
in Starks last week.
Mrs. P. A. Storer is visiting her sister, 
Mrs. R. Hatch.
Mr. aud Mrs. Fordyce Ramsdell vis­
ited relatives iu tuis place Sunday.
Miss Margaret Jenuings is visiting at 
Livermore Falls.
Charles Jennings of East Madison 
called on friends in this vicinity recent­
ly-
Miss Mary Blabon is with her sister, 
Mrs. Carrie Backus, for a few weeks.
Miss Sybil Ramsdell is visiting at 
Eugene Luce’ s.
Comfort Cottage Arrivals.
Late arrivals at Comfort Cottage, 
Phillips, are:
Tuesday, Aug 14 Dali Boody, W H Sher­
man, Dau Whltenouse, Fred Libby, Portland; 
James Morrison, Phillips; A Bartlett, Mrs 
(Jole, Agnes Gray, Margaret McRae, C H Cole, 
E E Sherman, Edwin Childs, Boston; L M 
Prank and wife, South Orange; Miss Bam­
berger, Baltimore; L M Cna .wick, Boston; W 
K Hawes and wife, Canton; F H Dutton, Wa- 
lervdle; J D Spiller, Westbrook; I A Avery, 
Boston; E H Moody, Portland.
Wednesday, Aug 15. Geo L Smith, Augusta; 
E T Hatch, C D Prince, W B Adie, E J McAlis­
ter, A D Alien, Portland; F C Farquhar, Rich­
ard Manson, Patterson; Freeman Tibbetts, H 
A Furbish, Rangeley; J R Bud, Connecticut; 
Wm Melzer, New York; C D Fowler, Buffalo; 
F C Stinson, H R Randlett, G W Taylor, An­
nie Taylor, Boston; X O Leary, Bangor, A P 
! Webster, Auburn, A S Ladd, Brunswick; F 
I O Small and wLe, Somerville; A O Johnson, G 
j L Hood, Watervllie.
Thursday, Aug 16. D Whltehouse, H S 
Baker, Geo S Payson and wife, Edie Payson, 
Dr P O Cobb, E T Hatch, J A Schmitt, Port 
iand; E O ixussell, Rockland; Weston Lewis, 
Gardmer; C O Stinson, J G Tafts, Boston; T M 
Matthews, Hartford; Dr C E Pritto, Mrs E W 
Pritto, Harold Pritto, Hudson; F M Hicks, 
Chicago; H K Mallory and son, New York; F 
N Brewer , Philadelphia; F A Hight, E D 
Peary» Greenvale; A MacRae, Des Moines.
Friday, Aug 17. I A Smith, Phillips; Sum­
ner Lang, E H Dickey, W H Littleion, Port­
land ; L A Marsn, Farmington; H B Churchill, 
Strong; N D Daggett, Waterville; M Lord, 
Philadelphia; L A Herring, Brooklyn; VV D 
Juöd anu wite, J L Wycaoff and wife, Hoi- 
yoke; C S MHler, New York; H B Austin, Ruth 
Austin, Phillips; A G Musterman and wile, H 
W Coburn and wife, F E Sanborn, Austin Ar­
cher, H A Noyes, E J Fletcher, Lester Lee, 
Joe McLaughlin, F S Schoüeld, Fred Master- 
man, H G »wett, R G Proctor, H H Schofield, 
Weld.
Saturday, Aug 18. Geo M Woodman, Lewis­
ton; Dr CE Reed and wife, Brooklyn; S W 
Butterfield, Three Rivers; W H Elliott, Geo 
Elliott, Geo McAlpine, Wm McAlpine, Boston; 
Leo Lesursky, Max Leoy, New York; F M 
Moores, Fairfield.
Monday, Aug 20. N P Noble, Phillips; J S 
Roberts, Philadelphia; N J Mills ana wife, 
Holyoke; Mrs Low, Providence; Jas W Gilson, 
Hartford; R S Corbett, A Y Wyckoff, O E Mat­
ing, A T Childs, E Childs, New York; F C 
Bueknam, Lewiston : AB Ruff and wife, Miss 
Ruff, Dorothy Ruff, Washington; S Donally, 
York Beach; H R Colman, B M Scott, C 
Meyer, W Pettitt, Mrs Moore, Boston; W I 
xVloore, U S Navy; J C Leslie and wife, New­
port; W L Smith, E S Johnson, Farmington; 
John Sedgeley, Stratton.
Tuesday, Aug 21. C H Graffam, F C Buck 
nam, Lewiston; L R Loring, A G Dunham, 
Portland; L Stieglietz, New York; G Fletcher, 
Boston; Mabel Geron, Vineland; Edward 
Morse, Salem; WJ Tracy, Harrisville; H A 
Wilder, sister and daughter, Newton; £ C 
Fairbanks, Phillips; H Oakes, Rangeley; P H 
Winslow, Gardiner.
T H E  B E S T  T H E Y  K N O W .
OU remember the old lady who rode for the first 
time on a railway train. There was a frightful 
collision, but when the rescuers reached her 
she was quite calm. She said she supposed 
they always stopped that way. T h e story well illus­
trates w hy so many women are satisfied to live without 
Ivory Soap. T h e y  have never tried it! Naturally 
enough, they think that annoying odors, sharp chemi­
cals, and wasteful greasiness are common to all soaps*
****»*iit »—t mr th* morro » lumi —.
-4-
favorite dishes?
GINGERBREAD.
One cup of molasses, three tablespoon­
fuls of melted butter, one teaspoonful 
of soda dissolved in three tablespoon- 
fuls of boiling water, ginger and flour to 
knead well but not hard. T.
fine. Raisins are an improvement. 
Bake about twenty minutes.
F. H. T.
SWEET PICKLED BEETS.
Select new beets and boil them in a 
porcelain kettle until they can be 
pierced with a silver fork. When cold 
cut lengthwise into appropriate size and 
pour over a syrup made of nearly equal 
parts of sugar and vinegar boiled to­
gether, with a half tablespoonful of 
ground cloves tied in a cloth, to each 
gallon. Pour over syrup when it is hot.
TOMATO MUSTARD.
Slice and boil for an hour half a 
bushel of ripe tomatoes with six red 
peppers; strain and boil for another 
hour witb two tablespoonfuls of black 
pepper, two ounces of ginger, one ounce 
of allspice, half an ounce of cloves, one- 
eighth ounce mace and salt to season. 
When cold add two ounces curry pow­
der and one pint vinegar.
GREEN TOMATO PRESERVES.
Cut green tomatoes crosswise, scald 
and to one quart of tomatoes add one 
sliced lemon. Cook in molasses until 
tender.
Stoddard House.
[Special correspondence to the P H O N O G R A P H ]
F a r m i n g t o n , August 21, 1900. 
Among the recent arrivals at the 
Stoddard House are:
Mrs H N Johnston, Pawtucket, R 1; Miss 
Kilgore, Auburn ; E S Bailey, Wlnthrop; J S 
Roberts, Philadelphia; David Adams, Lime 
Rock, Conn; J J Pooler, Hattie Hodgkins, 
Portland; Blanclie Sanborn, Littleton, N H; 
C H McKenzie and wife, Rumford Falls; Miss 
Bangs, Phillips; F H Knight, J S Newton, M
tv . v t i . \rr A PnnDfir f-t An vrn
Pherson, Chicago ; W i i ’v  Philbrick, Worces­
ter; C R Lewis, T M Bartlett, Portland.
New England Fair at Old Orchard.
Great preparation is being made for 
the New England fair, to be held at OkI 
Orchard, August 27 to 31. The grounds 
have been enlarged, a new grand stand, 
exhibition hall, cattle tsheds and stalls 
built. The whole inclosure now con 
tains ninety acres. The stock entries 
to date number 900 head. 1 here will 
also be a large display of poultry, 
agricultural exhibits, farming impie 
ments and fancy articles. Stage per­
formances will be in progress between 
the heats of the horse races. Seventeen 
races, for purses aggregating $8400, 
will be a chief attraction. All the rail­
roads offer reduced fares for New 
England fair week.
QUICK PUDDING.
Two eggs, one pint of milk, two-thirds 
of a cupful of sugar, a little salt and 
spice and a few pieces of bread broken
GRAPE JELLY.
Wild grapes when they are hardly 
ripe are by far the best for jelly and 
should be used if it is possible to obtain 
them. Pick the grapes from the stems 
carefully, w’ash gently, mash and heat 
them slowly until the juice is all ex­
tracted; put iu a bag aDd let drip; take 
this juice and boil fifteen minutes, skim, 
add a little more than equal quantity of 
sugar if wild grapes are used, boil until 
it jellies and put| in tumblers.
BLACKBERRY JELLY.
If possible get the wild berries as 
they are of much better flavor. Mash 
the berries and beat them slowly until 
all the juice is drawn out and strain 
twice. Allow a scant cupful of sugar to 
each cupful of juice, heating the sugar 
in the oven. Boil the juice for fifteen 
minutes, then add the hot sugar and 
boil until it thickens. In pouring into 
glasses set them in hot water and fill to 
the brim. Set away in a dry place when 
properly covered with prepared paper.
APPLE JELLY.
In making apple jelly use only tart 
apples, and it is well to let the quartered 
fruit stand in cold water over night be­
fore stewing. 1 have also found that 
the juice and grated rind of a lemon 
added to a dozen apples is a great im­
provement. In other respects the rules 
given above for other jellies should gov­
ern your action.
Powder
24 oz. Package
Many housekeepers say, 441 consider the cake of White 
Glycerine Toilet Soap which I find in each package of 
Svorine, worth even more than both together cost me.
H O U SEK E E PE R S’ COLUMN.
Our Most Success ul students are those who combine the Regular Busi­
ness Course with the special branches, Shorthand and Typewriting, or 
Telegraphy. One rate of tuition pays for all.
Write for catalogue and full information concerning’ our free offer of a 
Rem-Sho Typewriter to our students.
F. L. SHAW , President,
Portland, Maine.
Branches at Augusta and Bangor.
aTa - ,VTA LY4 ITA ^  4¿¡t±>TTv "a"  "AT Tat t^at'
f  MAINE’S -  GREATEST -  STORE, t
T ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
' f  S U M M E R  TH IN G S .
f
Close W oven Hammocks, 50c and $1.25
Hardwood Lawn Swings, for four people, 5.50
Croquet Sets, 8 ball, hardwood sets, 98c
Blue Flame Oilstoves, for cool cooking, send for catalogue.
Unframed platinum pictures, mounted on gray mats.
Choice. Subjects suitable for framing, 15c and 25c
4  Straw Matting, new goods, (send for samples,) 12 1-2 cts. a yd 
Afternoon Tea Kettles, brass, with lamp and stand
complete, 49c
4  Drapery and upholstery goods, by the yard. Send for free sam- 
pies, state kinds wished, and approximate price.
4 - OREN H O O EP R ’S SONS,
Under this heading we shall publish 
each week cooking receipts which have 
been tried aud proved good. Will our 
readers please send in receipts for their
P O R T L A N D , M A I N E .
^
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—Mrs. Julia Lambert was in Farm­
ington last week.
—Mr. P. A. Fowler was in town over 
Sunday.
—Mrs. H. H. Lander of Stratton was 
in town this week.
—Miss Rose Tootkaker was in Farm­
ington over Sunday.
—Mr. George Bangs has returned to 
his home in Deering.
— W. L. Guild of Strong is working 
in the S. R. R. R. shop.
—Miss Grace Walker is in town, the 
guest of Mrs. J. W. Brackett.
—Miss Amanda Church is entertaining 
ner sister and niece from Hallowell.
—Miss Maud Cushman is working in 
the family of Capt. J. E. Thompson.
—Messrs. W. R, Leavitt and W. R. 
Booker were in Farmington last week.
—Miss Ella Toothaker is visiting her 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Toothaker.
—Everybody should see the horse 
trot and ball game at Fai'mington, 
Saturday, August 24. Special rates are 
offered over the Sandy River and 
Franklin & Megantic railroads. A 
special train will return after the trot. 
See ad in another column.
—Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mores of Fair- 
field are visiting relatives in Madrid. 
The many friends of Mr. Mores will be 
glad to learn that he is able to again be 
among them after being confined to the 
house for about six months. This ill­
ness being caused by a carbuncle on his 
neck.
— Mr. and Mrs. E. Plummer of Port­
land are spending a few days with Mr. 
and Mrs. George A. French. Saturday 
Mr. and Mrs. Plummer and Mr. and 
Mrs. French and Miss Lucille spent the 
day at Perham fishing and otherwise 
enjoying the day. They report seeing 
a tine deer on their way up.
—A plan which we have not before 
heard of and which was put into opera­
tion in one of our local blacksmith 
shops is novel to say the least. The 
blacksmith had to shoe a horse that did 
not like to have his feet handled, and 
in fact did not propose to stand it, so he 
walked around and around until he be­
came dizzy and then the work was be­
gun as hurriedlyfas possible and carried 
on until the horse began to walk around 
again and became dizzy enough for the 
blacksmith to proceed with the work 
again.
—Miss Jennie M. Black, state council­
or Daughters of Liberty, with the aid of 
Blue Mountain council of Phillips, in­
stituted Lake Webb Council, No. 21, at 
Weld, Wednesday evening, August 15. 
The following officers were installed: C., 
Blanche Phillips; A. C., Lizzie Hough­
ton; V. C., Josephine Swett, A. V. C., 
Floss Coburn; Ex. C., Mrs. H. W. Co­
burn; A. Ex. C., H. W. Coburn; G., 
Cora Masterman; R. S., Henry G. Swett; 
A. R. S., Nina Phillips; F S., Cliff Max­
well; Treas., Cora Phillips; 1. S., Samuel 
Carlton; O. S., Leavitt Masterman; 
Trustees, H. A. Coburn, Austin Archer, 
A. S. Masterman.
—A jolly party enjoyed a ride, Mon­
day, to the foot of Mt. Blue, and from 
there walked to the summit. 
A hayrack drawn by three horses and a 
private team served to convey the 
company to the mountain and to put 
them in good spirits and condition for 
walking. A picnicjdinner was enjoyed 
b fore the ascent was begun. A few 
decided not to take the climb, but to 
await the return of the more adventur­
ous. Howard Sanborn was guide. 
The members of the party were: Mrs.
H. W. True, Bertha True, Rev. A. F. 
Earnshaw, Mrs. Ed Greenwood, Mrs. 
W. A. D. Cragin, Ralph Cragin, Mrs. J. 
W. Brackett, Grace Walker, Miriam 
Brackett, Scott Brackett, Annie Bean, 
Arthur Shepard, Mrs. E. H. Shepard, 
Everdene Shepard, Mrs. C. E. Parker, 
Glidden and Floyd Parker, and DeBerna 
Ross.
—Mr. and Mrs. Eliab Chandler of 
Hyde Park visited friends in town, re­
cently.
—Miss Lillian Dolbier is visiting her 
sister, Mrs. Frank Wyman of New 
Vineyard.
—Mr. Isaac Smith went to Long pond, 
Friday, for a few days’ fishing and 
vacation.
—Miss Harriett Skolfield is at Range- 
ley doing table work at Ebenezer 
Hinkley’s.
—Miss Mabel Pratt has returned from 
Auburn, where she has been visiting 
for two weeks.
—Mr. L. J. Brackett, who has been 
spending his vacation in town, has re­
turned to Boston.
— Rev. A. S. Ladd, presiding elder of 
the Lewiston district, called on friends 
in town last Monday.
—Miss Elma Byron went, Friday, to 
Skowhegan for a few weeks’ visit to 
her aunt, Mrs. Simpson.
—Mr. and Mrs. George Dill, who have 
been visiting in town, have returned to 
their home in Everett, Mass.
—Mrs. A. A. Sanborn of Somerville, 
who attended the reunion at Madrid, 
returned to her home Tuesday.
—Mrs. Lura Twombly of Phillips 
and Mrs. S. R. Jones of Anoka, Minn., 
went to Rangeley, Saturday, for a 
week’s stay.
—Great preparations are being made 
for the horse trot and ball game to be 
held at Franklin park on Saturday, 
August 25.
—Mr. and Mrs. Eastman Ross drove 
to Skowhegan, Thursday, to spend a 
few days with her brother, Lewis Beal, 
who is very sick.
—The Republicans of the Upper village 
are rejoicing because of their new flag 
which is floating between the stores of 
M. W. Record and Fremont Scamman.
— The Phillips & Rangeley and Sandy 
River railroads offer special cates over 
their lines to the Evangelical camp- 
meetings held at Strong, beginning Au­
gust 24.
—Misses Annie and Alice Timberlake 
and Mrs. Emma Smith went to Range- 
ley, Friday for a week’ s stay at Mars- 
quamosy. During their absence Miss 
Cherry Bangs has charge of their mil­
linery store.
—A regular meeting of North Franklin 
Pomona Grange, P. of H., No. 22, will 
be held with Sandy River grange, Mad­
rid, Thursday, September 6, at 10 a. m. 
Picnic dinner.
C l a r a  A. F r e n c h , Sec’y.
—Crystal Lake Council No., 19, Jr. O.
U. A. M., of Weld visited True Blue 
Council, No. 14, of Phillips last Friday 
night and conferred the degrees upon 
candidates. After the work, they par­
took of a baked bean supper and had a 
social time.
During the civil war, as well as in our 
late wav with Spain, diarrhoea was one 
of the most troublesome diseases the 
army had to contend with. In many 
instances it became chronic and 
the old soldiers still suffer from it. 
Mr. David Taylor of Wind Ridge, Green 
Co. Pa., is one of these. He uses 
Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diar­
rhoea Remedy and says he never found 
anything that would give him such 
quick relief. It is for sale by. W. A. 
D. Cragin, Phillips; E. H. Whitney, 
Rangeley; Dyer’s Drug Store, Strong; 
Lester L. Mitchell, Kingfield.
Among tli3 Churches.
At the Union church Rev. Mr. Earn­
shaw preached from words in Romans 
xii, 12, “ Rejoicing in hope.”  Hope, in 
the spiritual atmosphere is like oxygen 
in the physical atmosphere. As the 
body feels new strength and vitality 
when the air that is breathed contains
W e a lt h  
of hair is 
w e a l t h  
i n d e e d ,  
e s p e c i a l -  
1 y t o a 
w o m a n .  
E v e r y  
o t h e r 
physical attraction is 
secondary to it. W e  
have a book we will 
gladly send you that 
tells just how to care 
for the hair.
If your hair is too 
t h i n
or l o s ­
ing its 
luster,  
get — H&ir
Iviso r
TG r o w t h  becomes vigorous and alj dan­
druff is removed.
It always restores  
color to gray or faded 
hair. Retain y o u r  
youth; don’t look old 
before your time.
$1.00 a bottle. AH druggist«.
"  I have used your Hair Vigor 
now for about 25 years and 1 have 
found it splendid and satisfactory 
in every way. I believe I have 
recommended this Hair V igor to 
hundreds o f ipy friends, and they 
all tell the same story. I f  any­
body wants tho best kind o f a Hair 
Vigor I shall certainly recommend 
to them ju st as strongly as I 
can that they get a bottle o f A yer’s 
Hair V igor.”
Mrs. N. E. H a m ilt o n ,
Not. 28, 1808. Norwich, N. Y .
Writ a the Doctor.
It von don’t obtain all the benefits 
you desire from the use of the Vigor, 
write the Doctor about it. Address, 
Db . J. C. AYER,
Lowell, Mass.
| much of this energizing element, so the 
i soul that is sustained and nourished by 
hope has courage and power unknown 
to that one who is not so upheld.
We find among mankiud a large class 
of people who look with hopefulness 
upon the condition of affairs in the 
world, who see everywhere signs of 
progress and occasions for thanksgiving. 
There are also many who take the op­
posite view, to whom each disaster is a 
prophecy of universal sorrow. They 
are ready to give the least desirable in­
terpretation to each action, and to see 
signs of impending calamities in very 
trivial occurrences. Seeing then that 
pessimism has its despondent following, 
we ask what attitude of mind, what in­
vestigations will develop more opti­
mistic vision? What are some of the 
aids to hopefulness?
Among those mentioned was the habit 
of taking a broad view of life and the 
world in regard to both time and space. 
Do not base conclusions upon the his­
tory of one year or one people. Trace 
the path of mankind since its history 
was first written and note the wonderful 
advance in civilization, in attainments, 
in character. How much that was base 
and brutal in that which even a hundred 
years ago would pass unchallenged is 
now impossible. Though some knowl­
edge once held iu the minds of men has 
vanished, is not the whole trend on­
ward? Are not more results of scien­
tific and mechanical skill in practical 
use today than ever before? Is not the 
aggregate of desirable knowledge and 
civilization greater than that of any 
other time? Taking this broad view we 
do not see
“ That God, which ever lives and loves,
One God, one law, one element,
And one far-off divine event,
To which the whole creation moves.”
So shall we be given hope, not in the 
narrow sphere of our own lives alone, 
but in that wider sphere which includes 
the whole brotherhood of man. Spirit­
ual insight or discernment is au aid to 
hopefulness. The more one compre­
hends of God and his relations to us the 
stronger will oe our hope and belief 
that progress is sure. As a supreme 
aid one must needs have faith. Faith in 
a God who works in the hearts of men; 
in a divine power which will eventually 
prove itself greater than all other forces, 
bringing its purposes to pass. He wbo 
has this hope, rejoices in this hope, and 
will assuredly help in bringing the glad­
ness for which he looks, for “ Every man 
that hath this hope in him purifletli 
I himself.”
[Special Correspondence to the P honograph.]
D e a d  R i v e r , August 22, 1900.
A grand weddiug reception was given 
here last Friday night by Mr. and Mrs. 
Bert Witham with an out of-doors pavil­
ion dance and ice cream and cake was 
served to all. There was a large crowd. 
Nearly twenty-five couples formed on 
for1:ke first dance. Everyone had a fine 
time and dancing was kept up until day­
light. Mr. and Mrs. Witham received 
congratulations from their many friends. 
The following is a list of presents:
Bed spread, Harry Harlow; bed spread, Mrs 
Rogers; bed spread, Alvin Wing; linen table­
cloth, Mr and Mrs W M Viles; linen table­
cloth, Mr and Mrs J G Harlow, 12 linen nap­
kins, ¡Herman and Ethel Harlow; 1 pail-
worked linen table doilies, Mrs Mae Harlow; 1 pair bath towels, Percy Parsons; 1 pan- 
linen towels, Lelia and Pearl Rogers; 1 pair 
linen towels, Vera and Merle Rogers, 7 linen 
towels, Chas Rogers; 1 set pillow shams, Mi­
ami Mrs E A Sampson; fancy lamp mat, Lena 
Rogers; 1 set fancy worked table mats, Mi­
ami Mrs P A Rogers; glass berry dish, Mr and 
Mrs C W Savage; 2 gold and Ivory pens and 
stocks, Percy Taylor and Leroy Parsons; soap 
tray, soap and 50 cents In money, Mildred and 
Lena Rogers; glass berry dish, Eva Parsons; 
glass set 4 jiieces, Geo Wyman; stone bean 
pot. Harry Lincoln; decorated China cake 
plate, Lucilla Brown; salt and vinegar set, 
Air and Mrs I) C Durrell; salt and pepper 
set, Herbert Rogers; glass fruit dish,Mr and 
Mrs H C Perkins; glass water pitcher, Rufus 
Taylor; salt shake, Arthur Rogers; half dozen 
silver teaspoons, Mrs Martha Durrell; soap 
tray and drainer, Verne Rackliff; toothpick 
holder, Josic Parsons; large decorated parlor 
lamp, Mrs Iso Durrell; syrup pitcher, Mr and 
Mrs D F Rackliff; flour sieve, Eugene Rack­
liff; icecream freezer, Forest Durrell; 1 pair 
glass tumblers, Mrs Ed Donahue; 4 large bou­
quets and vases, Mrs Mae Harlow, Mrs Sam 
Daggett, Miss Romana Parsons and other one 
unknown.
Letter to Benj. Butler.
Phillips, Me.
Dear Sir: The annoyance caused by 
short measure in paints, that are sold 
by the “ gallon,”  is worse than the loss 
by shortage. Misled by the maker’s 
representations as to how far a gallon 
will go, you buy too little of every sort, 
and must send for more in the midst of 
the work.
Besides, a shbrt measure man is, 
doubtless, also a cheat in other ways: 
his paint is likely to cover perhaps two- 
thirds as much as he says. This also 
you find out while the work is going on. 
and the painting must wait while you 
send for more.
Even this is not all, nor the worst. 
If it wears half as long as he says, you 
are lucky. You have the whole job to 
do over again in a year or two; and 
perhaps your paint is not really good 
for that short time.
One law of lying is that liars lie most 
where it’ s hardest to catch ’ em. 
Another is that a liar lies wherever he 
can.
Look out for short measure. It in­
cludes all the rest. Devoe lead and 
zinc is full measure and pure and dur­
able.
Yours truly,
55 F. W. D e v o e  & Co.
East Madrid.
Next Sunday, August 20, is Rev. E. V. 
Wheeler’s regular appointment in this 
place.
J. H. Welts is working in Redington, 
sawing shingles.
Mr. Elbridge Thompson and daugh­
ter, Miss Grace, of Lewiston visited in 
the place last week.
Miss Sarah Moulton and Carrie Wing 
visited in Salem last week.
The Ladies’ circle will meet this 
week, Thursday afternoon, with Mrs. 
Nellie Mecham.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Keene and Miss 
Jennie attended campmeeting at Strong 
Saturday and Sunday.
Mr. Daniel Brown is visiting his 
daughter, Mrs, E. R. Keene.
Lawyer and Mrs. B. C. Moulton and 
Mrs. Loring, also Mr. Taft, all of Bos­
ton, have arrived at Mr. F. H. Thorpe’s 
for their usual summer outing.
Mrs. Hall and two children, Miss Ula 
and Master Arthur, are visiting at E. Y . 
Wheeler’s, instead of Mrs. Durkee as 
recently reported. H.
A Mother Tells How She Saved 
Her Little Daughter’s Life.
I am the mother of eight children 
and have had a great deal of experience 
with medicines. Last summer my lit­
tle daughter had the dysentery in its 
worst form. We thought she would die. 
I tried everything I could think of, but 
nothing seemed to do her any good. 
I saw by an adveitisement in our paper 
that Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and 
Diarrhoea Remedy was highly recom­
mended and sent and got a bottle at 
once. It proved to be one of the very 
best medicines we have ever had in the 
house. It saved my little daughter’s 
life. I am anxious for every mother to 
know what an excellent medicine it is. 
Had I known it at first it would have 
saved me a great deal of anxiety and my 
little daughter much suffering.—Yours 
truly, M r s . G e o . F . B u r d i c k , Liberty,
R. I. For sale by W. A. D. Cragin, 
Phillips; E. H. Whitney, Rangeley; 
Dyer’s Drug Store, Strong; Lester L. 
Mitchell, Kingfield.
Madrid.
Nearly all of the farmers in this vicin­
ity have finished haying.
Mrs. J. C. Wells has been in Rangeley 
this week where her husband is em­
ployed.
Master Harry Huntoon of Rangeley is 
visiting at J. C. Wells’s
S. C. Huntington and son are haying 
on their back place on Beech hill.
Orrin Walker is convalescing from the 
sore on his hand which has caused him 
intense suffering.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Lochlin are visiting 
her sister, Mrs. B. C. Powers.
?
I
I s  B a b y T h i n
this summer? Then add a
little
S G O T T ’S  EM ULSIO N  
to his milk three times a day.
It is astonishing how fast 
he will improve. If he nurses, 
if let the mother take the
i{! Emulsion. 50c. and $1.00! all druggists.
Held vat Strong August 13-19 
Largely Attended
[S p ecia l C orrespondence to the P H O N O G R A P H .]
P h i l l i p s , Me., August 22, 1900.
Campmeeting at Strong was opened 
Tuesday, August 13. Dr. A. S. Ladd, 
presiding elder of Lewiston district 
had charge of the meeting. His genial­
ity and immutable manner kept all 
cheerful and hopeful. Weather was 
unfavorable the first part of the week, 
but preaching and social services were 
fully sustained Tuesday.
Wednesday morning the social service 
was conducted by Rev. G. W. Barber. 
At 10 o’clock a. m. Dr. E. S. J. Mc­
Allister pastor o f ’ Pine St. church 
Portlaud preached on the “ Christian’s 
Equipment,”  from Ephes. vi, 10-17.
At 2 p. m. Rev. W. E. Purrington, 
pastor at Rumford, preached from 
Matt, vi chapter. This sermon was not 
sensational, but it would have caused a 
lively sensation iu an ordinary congre­
gation.
At 6 p. m. a social service was con­
ducted in Phillips cottage by Rev. A. 
A. Callaghan, pastor at Kingfield. In 
the evening Rev. J. L. Hoyle of Rum- 
ford Falls preached on the “ Christian 
Fight,”  I Tim. vi, 12.
Thursday morning the rain was still 
falling, Rev. G. W. Barber led the de­
votional service. At 10 a. m. Rev. A.
A. Callaghan preached from Roms, i, 1(3. 
Rev. W. F. Berry, field secretary of 
the Christian League and Rev. G D. 
Holmes, pastor of Brunswick arrived 
on the noon train.
Rev. J. E. Clancy, pastor at Phillips, 
preached in the afternoon on “ The 
Authority and Power of Christ,” Matt, 
xxviii, IS. Rev. G. D. Holmes had charge 
of the social service. In the evening 
Rev. W. F. Berry preached on. 
“ Character,”  from James iv, 7. This 
sermon was specially applicable to 
young people.
Friday morning the clouds had dis­
appeared and the sun was shining 
brightly. The change in the weather 
brought more people to the camp 
ground. At 10 a. m. Rev. G. D. Holmes 
of Brunswick preached on “ The Home 
of the Soul.”  In this sermon there was 
meat and inspiration. In the afternoon 
Rev. W. F. Berry presented the work 
of the Christian Civic League. The 
speaker believed in the enforcement of 
the law. In one place he seized $800 
worth of liquor. The state is being 
stirred up. Rumsellers are trembling 
and in much fear. In the evening Rev. 
G. W. Barber preached an excellent 
serm on, “ The Highway of Life.”
Saturday morning Rev. J. E. Clancy 
preached on “ Divine Forgiveness, ’ 
Matt, ix, 2. Rev. W. P. Lord of Farm­
ington conducted the social service at 
1 p. m. The afternoon service was 
under the direction of the W. C. T. U. 
Mrs. Helen Beedy presided, Rev. M. 
Ranger offered prayer and scripture was 
read by Rev. J. E. Clancy. Mrs. Beedy 
gave an interesting account of her trip 
abroad. She left New York June 0, for 
Edinburgh to attend the World’s W. C.
T. U. convention. There were 1100 
passengers on the boat, almost 300 in 
excess of the population of Phillips. 
The White Ribboners interdicted rum j 
pudding, brandy sauce and wine drink | 
iDg on the steamer. By order of the 
captain it was dropped from the menu. ; 
The American contingent of the W. C. |
T. U. received a hearty welcome. Mrs. i 
Beedy was entertained by the same i 
hostess that opened her home to Neal j 
Dow. She also occupied the same 
room. Her account cf the drunken- I 
ness that she saw was appalling. This [ 
evidently applied to the slum districts j 
of Glasgow. The speaker expressed a j 
strong preference for Maine. “ Her | 
state had outlawed the rum traffic. 
The rumseller is a criminal.”  Saturday ; 
evening Rev. W. P. Lord preached.
Sunday was an ideal day for the camp- \ 
raeetiug. Early the people commenced | 
to come. The love feast at 9 a. m. was 
largely attended.
Dr. Daniels gave an interesting ac­
count of his work iu India, also the 
famine districts. In the afternoon 
there was present about 1500 people. 
Larger attendance than for many years. 
Dr. F. C. Haddock preached an able 
sermon from P s. xci, 3. The associa­
tion made no mistake in engaging such 
a preacher. The closing service of the 
campmeeting was a social prayer meet 
ing. All the preachers and many of the 
people participated in this service. 
The preaching throughout the camp­
meeting was of an high order. Better j 
order will not be found on any camp­
ground this year than was manifested 
at Strong. The management of the 
boarding-house was in the hands of the 
Ladies Aid society of Strong.
Mrs. Prescott of Farmington had 
charge of the music. The last camp­
meeting at Strong in the 19tli century 
was spiritual and helpful. Let the 
first campmeeting in the 20th century 
be characterized by greater earnestness 
and spirituality.
J. E. C.
Kingfield.
Mrs. F. D. Gilmau aud two children 
have gone to Strong for a two week’s 
vacation.
Mr. E. A. Goodwin went to Strong 
Sunday and brought up his family who 
have been there for a week.
Miss Cora Staples of Lewiston is pass­
ing a few days with her friend, Miss 
Lelia Hunnewall.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Caswell of Lowell 
are.spending a short time in town visit­
ing relatives.
Work on the new spool and bobbin 
mill is going along at good speed and is 
characteristic of Kingfield. The pre­
diction is that in ninety days after they 
began the mill will be ready to run. 
Winter and Wing have been taking 
their timber from Mount Abram for use 
in the building.
The two elk and two buffalo which 
have been in the park at Carrabassett 
have been sold and went through here 
Monday. They did not serve for profit 
where they were aud Mr. Smith de­
cided to sell them. They were sold to 
A. F. Gerald of Fairfield. They were 
taken away by Mr. C. H. Stuart, super­
intendent of Merrymeeting park, wbo 
came up for the purpose. Col. Mor­
rill of Pittsfield leased them to go to 
Pittsfield for four days to be one of the 
attractions at the races.
C A N  Y O U  
R E M E M B E R
That the place where you can buy 
Medicines, Drugs, Chemicals, Wall 
Paper, Books and Stationery, 
Curtains and Fixtures, Devoe’s 
‘ ‘ Lead and Zinc'’ Paint, Paint 
Brushes, Toys, Ink, Mucilage, 
Apollo Chocolates, Huyler’s Choc­
olates and Bon Bons, Tobacco, 
Pipes, Cigars, Toilet Articles, 
Soaps, Perfumes, Brushes, Cork­
screws, Sponges, Razor Strops, 
Cameras, Photographers’ Sup­
plies, Magazines and Daily Pa­
pers, is at the
Corner Store, No.  I Beal Block,
Main Street. Phil l ips,  M e .
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It  Has Sto o d  t h e  T e s t  o f  T im e  !
Three good reasons why it sells better than any other P lu g  for 
S m o k in g ,  and w h y  y o u  sh o u ld  u s e  it .
1st. IT  IS  THE BEST MADE.
2d. I T  .S  MADE B Y  UNION LABOR.
3d. I T  IS N O T M ADE B Y  A TRUST.
Tennyson and Longfellow could take a worthless sheet of paper and write a poem on It 
and make it worth $65,000. That’s genius.
Rockefellow can write a few words on a sheet of paper and it is worth $5,000,000. That’s 
capital.
The United States can take an ounce and a quarter o f gold, stamp on it an “  eagle bird ’ * 
and make it worth $20.00. That’s money.
A  mechanic can take material worth $5.00, make it into watch springs worth $1,000. 
That’s skill.
A  ditch digger works ten hours a day. handles several tons o f earth, for $1.25. That’s labor. 
When the people curse the trust« aha still continue to buy and use their products instead 
o f using “  Peace and Good W ill,”  “  liu rr O a h ,”  “ A u tu m n ,”  “ Old. K e n tu c k y ”  
and “  Our J?lag,”  goods made by the H a r r y  W k issin ger  T obacco  C o m p a n y , an inde­
pendent factory: that’s sheer folly and inconsistency, and when a salesman or merenant tells 
you he w ill sell you as good tobacco for less money, that’s U N M IT IG A T E D , S T U P E N D ­
OUS G A L L . Y ou can’t buy silk and calico at the same price.
HARRY WEISSINGER TO B A C C O  CO.
(N O T IN  T H E  T R U S T )
R. D. SIÄONS, M. 1) , 
Physician and ¡Surgeon.
KINGFIELD,
Telephone. MAINE.
Benson &  Phillips,
Successors to W. B. SMALL.
Dealers in
Fresh Meats, Canned Goods, P i c M
Fisti
Kingfield Maine.
COME IN
and get some of the best Tee 
Cream in Franklin county. 
Tobacco, Cigars and Confec­
tionery.
E . C .  S T A N L E Y ,  K ingfie ld .
BROKEN DOWN
Bicycles can be repaired and 
machinist work of all kinds 
done at
W .  S . D olb ier’ s K in gfield .
S. L. Savage,
C arriage  w o rk  and wood w ork o f ever) 
d escription  done in a w o rk m a n lik e  m anuei 1 
Low er floor con n ecting w ith  R ideout’s new 
b lacksm ith  shop.
S u p p l ie s .
••M M  •• M H • ••  II •• «••
I keep constantly on hand a complete 
stock of Rims. Spokes, in fact a full line of 
Carriage and Blacksmith Supplies. I have a 
large amount of Iron from one to th ree 
inches, any amount of Land Iron, all sizes 
I purchased this stock before the rise in  iron 
and now my customers get the benefit of it.
•i •<««••*••♦•• ••«•• •«•
G E. R ID E O U T, Blacksm ith,
P H I L L I P S , M A I N E .
D E N T A L  N O T I C E .
ARTIFICIAL TEETH.
The great purchnse of 1000 sets of S. S. White’« 
and Gustle’s best teeth by Dr. F. Bailey, Demist 
Lewiston, has made a sensation. These teeth are 
fresh from the factory with all the latest moulds and 
shades.
For quick returns I have decided to make any patient j 
a set for the low price of $5.00 on the best rub 
plate. 25 years’ experience in fitting the most difficB , 
cases will insure you a set of the best teeth made.
Very T ruly,
Dr. E. BAILEY, Dentist,
Journal Block, Lewiston, Me
